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Mas-Hamilton® Welcome

Mas-Hamilton is a pioneer in the rapidly growing technology of computerized high security
electronic locks. From the Oval Office to the accounting office, Mas-Hamilton locks are making
a difference in how companies are securing their business interests. Sophisticated auditing and
accessing are just two of the features that put Mas-Hamilton locks on the leading edge in the
security industry. We welcome you to the world of Mas-Hamilton security and Auditcon® Sys-
tem 2100.

Manual Conventions

Throughout this manual, we have tried to maintain a consistency that will make the manual
easier for you to use. Some conventions that are followed are:

• The Smart Keys needed for a particular operation will be shown beside the flowcharts that
describe the operation.

• Input to the PC will be shown in bold type.

• Note:    Indicates a point to consider.

• Caution:    Indicates the need for care and caution to be observed
during a procedure or process.

• Warning:    Indicates the possibility of loss of data or system integrity.
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The Auditcon® System 2100 Program Package

The standard Auditcon System 2100 implementation package includes:

• The Auditcon System 2100 Install Program Disks (3)

• D9 Com Port Adapter

• Serial Key Reader

• Smart Keys:

1 “Install” Key  (“A” Key - Will  become a “Logon User” Key )
1 “S” Key  (Local Supervisor Key)
1 “SS” Key  (Corporate Supervisor Key)
1 “SA” Key  (Supervisor Audit Key)

• Auditcon System 2100 Reference Manual

• Auditcon System 2100 Quick Reference Cards

If you are missing any of the above items, contact Mas-Hamilton Customer Service.

System Overview

The Auditcon System 2100 was developed by the Mas-Hamilton Group to help with loss preven-
tion in  today’s business world. It is built using the award-winning computerized technology that
protects our nation’s top classified materials. The Auditcon 2100 Series of locks cannot be
compromised by external manipulation, and the Auditcon System 2100 provides unprecedented
audit capabilities and access control — even for large numbers of users — making it the most
effective deterrent to internal theft available.

The Auditcon System 2100 consists of three components:

1)  PC Based Computer Program

2)  High Security Locks

3)  Smart Keys

  CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCING THE AUDITCON
® SYSTEM 2100
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The Auditcon software runs in a Windows  environment and is used to control the access to the
system’s locks.  It is used to initialize the various advanced design electronic keys known as
Smart Keys and then to initialize and control lock access through these keys. It is also used to
generate reports on system activity or from the audit data collected from the locks.

The Mas-Hamilton Auditcon System 2100 locks are easy to install and operate. They are a
perfect fit to replace conventional locks and is self-powered so no expensive batteries or exter-
nal power source is required for its operation, although a small battery is used to power the lock’s
internal clock.  Inside an Auditcon 2100 lock, there is a microprocessor along with a self-con-
tained power generator and a precision lock mechanism. The power to operate the lock is gen-
erated by turning the dial a few turns. Each user is assigned a Personal Identification Number
(PIN) to be entered on the keypad at each opening and is given a Smart Key that is preprogrammed
with the user’s individual access information. A maximum of sixty users can have access to any
Auditcon 2100 Lock. The lock keeps a complete record of all activity, recording the time and the
identity of the user. The Auditcon 2100 Lock also records unsuccessful attempts, with a thresh-
old for complete shutdown. This audit data can easily be downloaded from the lock through a
Smart Key to a key reader attached to a PC.

It is important that you understand how the entire system operates, even though many of the
operations will be carried out by other personnel. Before you start using the program, be sure to
read the next few pages.  They tell you what this package includes, the equipment you need to
use the software, and identify the components of the system and the people who will be working
with them.

Personnel Classifications

There are six different types of people who will be interacting with the Auditcon System 2100 to
perform operations at the PC and at the lock. The Personnel Classifications for these people, as
designated in the system, are as follows:

Logon Users

These are the software systems users who will be logging onto and operating the software. A
Logon User Key needs to be created for each Logon User at the PC. These keys only allow
access to the software program, not to the locks in the field.

Lock Users

These are the  users who will be interfacing with the actual locks. A unique Lock User Key is
created at the PC for each Lock User. These keys only allow access to the locks in the field , not
to the software.
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Supervisors

The supervisors are responsible for the management of the lock system.  This includes defining
the lock information for the system and also controlling the locks and the users who have access
to them. In order to perform these functions at a particular lock, the supervisor must have been
added to the lock’s user table either when the lock was activated or via the Add User function.
(The supervisors can also perform the functions of the User group.)

Local Supervisors

The Local Supervisor is allowed to access, and can control access to, locks identified at this
specific system installation  provided the Supervisor has been included in each lock’s user table.
The Local Supervisor carries a uniquely encoded Personal Identifier, an “S” key,  that is used to
access the Auditcon 2100 Locks.

Corporate Supervisors

Corporate Supervisors can perform all the functions described above for the Local Supervisor
but also have access to all locks at all company locations, provided the Supervisor has been
included in the lock’s user table. The Corporate Supervisors carry a unique “SS” key that iden-
tifies them as Corporate Supervisors. Once the Corporate Supervisors have been entered into
the Auditcon system at the PC, they are automatically added to each lock activation key that is
issued from that PC.

Other Users

The remaining lock users are involved with the day to day operation of the locks.

Access Users

This group is made up of those people who open the Auditcon locks on a routine basis. Their
functions are limited to opening the locks and changing their PIN number. Before a user can
open a lock, they must be given a unique initialized “A” key, a PIN, and the lock must be
programmed to allow access to this user.

Subordinate Users

If the lock is set to require dual user access (two user PINs must be entered and two Personal
Identifier keys must be inserted), the Subordinate user must be the second user to enter his/her
PIN and insert the Personal Identifier key into the key reader in order to open the lock. All other
lock personnel can be either the first or the second user to access a lock in dual mode.

Couriers

The Couriers’ responsibilities are generally of a type that require lock access on several differ-
ent locks on a fixed route. They have the same functions as Users in that the functions they are
authorized to perform are limited to opening the lock and changing their PIN. They carry an “A”
key that is programmed with their unique identifier code. The only difference between a courier
and a user is that a courier can override any time delays that have been set.
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System Components

The three basic components of the system are as follows:

PC Based Computer System

The PC based computer system is actually comprised of hardware and software components.
The supplied key reader is connected to the computer through a Serial Port Adapter and is used
to read and write the keys for the Auditcon system. The Auditcon software runs under Windows
and is used to control the access to the systems locks.  It is used to initialize the various electronic
keys and then to initialize and control lock access through these keys. It is also used to generate
reports on system activity at the PC or on lock activity using audit data that has been collected
from the locks via an SA Key.

Note: The Auditcon System 2100 PC software can also be used to read and
report on data that has been retrieved via an SA key from Auditcon 3100
Series locks.

High Security Locks

The Auditcon 2100 locks have an advanced design which was first developed for use on United
States Government safes containing classified material. The newest design (2100V) now in-
cludes the “Home” position operation  of the new Mas-Hamilton solenoid lock technology,  which
passes important commercial lock standards such as UL, VdS, and CE mark requirements.

The Mas-Hamilton Auditcon 2100 locks are easy to install and operate.  The operation is quite
unlike that of any lock you may be familiar with. Even though the locks are electromechanical,they
requires no wiring or batteries.  Inside an Auditcon 2100 lock, there is a microprocessor along
with a self-contained power generator and a precision lock mechanism. The power to operate
the lock is generated by turning the dial a few turns. A small battery which will normally last for
ten years keeps the lock’s internal clock running. It is a perfect fit to replace conventional locks.

Each user has a Personal Identification Number (PIN) to be entered on the keypad at each lock
opening. In one of the operating modes a  “Smart Key” is preprogrammed with the user’s
individual access information to become a Personal Identifier Key that is used in conjunction
with the PIN to access the lock. New users can be added — or current users dropped — in a
matter of seconds. The lock’s memory keeps a table of all the authorized users for the lock and
a complete record of each activity, recording the time of the activity and the identity of the user.
The Auditcon 2100 lock also tracks  unsuccessful attempts, with a threshold set for complete
shutdown. This audit data can easily be downloaded from the lock to a Smart Key (SA Key) and
can then be uploaded to the Auditcon PC system via a key reader attached to the PC.
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Lock Operating Modes

The Auditcon 2100 locks can operate in three different modes; however, a lock can only be
operational in one mode at a time. The three available operating modes are as follows:

Shelved Mode

Shelved mode is the mode the lock will be in when it is shipped from the factory. When in
Shelved mode, it can be opened with a standard PIN of 5025 and a Personal Identifier is not
required. This allows the lock to be opened before the user has placed it in service, “activated”
it, and authorized users to open it. Shelved mode is also useful when a lock is to  be temporarily
removed from service and stored. It should be placed in shelved mode to assure that it can be
opened and placed back in service when desired without having to retrieve old PINs.

PC Initialized Mode

Operating in this mode involves integration with the PC Based Computer System. Locks are
defined at the PC system and users are given authority to open those locks at the PC.  Each lock
is assigned to a Location. The Location is in turn attached to a Region, and a Customer Number
is attached to each Region. Local lock users are also assigned to a Location.  They can only be
given access to locks assigned to the same Region (i.e., Customer  Number) as they are.  When
a lock is activated, specific users are authorized to open the lock. Only these users, using the
PINs they set and their Personal Identifier Keys, will be able to open the lock. When a lock is
activated, it may be in one of two access methods: Single or Dual. Single mode allows access to
the lock with only one user. If Dual mode is chosen when the lock is activated, two users will be
required. This provides a higher level of security where it is required.

Stand Alone Mode

The Auditcon 2100 locks can be configured from shelved mode to act as a stand alone lock
capable of being initialized and operated without use of the Auditcon System 2100 for Windows
program or Smart Keys. In the stand alone mode, the lock is capable of supporting five supervi-
sors for lock control functions and 60 users for functions relating to lock access. During stand
alone initialization, the lock can be set for either Single user access, one user, or Dual user
access, two users. Stand alone operation is based on the use of one digit supervisor identifiers in
the range 0-4, six digit supervisor passwords, two digit user identifiers in the range 00-99, and six
digit user PINS.

Lock Storage Capacity

The Auditcon 2100 locks have a fixed memory capacity that allows them to hold a maximum  of
60 users in the authorization table. There are 443 records in the lock that are available to store
information on as many as 886 activities.
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Smart Keys

Smart Keys are self-contained electronic devices that are programmed by the Auditcon com-
puter and then used to allow lock operation. They are sophisticated electronic devices used by
everyone who works with the Auditcon System 2100. They serve as a communication link
between the Auditcon software running on a central PC and the Auditcon 2100 locks in the field.
Each Smart Key is contained in a color coded plastic holder that identifies the type of smart key
and allows it to be carried on a key ring like a traditional key.

Key Types

There are three different types of Smart Keys used with the Auditcon system as Personal
Identifier (PI) Keys for Lock Users:

 • A Key - The A key is an orange colored key with the letter ‘A’ stamped on it.  The A key
can be programmed at the PC system to be  used by Users, Couriers and Subordinate Users
when accessing the Auditcon locks. (It can also be programmed as a Logon User key for
the Auditcon software.)

 • S Key - The S key is identified by the letter ‘S’ stamped on it. The S key is programmed at
the PC system and identifies the carrier as a Local Supervisor for the Auditcon locks.

• SS Key - The SS key is identified by the letters ‘SS’ stamped on it. The SS key is pro-
grammed at the PC system and identifies the carrier as a Corporate Supervisor and allows
access to all of the company’s Auditcon locks.

Three other keys are used with the Auditcon System. They are not used to identify specific lock
users but are required to operate the system.

• Install Key - This is an A key that has been programmed for installation of the Auditcon
System 2100 software program. Once the key has been used to install the software, it
becomes a Logon User Key.

• Logon User Key - This is also an A key but is programmed to be a Logon User Key that
is required for access to the Auditcon PC program. A Logon User Key must be in the key
reader when you logon to the Auditcon PC software and must stay in the reader . You
should create backup Logon User Keys, but be sure to store them in a secured location.

• SA Key - The SA key is a red colored key that is used in conjunction with a supervisor key
to activate or shelve a lock, add or delete users from a lock and to retrieve data from a lock
for transferring to the PC. It serves as a data transfer device and must be initialized for the
specific purpose and particular lock to be serviced.
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Smart Key Operation

The Smart Keys used by everyone who works with the Auditcon System provide a two tiered
approach to system security.  They require not only that anyone who opens a lock or accesses
system data on the computer  has a key but also that it is the correct type and has been properly
initialized for the access granted. In addition, the key is used to provide a communications link
between the central computer and the lock it controls.

The device that makes this possible is the Dallas Semiconductor iButtonTM 
electronic device.

This is the device in the key that looks like a watch battery. However, it is much more than a
battery. Inside the stainless steel can there is a battery but there is also nonvolatile memory up to
65,530 bits. Each key also has a unique serial number built into it that can be read but never
changed. Some of these functions are not used with the Mas Hamilton locks but details of how
this device is used with the Mas Hamilton locks are provided below.

The device is mounted in a convenient plastic housing that allows it to be carried on a keychain
and also provides a handle for inserting the key into a lock. When the key is inserted into the
mating receptacle, electrical connection is established between the internal electronics and the
lock. The lock immediately initiates communications with the key.  Once the data communication
is established, the lock can read data from the key, read the internal clock to establish the time,
and save the time and other data into the keys memory. Which function the lock performs
depends on which type of key is inserted and what mode the lock is in.

The memory in the key is used to transfer data from the computer to the lock and from the lock
to the computer. The data read from the key by the lock is used to assure that the key’s user is
authorized to perform the requested function. Data is also stored in the key by the lock, such as
the data from an audit dump. The key is then read by the computer to keep a permanent record
of lock activity.

The following table details which of the Dallas Semiconductor devices is used for each key and
what its capabilities are.

Dallas Mas-Hamilton  Memory Memory Memory     Timer
Device Application  Size Type * Organization Functions

DS 1425 Button Holder,  1,152 Bits PW Protect 3 x 384 Pages No
A Key

DS 1991 S, SS Keys  1,152 Bits PW Protect 3 x 384 Pages No

DS 1996 SA Keys  65,536 Bits NVRAM 256 Bit Pages No

*   “PW Protect” means that the 64 bit password must be entered before the memory can be
read or written. “NVRAM” stands for “Non-Volatile Random Access Memory” which means
that once the data has been written into the memory (RAM), it remains there until overwritten.
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Power for the key is from a lithium battery inside the key which will normally last for ten years.

Key Storage Capacity

The Smart Keys used with the Auditcon system also have limits on the number of records that
can be stored in them. The maximum of each key is determined by the amount of memory in the
key and the type of records stored. For example, the SA key can hold a maximum of 512 Audit
records.

System Precautions

Although the Auditcon System 2100 locks and Software are designed to be easy to install and
use, there are a few areas where caution needs to be exercised.

1) Do not attempt to use any editors to view the Auditcon files. Auditcon files are not acces-
sible with editors and you may cause the files to become unusable, resulting in permanent
loss of data. This will render your system unstable and unrecoverable for Auditcon opera-
tion.

2) Electrostatic Discharge (ESD). Mas-Hamilton locks are well protected from ESD damage
once they are installed, but can be damaged during the installation process if proper precau-
tions are not observed. When handling the locks, follow these precautions:

• Everything on and around work stations which might come into contact with ESD
sensitive devices should be conductive and connected to earth ground through a resistor.
The purpose of the resistor is to prevent electrical shock in case something should come
in contact with a voltage source.

• The technicians installing the locks should also be "grounded." Technicians can wear
conductive wrist bands with "alligator" clips connected to a convenient source for earth
ground. The stainless steel plate on the wrist band should directly contact the technician's
skin.

• When handling the back covers of Auditcon 2100 Locks, do not directly touch the
electronic components.

• Handle the covers by the edges, being careful not to touch the connectors. Eliminate
the use of all unnecessary plastics, paper, and synthetics during installation.

• In addition, all locks are shipped with static shielding material (that do not generate
static charges) and an antistatic sleeve covering the cable end.

• Do not install the back cover assembly until the flex cable connectors have been
seated into their proper positions. Touching these cables transmits ESD from the
technician's body through the cables to the electronic components of the back cover.
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Getting Started

System Requirements

To use the Auditcon for Windows PC software program, the following minimum hardware and
software requirements must be met:

• IBM compatible PC capable of running Windows

• Floppy Disk Drive, 1.44 MB 3.5” diskette

• Hard Disk Drive with at least 5 megabytes file space

• Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows NT, Windows 2000

Note: Even though this software program will run under Windows NT and Win-
dows 2000, it will not operate as a true “client/server” application. It
will only operate as a ”workstation” application.

PC Hardware Installation

Complete the following steps to install the Auditcon Key Reader:

1. Locate the Serial Port Adapter that came with the Auditcon package and plug it into the
serial port on your PC that corresponds to the serial Com port (COM1 to COM4).

2. Connect the key reader to the serial port adapter.

3. The key reader should be positioned near your keyboard for easy access. Ensure the Install
Key is in the key reader.

After connecting the adapter and key reader, you are ready to install the Auditcon software and
begin system setup.  To start the installation and to continue with testing the basic function and
operation of the system, you will need the Auditcon for Windows 3.5" installation diskettes (3)
and the Smart Keys required for adding users to the system.

• S SUPERVISOR

• SS CORPORATE SUPERVISOR

• SA SUPERVISOR AUDIT

  CHAPTER 2

PC INITIALIZED MODE
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Software Conventions

The Auditcon program is operated through several windows. It conforms to Windows conven-
tions so Windows users should have no trouble using it. Enough detail is included in this manual
so that non-experienced users can follow the required procedures.

Note: The screens shown in this manual were captured under Windows 98. If
you are operating under a different version of Windows, the screens may
vary slightly in appearance.

Software Installation and Setup

Warning:If the MS-DOS based Auditcon System 2100 software is currently in-
stalled on your PC System, contact Mas-Hamilton Technical Support
prior to installing the Auditcon for Windows version of the software.

Caution: If a previous version of the Auditcon System 2100 for Windows software
is currently installed on your PC System, you should ensure that you
have a current backup of the Auditcon files prior to installing the new
version of the software. If the installed version is 3.0 or greater, you will
not need an Install Key and you will not need to import the existing
Auditcon files. In this case, simply ensure that a valid Logon User Key is
in the key reader at the time you perform the installation of the new
software.

Caution: During the installation process, you will be required to enter a unique
six digit Company Number, a Company Name, and a Company Descrip-
tion. If a previous version of Auditcon is installed on your PC, this num-
ber must be the same as the Company ID in the previous installation. If
you are a branch of a larger company, this number must be identical to
that used for all other Auditcon installations by your company. It is help-
ful to determine what the six digit number is before you begin the instal-
lation process.

Complete the following steps to install the Auditcon software:

1. Check the PC date and time to ensure accuracy. Adjust, if necessary, before proceeding.

2. Insert the Auditcon Install Diskette into the appropriate drive of the PC.

3. Select the Start icon in the lower left of the Windows screen. Then select the Run icon from
the Windows  menu. The Run Window will be displayed.
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4. If necessary, change the path to point to the drive being used.

5. Click on the OK button.

6. The setup program will prompt with the Setup window which will be displayed while the
Install Shield Wizard is prepared. The Install Shield Wizard is a Windows program that will
take you through the rest of the setup process.

The Welcome window will be displayed after the Install Shield Wizard is completed. Note the
recommendation that no other programs should be running while the Auditcon setup is com-
pleted. If you have other Windows programs running, you should cancel the setup and close
these other programs.
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7. Click on the Next> button when ready to continue. The setup program will continue by
collecting User and additional installation information.

The User Information window is displayed.
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8. Enter your name if it is not displayed correctly.

9. Enter the name of your company.

10. Click on the Next> button to proceed. The Choose Destination Location window will be
displayed.

11. The default installation directory is shown. If you want the Auditcon software installed in
another directory, enter the new path.

Caution: If a previous version of the Auditcon System 2100 for Windows software
is currently installed on your PC System, you should ensure that you
have a current backup of the Auditcon files prior to proceeding with the
installation of the new version of the software.You should also ensure
that the destination directory for the installation of the new software is a
different location than that of the previous version.

Click on the Next> button to proceed.

The Select Program Folder window is displayed to allow you to select the program folder to
which the Auditcon for Windows program icons will be added.
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12. Click on the Next> button to add the programs to the Auditcon for Windows folder (the
default). You can also type a new folder name or select from one of the existing folders and
then click on the Next> button.

The Start Copying Files window is displayed.
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This window is displayed to allow you to review the installation information that will be used to
install your Auditcon software. If there is anything you wish to change, do so now.

13. Click on the Next> button to proceed.

Informational windows will be displayed indicating that the files are decompressing.

You will then be prompted for the next disk required for installation of the software.

14. Insert Install Disk #2 and click on OK to proceed.

The setup program will copy more Auditcon files from the diskette to the specified directory.
You will then be prompted for the final disk required for installation of the software.

15. Insert Install Disk #3 and click on OK to proceed.

The setup program will copy the remaining Auditcon files from the diskette to the specified
directory and the AudConW start-up window and icons will be created.
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Two icons will be created. The first is Auditcon for Windows. It is the icon that will be used to
start the Auditcon program. The other is the Auditcon Help icon which is used to display the
Help file.

Configuring System Software

After the required files are copied, the Auditcon program must be configured to run on your
computer for your company. An informational window will appear, indicating that your key
reader and Installation Key must be in place at this time.

Note: The data input shown in this section is provided for example purposes
only. You should define your own values for your system.

1. Ensure that the key reader is installed and that the Install Key has been placed in the key
reader. Click on OK to proceed.

Note: If the key reader was not installed or installed on a port other than the
one selected above, or if the install key is not in the reader, the following
error message will be displayed and you will not be able to proceed until
the problem is corrected.

The next window is Change Serial Port Address. This window prompts you to specify where
you installed the key reader.
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2. Select the Com Port number where the key reader was installed. The default value for the
Serial Port is Com1. If the Serial Port that you are using for the key reader is anything other
than Com 1, you need to change it at this time.

3. Within this same option, you will need to address the type of Serial Adapter that you have
with your system. If the Serial Adapter is a DS9097U type, you will need to indicate this by
marking the appropriate box.

4. Click on the OK button to proceed. A Key Reader must have been installed and an Install
Key must be in the key reader in order to proceed.

Note: If the key reader was not installed or installed on a port other than the
one selected above, or if the install key is not in the reader, the following
error message will be displayed and you will not be able to proceed until
the problem is corrected.
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The next window displayed is the Configuration window.

5. Enter your Company Name and Company Description in the appropriate fields.

6. Enter the six-digit Company Number.

Warning:Make sure that you are entering the correct number since you will not be
able to change this number after you press the ‘OK’ button.

If this is the first installation of Auditcon for your company, you may choose any six digit number
you desire. You should make it something meaningful for your company. We do not
recommend that you use the value of  “123456” as used in the following screen ex-
ample.

If a previous version of Auditcon is installed on your PC, this number must be the same as the
Company ID in the previous installation. If you are a branch of a larger company, this number
must be identical to that used for all other Auditcon installations by your company. Determine
what your Company Number is by contacting another location.
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7. Click on OK to proceed.

Next, an informational window is displayed, indicating that a region and location need to be
defined during this installation.

Three other keys are used with the Auditcon System. They are not used to identify specific lock
users but are required to operate the system.

• Customer Number - A 6 digit number used to identify an Auditcon customer or region. A
User’s customer number must match that of the lock in order for the User to be authorized
for that lock. The Customer Number has a unique one-to-one relationship with a Region ID,
which can also be thought of as a Customer ID or Customer Name.

• Region ID - The Region ID is the identifier for a specific unique region.  Multiple regions
can exist for each Auditcon System 2100 installation. Since a region has a unique one-to-one
relationship with a Customer Number, the Region ID can also be thought of as a Customer
ID or Customer Name.

• Location - A location exists within a region. Multiple unique locations can exist within the
same region. Each location carries time settings for Daylight Savings Time recognition and
GMT,  if GMT is being used in your system. The system requires that a location be  assigned
to your Auditcon PC installation, to all locks, and to all lock users.

8. Click on OK to proceed.

Next, the Region ID window is displayed.
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9. Enter a Region ID for this Auditcon System installation.

Note: More Regions can be added later to link to lock locations or to alternate
locations for your system installation. If you are a company that services
several different customers, the Region ID may be used as a Customer
ID having an associated customer number. This will provide extra secu-
rity for each customer.

10. Click on OK to proceed.

Next, the Region Customer Number window is displayed.

11. Enter a Region Customer Number that is to be associated with the Region ID for this system
installation.
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12. Click on OK to proceed.

Next, an informational window is displayed, indicating that you must define a location as the next
step of the installation.

13. Click on OK to proceed.

Next, the New Location ID window is displayed.

14. Enter a Location ID. This Location ID is automatically set as the location for this Auditcon
System installation and will be displayed as part of the window description for the main
window once you have logged on to the Auditcon PC system. The default Location ID is
Corporate Server, but you may change this to something that is more descriptive for your
system installation.
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Note: More locations can be added later to define lock locations or alternate
locations for your system installation. It is important that the GMT (Green-
wich Mean Time) offset for an installation location is set correctly if you
are operating your system using GMT.

Because you have only created one Region at this time, the Region for this Location ID is
automatically set to the Region that has been defined. Also, the GMT (Greenwich Mean Time)
for this Location is automatically assigned the value that is defined for the PC at which you are
installing the software.

15. Click on OK to proceed.

Next, an informational window is displayed, indicating that the last required step of the installa-
tion process is to create a Logon User Key for future access to the Auditcon software.

16. Click on OK to proceed.

Next, the New Logon User ID window is displayed.
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17. Enter a Logon User ID.

Note: It is recommended that you add a second Logon User and key as soon as
possible so that you have a second (or backup) key available to access
the software system.
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18. Click on OK to proceed.

The New Logon Key Password window is displayed.

19. Enter the new password for the logon key. Valid characters are alphabetic, numeric, spaces
and special characters (e.g., “!”, “@”, “#”, etc). This password will be represented on the
screen by “******” for security purposes.

Warning! It is imperative that you do not forget this password! The password is
required in order to logon to the software program. It cannot be recov-
ered if it is forgotten by the installer. (You may change the password at a
later date if you desire, but you must know the existing password to do
so).

20. Click on OK to proceed.

The Verify New Logon Password window is displayed.
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21. Enter the new password once again for verification. This password will once again be
represented on the screen by “******” for security purposes.

Warning:  Once you click on the OK button, the Installation key becomes a Logon
User Key and cannot be used to re-install the Auditcon for Windows
software. If you want to install this program on another PC you must
have another installation key with the same unique security code for
your company. If you click on the Cancel button, you have not used the
Installation key and it can be used to install the software again.

22. Click on OK to proceed.

A message window is displayed indicating that the logon key has been prepared.

23. Click on the OK button to proceed.

The Setup Complete window will be displayed.
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24. Select a button to indicate whether or not you would like to restart your system at this time.
It is recommended that you restart your system at this time, so click on the “Yes”
button.

25. Click on the Finish button to proceed.

If you selected the button to restart your computer, the system will do so at this time. Otherwise,
a second Setup Complete window will be displayed.
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27. Click on the Finish button to complete setup.

This completes the installation of the Auditcon System 2100 for Windows software.

Warning:If you did not choose to restart your PC system from the prompt screen,
you must manually restart the system before proceeding.

Starting the Auditcon PC Program:

1. Select the Start icon from the Windows task bar.

2. Select the Programs menu item.

4. Select the Auditcon for Windows menu item.

5. Select the Auditcon for Windows icon.

The Auditcon for Windows startup window is displayed.
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From here you can access options to logon to the system, change the configuration for the serial
connection to the key reader, set the system path for your Auditcon files, rebuild your data and
index files, or you can access user Help for the Auditcon for Windows PC System or for Win-
dows itself. You can also review information about your Auditcon for Windows installation by
selecting About Auditcon from the Help menu.

Auditcon for Windows Help

The Auditcon System 2100 software has extensive Help screens available. They cover all por-
tions of the operation of the Auditcon Network program. From the main window:

1. Select Help.

Index and Using Help

The Index option displays the main Help window. From this window, you may obtain help on the
Auditcon functions by clicking on the name of the function. The detailed help screen for the
selected function is displayed. If the Help data is longer than one screen, use the scroll bars to
move through the data. The taskbar commands at the top of the screen may be used to move
through the help screen for the different functions. Select the Exit command when done with the
help functions.
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Note: This option operates in the same manner as that of the standard Win-
dows Help option. Refer to the “Help” section in your Windows docu-
mentation manual for detailed information.

About Auditcon

The About Auditcon option displays data about the Auditcon System 2100 Software Program
Installation. Most importantly, it displays the version level of the software. Click on the OK
button to return to the main window.

Initial Logon to the Auditcon PC Program

1. Make sure there is a Logon User “A” Key in the key reader.

Note: There should only be one Logon User Key placed in the key reader at a
time. If there are two Logon User Keys in the reader, the correct key may
not be recognized, depending upon its placement in the reader.

2. From the File Menu select ‘Logon’.

The Enter Logon Password window is displayed.
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3. Enter the Logon Password for the Logon User Key that is currently in the reader. This
password will be represented on the screen by “******” for security purposes.

4. Click on the OK button to proceed.

The logon greeting window is displayed.

5. Click on the OK button to proceed.

The main window for the Auditcon program is displayed.
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This is the beginning menu of the Auditcon System. From here you can select to work with
Auditcon 2100 Series Locks, User IDs and Keys, Supervisor Audit Keys, get various reports, or
perform various system maintenance activities.

Note: You must begin and complete a logon session with the same Logon User
Key. You should not switch logon keys in the middle of a session. If
changing logon users is necessary during a work shift, the current user
should logoff of the software, and the next user should logon.

We should point out a few pieces of information that are displayed on the screen once you logon
to the system. At the top of the screen the location that is currently set as your system installation
location is displayed. You will also notice the associated GMT (Greenwich Mean Time) offset
for that location at the bottom of the screen. If GMT has been disabled for the current system
installation location or has not yet been set, this will be indicated instead of showing the GMT
offset.

Configuring System Locations & Times

Once the software has been installed, you must edit your installation system location and time to
reflect how you will be using the system.

1. From the Utilities Menu select ‘Edit Locations and Times’.
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The Edit Locations List will be displayed.

There should only be one location in the list at this time.

2. Click on the Edit button to proceed.

The Edit Location window will be displayed.

3. Enter a location description (maximum of 20 characters) if so desired. This field is optional.
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At this time you must decide if you want your system to operate in GMT time or in
“local” time. If you have locks in several time zones, you may want to set lock times to GMT
and set a GMT offset in the PC application.  When a lock user has access to locks within several
time zones, but works a consistent schedule with respect to GMT, the user’s open windows can
be restricted to that schedule by using GMT in the locks.

Another advantage to enabling GMT offset is that it allows you to synchronize report times from
locks in various time zones. Because GMT configured locks record audit records in GMT, the
offset at the PC would adjust locks from various time zones to the PC’s local time. This would
reduce the possibility for confusion when locks are spread over several time zones.

If GMT offset is disabled, locks need to be configured with their local times. Many European
countries prefer to operate with the GMT offset while in the United States “local” time is usually
preferred.

4. If you decide to use GMT offset in your system, make sure that the local time offset from
Greenwich Mean Time is set correctly for your system installation location. This value will
be used to align the system, locks and Smart Keys in relation to time changes and time
zones. Use the following chart to help determine the appropriate value for your time zone.
You should ensure that this value, along with the internal date and time on your PC, is correct
at installation time. Select West if you are located to the west of Greenwich, England, falling
between Greenwich and the international date line. Select East if you are located to the east.
For example: The United States is West; Germany is East.
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5. If you want your system to operate on “local” time, simply click on Disable GMT Offset.

6. If the time zone for this system installation location is currently operating under Daylight
Savings Time, click on the box for “Is Daylight Savings Time”.

Note: When the system detects a change in daylight savings time, the Daylight
Savings window will be displayed. This screen allows you to change the
PC clock and/or the GMT offset, or to select for these options to remain
unchanged. If a change is made, you will need to also change the set-
tings in all activated locks.

7. Click on the OK button to proceed.

The Edit Locations List is once again displayed.

8. Click on the Close button to return to the Main window.

Import Existing Auditcon for Windows Files

For installations that are updating existing Auditcon for Windows software versions
previous to 3.0, you must now import the previous Auditcon files into the new system. Other-
wise, proceed to the next section, “Beginning Lock Operations”.

Warning: If  you have used a customer number of “000000” (all zeros) in your
previous Auditcon, do not proceed with the import of the existing files. A
customer number of all zeros is not allowed in the new version  of the
software. Contact Mas-Hamilton Technical Support to make changes in
your existing system files before importing to the new system.

   United States Time Zone Offsets

Time Zone   Standard Time Daylight Savings Time
Offset Offset

Eastern 5 hours 4 hours
Central 6 hours 5 hours
Mountain 7 hours 6 hours
Pacific 8 hours 7 hours
Alaska 10 hours 9 hours
Hawaii 10 hours 10 hours
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Caution: You should ensure that you have a current backup of the Auditcon files
from the old system prior to importing the files into the new system. Also,if
the previous Auditcon System was installed on a different machine and
cannot be accessed by the new machine through a network path, the
previous Auditcon files must be copied off of the old machine in order to
import them to the new machine.

There are new fields that will be created for the new version of the software and new data
relations that will be formed in the import process. You will be guided through the import
process with informational message windows, and default data will be provided for you
for most new input fields. You can either change the default data during the import
process or accept it and then change it at a later time.

The import process will address the following:

For each “Customer Number” that was defined in your previous Auditcon installation, you
will be forced to define an associated “Region ID” or what can also be thought of as a
“Customer ID” or “Customer Name”.

Note: A default Region will be defined for each Customer Number that is pro-
cessed during the import process. It will consist of the Customer Number
followed by the word “Region”. You may accept the default or create
your own Region ID for each Customer Number. If you accept the de-
fault, you can update it at a later time.

Locks that were previously defined in your Auditcon installation will be imported to a new
Lock file. You will be forced to assign a Lock Name to each lock in the previous database.
If a Lock is currently activated, a Lock Location must also be identified. A Lock Description
for the lock is optional in the new file.

Note: A default Lock Location will be created for each Region that is created
during the import process. It will consist of the Customer Number fol-
lowed by the word “Location”.You may accept the default location or
create your own for the Region. If you accept the default, you can up-
date it at a later time.

The “Users” that were defined in your previous Auditcon installation will be imported into
the new system defined as “Lock Users”. A Lock Location must be assigned to each local
Lock User.

Note: All Logon Users will have to be created from scratch in the new system.
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See diagram below for new data relationships:

         Region ID -----> Customer Number
 ________________ | ________________
  |        |

        Location Location
      _________ | _________ _________ | _________
        |         | |   |
    Locks        Local Lock Users        Locks  Local Lock Users

To Import the Files:

1. From the Utilities Menu select Import Auditcon  for Windows Files ....

The File Location window is displayed.

2. Enter the path for the location of the previous Auditcon for Windows data files. You can use
the Browse option to select the location instead of typing it in.

Note: The files may be imported from a location on a diskette or CD if you
have copied them from another system.

3. Click on OK to start the import of the files.

An informational window is displayed indicating that a Region needs to be created for every
unique Customer Number was used in the previous installation of the software.
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Note: When creating new regions for existing Auditcon installations, you can
think of the Region ID as a Customer ID or Name that is associated with
a specific Customer Number. The new Region created for the Customer
Number will default to the Customer Number itself during the import
process. You will have the option to change it or leave it as the default.

4. Click on OK to proceed.

For each customer number encountered in the previous system installation’s data files, a search
will be performed to see if a Region exists in the new system for that Customer Number. If not,
you will be prompted to add a new region for that customer number and an initial default location
for the new region.

Note: If a Customer Number of “000000” is found, it will not be added to the
new database. An error will be generated and a message will be placed
in the error log. You will be notified of this at the end of the import
process.

The Customer Number followed by the word “Region” will be presented as the default Region
ID. You may accept the default information or enter a new unique Region ID. You should try to
make the Region ID meaningful in relation to the Customer or the Customer Number, especially
since the Region ID, not the Customer Number, will be shown when viewing Users and Locks.

A default location is also presented for the initial location for the new Region. The Customer
Number followed by the word “Location” will be presented as the default Location for the
Region ID. Again, you may accept the default or you may create a different initial location for
the new region by tabbing to the second field and typing in a new location.

Note: When a new Lock Location is added to the system, the GMT and Day-
light Savings settings for the location are set to the same values as the
location for the PC software installation. You may edit the settings by
going to the Utilities menu and selecting Edit Locations and Times.
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5. Click on OK to accept the information and proceed.

Caution: If you click on Cancel at this time, the identified Region will not be added
to the new database and you will not receive an error message.The im-
port process will simply continue to the next record. If you click on Abort,
the entire import process will be immediately aborted. Once aborted, you
can restart the import process in order to finish processing the data.

If there are more customer numbers that are not known to the new system, you will continue to
receive prompts for adding new regions. Otherwise, an informational window will be displayed
indicating that the import of the lock data will occur next. You are also informed that a lock name
must be assigned for each lock in the previous database. If a lock is activated, a location must
also be identified. A description of the lock is optional.

Note:  The Lock Name assigned to a lock will default to the lock Serial Number
during the import process. You will have the option to change it or leave
it as the default.

8. Click on OK to proceed.

For each lock in the previous database that is not found in the new system database, you will be
prompted for the appropriate information.

Note: You will also be notified of any duplicate key records that are found with
non-matching data attached to them.
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The Lock Name assigned to a lock will default to the lock Serial Number. You have the option to
change it or leave it as the default.

Caution: If you click on Cancel at this time, the identified Lock will not be added
to the new database and you will not receive an error message.The im-
port process will simply continue to the next record. If you click on Abort,
the entire import process will be immediately aborted. Once aborted, you
can restart the import process in order to finish processing the data.

To change the Lock Name to something other than the default, simply type in the new Lock
Name.
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10. Click on Next to proceed.

At this time a data relation has already been defined for locks in regard to location, region, and
customer number. In brief, each Customer Number that was assigned to a Lock is now associ-
ated with a specific Region ID and there can be multiple locations created within each Region.
(Refer to diagram on page 35.) A Lock can only be assigned a Location that has been created
within the Region to which the Lock belongs. This relationship will be used when displaying
available locations that can be assigned to a Lock. Keep in mind that new locations may also be
added to the Region if necessary.

The New Lock Location selection window is displayed.

Note: Only those locations defined for the Region to which the Lock is as-
signed  will be displayed for selection. A default Lock Location has been
defined for each Region. You may choose to assign an existing location
to the Lock or you may create a new Lock Location within the Region to
assign to the Lock.

11. If the appropriate location does not exist for the lock, you must click on Add to define a new
location. Otherwise, go to Step 14.

If Add was chosen, the New Location ID window is displayed.
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12. Enter the new lock Location ID.

Caution: If you click on Cancel at this time, the identified Location will not be
added to the new database and you will not receive an error message.

The New Lock Location window is displayed once again, showing the new location that was
added.
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Note: When a new Lock Location is added to the system, the GMT and Day-
light Savings settings for the location are set to the same values as the
location for the PC software installation. You may edit the settings by
going to the Utilities menu and selecting Edit Locations and Times.

14. Make sure the appropriate location is selected and click on Next>> to proceed.

The Lock Description window is displayed.
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15. You may enter a lock description at this point if you desire. This data is optional.

16. Click on OK to proceed.

If there are more locks that are not known to the new system, you will continue to receive
prompts for adding new information for the locks. Otherwise, an informational window will be
displayed indicating that the import of the user file will occur next.

Note:  A default Lock Location will be defined for each Region. You may choose
to assign the default location to the Lock User or you may create a new
Lock Location within the Region to assign to the Lock User.

17. Click on OK to proceed.

At this time a data relation has already been defined for users in regard to location, region, and
customer number. (Refer to diagram on page 35.) This relationship will be used when displaying
available locations for a specific customer number that can be assigned to a lock user. Keep in
mind that new locations may also be added if necessary.

Note: You will not be prompted to assign a location to a Supervisor.
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The Select Location window is displayed.

Note: Only those locations assigned to a region with the same customer num-
ber as the user record will be displayed for selection. A default Lock
Location will be defined for each Region. The GMT and Daylight Sav-
ings settings for the default Lock Location will be set to the same values
as the location for the PC software installation. You may choose to as-
sign the default location to the Lock User or you may create a new Lock
Location within the Region to assign to the Lock User.

Caution: If you click on Cancel at this time, the identified Lock User will not be
added to the new database and you will not receive an error message.The
import process will simply continue to the next record.If you click on
Abort, the entire import process will be immediately aborted. Once
aborted, you  can restart the import process in order to finish processing
the data.

18. If the appropriate location does not exist for the lock user, you must click on Add to define
a new location. Otherwise, go to Step 21.

If Add was chosen, the New Location ID window is displayed.
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19. Enter the new Lock Location ID.

20. Click on OK to proceed.

The Select Location window is displayed once again, showing the new location that was added.
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Note: When a new Lock Location is added to the system, the GMT and Day-
light Savings settings for the location are set to the same values as the
location for the PC software installation. You may edit the settings by
going to the Utilities menu and selecting Edit Locations and Times.

21. Make sure the appropriate location is selected and click on OK to proceed.

If there are more lock users that are not known to the new system, you will continue to receive
prompts for adding the appropriate inofrmation for each lock user. Otherwise, an informational
window will be displayed indicating that the import of the lock data has completed.

22. Click on OK to proceed.

At this time the import of the previous database to the new database has been completed.

If there were data conflict errors during the import, a message window will be displayed indicat-
ing that there were errors and that you should access the error log to determine what the errors
were.

To access the error log, select the File Menu. The error log is named err_log. It should be listed
as the first file under the last files used section, toward the bottom of the drop down menu . Click
on the file name to open the error log and view the errors that were encountered during the
import.
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You should contact Mas-Hamilton Group Technical Support if you do not know how to correct
the errors identified in the log.

As the last step of the import process, you should ensure that all records were successfully
imported by once again selecting the Import option from the Utilities Menu.
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Beginning Lock Operations

Open Lock in Shelved Mode

The Auditcon 2100 Series of locks are shipped from the factory in “Shelved Mode”, with a
Factory PIN of 5025. This allows the lock to function on a standard combination until activated
and does not require a Smart Key. Once a lock has been activated, “shelving” a lock is equiva-
lent to deactivating the lock. It returns the lock to a state where it opens once again with the
Factory PIN of 5025.

CW = ClockWise; CCW = CounterClockWise

1.   Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Enter Factory PIN      OPr
If you are operating a 2100V lock, you must first position the dial so that the lip of
the dial covers the red bar. Enter the Factory PIN of 5025. OPr (OPen right) appears
on the display.

3. OPr      Retract Bolt
Turn the dial to the right (CW) to retract the bolt. The lock is now open.

Close Lock in Shelved Mode

To properly close an Auditcon 2100 Lock and record an audit of the closing, the following steps
must be taken:

CW = ClockWise; CCW = CounterClockWise

1.   Dial Left       CLS
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until the bolt is extended and CLS (CLoSed Lock) appears
on the display. The lock is now closed and an audit record has been written to reflect this
activity.

Caution: The dial must be turned to the left until CLS is displayed to ensure a
valid closing of the lock.
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Lock Keypad Commands for PC Initialized Mode

Below is a list of the Keypad Commands for the Auditcon 2100 Series of locks that are available
for use while operating in PC Initialized Mode.

 ## - Displays the total number of openings for the lock

 #0 - Submenu 0 - Allows a Lock Audit Table Download to an SA Key

- Submenu 1 - Allows a Lock User Table Download to an SA Key

 #2 - Displays the Serial Number of the lock

 #4 - Submenu 1 - Adds a User to a Lock via a Personal Identifier Key

- Submenu 2 - Deletes a User from a Lock via a Personal Identifier Key

- Submenu 3 - Deletes a User from a Lock via the Auxiliary ID

 #5 - Used to Set or Change PINs

 #6 - Used to Activate Lock (from Shelve Mode), Add/Delete Users and Shelve Lock

 #7 - Display Time and Date

 #8 - Submenu 1 - Allows a Supervisor to Change the Time and Date

- Submenu 2 - Allows a Supervisor to Display/Change the Daylight Savings Time Switch

- Submenu 3 - Allows a Supervisor to Display/Change the European Date Format Switch

 #9 - Allows a Supervisor to Disable Lock Operation

 # - Accepts Displayed Data, Stops Display

 * - Cancels Entry or Stops Display
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Setting Up In PC Initialized Mode

Note: The screens shown in this manual were captured under Windows 98. If
you are operating under a different version of Windows, the screens may
vary slightly in appearance.

Initial User Setup

Before the Auditcon System can be used for your normal transactions, the various people who
will be using the Auditcon software and locks must have their assigned roles identified and
entered into the Auditcon System. In addition, Smart Keys must be initialized and assigned to
each individual. Also, all locks to be controlled by the Auditcon software must be identified by
serial number, and activation keys must be programmed. All of this is performed at your PC with
the Auditcon software. Normally there will be several people involved. There should be at least
two Local Supervisors identified, so there is always a backup available. Many installations will
want to identify Corporate Supervisors if they have more than one Auditcon system installed.
Also, there may be a need to identify Couriers.

The following lists denote the order in which you would perform initial user setup activities for
PC Initialized Mode.

PC Initialized Mode Set Up Activities:

1. Add Logon Users to the Auditcon PC System

2. Identify Region IDs

3. Identify Locations

4. Add Lock Users to the Auditcon PC System

5. Get Lock Serial Number

6. Identify Users who should have access to the locks

7. Activate the locks at the PC

8. Activate the locks at the locks

9. Set date and time for locks

10. Change the PIN numbers for  Lock Users

11. Open/close the locks
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ACTIVATE LOCK AT PC

USING SA KEY

USE SA KEY TO

ACTIVATE LOCK

Activate Auditcon Lock

ADD USERS TO LOCK AT

PC WITH SA KEY

TAKE SA KEY TO LOCK USE SA KEY TO ADD

USERS TO LOCK

DELETE USERS FROM

LOCK AT PC WITH SA

KEY

TAKE SA KEY TO LOCK USE SA KEY TO

DELETE USERS FOM

LOCK

TAKE SA KEY TO LOCK RETRIEVE USER TABLE

FROM LOCK WITH SA

KEY

TAKE SA KEY TO PC

TO VIEW AUDIT DATA

SHELVE LOCK AT PC

WITH SA KEY

TAKE SA KEY TO LOCK USE SA KEY TO

SHELVE LOCK

Add Users to Lock

Delete Users From Lock

Retrieve User Table Information

Shelve Auditcon Lock

TAKE SA KEY TO LOCK

TAKE SA KEY TO LOCK RETRIEVE AUDIT DATA

FROM LOCK WITH SA

KEY

TAKE SA KEY TO PC

TO VIEW AUDIT DATA

Retrieve Lock Audit Information

INITIALIZE SA KEY AT

PC TO GET AUDITS

INITIALIZE SA KEY AT

PC TO GET USERS

System Processes for PC Initialized Mode

Below you will find the System Processes for PC Initialized Mode. These flowcharts show the
activity flow that must occur between the PC and the locks when operating in PC Initialized
Mode.
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Sample Setup

The following provides a general example that simulates a limited setup and operation of the
Auditcon system, including the activation of a 2100 lock. This sample setup will take you from
adding logon and  lock users to the PC system, to activating, opening and then shelving a lock.
The purpose of this example is to give you the opportunity to quickly run through adding users to
the Auditcon software, and then activating a 2100 lock so that you can see how the system
should operate on a limited basis. It is not intended to give detailed information regarding the
software or the 2100 locks.

WARNING: For security purposes, you should define your own values for Pass-
words, Users IDs and PINs.

I. Add Another Logon User to the PC System

This operation serves to create a Logon User Key used for accessing the software program. For
this example we are creating a backup Logon User Key. Every system should have a mini-
mum of one backup Logon User Key.

Required Items:  Personal Identifier “A” Key for new Logon User

1. Select the “Logon Users” menu.

2. Select “Add Logon User”.

The New Logon User ID window is displayed.
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3. Enter the new Logon User ID. A Logon User ID must be unique within Logon Users but it
may be the same as an existing Lock User ID. For this example we will use ‘Logon
Backup 1’.

4. Click on OK to proceed.

The New Users Description window will be displayed.

5. Enter a user description if you would like. This is an optional input field.
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6. Click on OK to proceed.

The New Logon Password window is displayed.

7. Enter the new password for the logon key. We will use ‘123456’ for this example.

Note: Valid characters are alphabetic, numeric, spaces and special characters
(e.g., “!”, “@”, “#”, etc). This password will be represented on the screen
by “******” for security purposes.

Warning! It is imperative that you do not forget this password! The password is
required in order to logon to the software program. It cannot be recov-
ered if it is forgotten by the installer. (You may change the password at a
later date if you desire, but you must know the existing password to do
so).

8. Click on OK to proceed.
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The Verify New Logon Password window is displayed.

9. Enter the new password once again for verification. This password will once again be
represented on the screen by “******” for security purposes.

10. Click on OK to proceed.

11. If you have not already placed the key in the key reader at this time, a messaage window is
displayed indicating that you must place the new logon key in the key reader.

12. Click on OK to proceed.

A message window is displayed indicating that the logon key has been prepared.
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13. Click on the OK button to proceed.

A message window is displayed inquiring as to whether you would like to add another user.

14. Click on the No button for this example.

II. Add Lock Users to  PC System

For this example, we will add a Corporate Supervisor, a Local Supervisor, and a Local User.

Required Items:  Personal Identifier Key for each Lock User to be Added -
SS, S  and A

1. Select the “Lock Users” menu.

2. Select “Add Users to Auditcon”.

The New Lock Users ID window will be displayed.
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3. Enter the new Lock User ID for a Corporate Supervisor. A Lock User ID must be unique
within Lock Users but it may be the same as an existing Logon User ID. For this example
we will use ‘Corporate Super 1’.
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Note: A list of existing logon users is shown beneath the input field for the lock
user. You may select one if you wish to give the same ID to a lock user.

4. Click on OK to proceed.

If the Lock User Name entered is a duplicate of another Lock User, you will be notified with a
message window. Click on OK to return to the previous screen and enter a different name.

The Lock User Type window is displayed.

5. Click on the Lock User Type of Corporate Supervisor. The screen indicates that you will
need an SS key for this user type.

6. Click on OK to proceed.

The New Users Description window is displayed.
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7. Enter a description for the lock user if you wish. This input field is optional.

8. Click on OK to proceed.

A message window is displayed inquiring as to whether you would like to add the Corporate
Supervisor by using the serial number of the key instead of the actual key.

9. For this example click on No.

Note: For local lock users, you would be prompted for a Region ID assignment
at this point. Since we are adding a Corporate Supervisor who will auto-
matically be assigned to all locks for this PC installation, there is no
need to prompt for a Region.

The Change User Open Windows window is displayed.
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10. For this example click on Supervisor Lock-out Capability. This gives the Supervisor the
capability to disable the lock for opening purposes for a period of time.

11. Click on all check boxes (Sun.-Sat.) on the first line under “Window Opening Information”.

12.  Set Start time to 08:00 a

13.  Set Duration time to 24:00

Note: These Start time and Duration settings will allow the Corporate Supervi-
sor access to the lock 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
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14.  Click on the OK button to process the entered information.

The New Supervisor Lock Key Password window is displayed.

15. Enter a six-digit lock key password. We will use ‘123456’ for this example.This password
will be represented on the screen by “******” for security purposes.
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The Verify New Supervisor Lock Key Password window is displayed.

16. Enter the six-digit lock key password again for verification.

17. Click on OK to proceed.

If you have not already placed the SS key on the key reader, you will be prompted with a
message window at this time indicating that you should place the SS key in the key reader.
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18. Click on OK to proceed.

A message window is displayed indicating that the lock key is ready.

19. Click on OK to proceed.

A message window is displayed inquiring as to whether you would like to add another lock user.

20. For this example click on No. Instead of adding another user at this point, let’s first add a
new Region.

21. From the Utilities menu, click on Edit Regions.
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22. Click on the Add button.

23. Enter the Region ID to be added to the system. For this example use “Customer Region
#2”.

 

24. Click on OK.
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25. Enter the Customer Number for the Region. For this example use ‘000002’

 26. Click on OK.

The Edit Regions window is redisplayed showing the new Region in the list.

27. Click on Close.
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We will now add a Local Supervisor who will be assigned to the Region that was just added to
the system.

28. From the Lock Users menu, select ‘Add Users to Auditcon ...”.

The New Lock Users ID window will be displayed.

29. Enter the new Lock User ID for a Local Supervisor. A Lock User ID must be unique within
Lock Users but it may be the same as an existing Logon User ID.
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Note: A list of existing logon users is shown beneath the input field for the lock
user. You may select one if you wish to give the same ID to a lock user.

30. Click on OK to proceed.

The Lock User Type window is displayed.

31. Click on the Lock User Type of Local Supervisor. The screen indicates that you will need an
S key for this user type.
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32. Click on OK to proceed.

The New Users Description window is displayed.

33. Enter a description for the lock user if you wish. This input field is optional.

34. Click on OK to proceed.

The Select Region window is displayed indicating that you must select a Region to which the
local supervisor will be assigned. The local supervisor will have access to all locks within that
region.
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35. Click on the Region for the local supervisor.
For this example select “Customer Region #2”.

36. Click on OK to proceed.

The Change User Open Windows window is displayed.
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37. For this example click on Supervisor Lock-out Capability. This gives the Supervisor the
capability to disable the lock for opening purposes for a period of time.

38. Click on boxes Mon-Sat. on the first line under “Windows Opening Information”.

39.  Set Start time to 08:00 a

40.  Set Duration time to 12:00

Note: These Start time and Duration settings will allow the Local Supervisor
access to the lock 12 hours a day, six days a week, starting at 8:00 a.m..
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41.  Click on the OK button to process the entered information.

The New Supervisor Lock Key Password window is displayed.

42. Enter a six-digit lock key password. Use “123456” for this example.
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The Verify New Supervisor Lock Key Password window is displayed.

43. Enter the six-digit lock key password again for verification. This password will be repre-
sented on the screen by “******” for security purposes.

44. Click on OK to proceed.

If you have not  already placed the S key on the key reader, you will be prompted with a message
window indicating that you should place the S key in the key reader at this time.

45. Click on OK to proceed.

A message window is displayed indicating that the lock key is ready.
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46. Click on OK to proceed.

A message window is displayed inquiring as to whether you would like add another lock user.

47. For this example click on Yes.

The New Lock Users ID window will be displayed. We will now add a local lock user.

48. Enter the new Lock User ID for a local user. A Lock User ID must be unique within Lock
Users but it may be the same as an existing Logon User ID.
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Note: A list of existing logon users is shown beneath the input field for the lock
user. You may select one if you wish to give the same ID to a lock user.

49. Click on OK to proceed.

Note: If the Lock User Name entered is a duplicate of another Lock User, you
will be notified with a message window. Click on OK to return to the
previous screen and enter a different name.

The Lock User Type window is displayed.
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50. The User type is already selected, so simply click on OK to proceed. The screen indicates
that you will need an A key for this user type.

The New Users Description window is displayed.

51. Enter a description for the lock user if you wish. This input field is optional.

52. Click on OK to proceed.

The Select Location window is displayed indicating that you must select a Location to which the
local user will be assigned. The local user will be allowed access to any lock within their Region
so long as they are authorized for the lock. The location assigned to the Lock User does does not
restrict access to other locks within the same region.

The locations shown belong to the “Corporate Installation” Region. Local  User 1 needs to be
assigned to Cust Region #2, but there are no locations defined for this location. We must add a
new location at this time.
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53. Click on the Add button to add a new location within a region.

54. Enter the name of the new location you are defining. We will use “ CR2 Location #1”  for
this example.
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55. Click on OK to proceed.

The Select Region  window is displayed showing the Region IDs that have been defined to the
system.

Note: If there is only one Region defined, this window is not displayed and you
do not have to select a Region ID. The Region for the location simply
defaults to the only one that exists.

56. Select the Region to which the location should be assigned.
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57. Click on OK.

Once the Region is selected, the Select Location  window is displayed once again showing the
new location that has been added.

58. Select the new location.

59. Click on OK to proceed.

The Change User Open Windows window is displayed.
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60. Click on the Mon.-Fri. check boxes on the first  line under “Windows Opening Information”.

61.  Set Start time to 08:00 a

62.  Set Duration time to 08:00

63. Click on the Sat.check box on the second line under “Windows Opening Information”.

64.  Set Start time to 08:00 a

65.  Set Duration time to 04:00

Note: These Start time and Duration settings will allow the local user access to
the locks 8 hours a day, five days a week, starting at 8:00 a.m., and 4
hours on Saturday, also starting at 8:00 a.m.
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66.  Click on the OK button to process the entered information.

If you have not  already placed the A key on the key reader, you will be prompted with a
message window indicating that you should place the A key in the key reader at this time.

67. Click on OK to proceed.

A message window is displayed indicating that the lock key is ready.
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68. Click on OK to proceed.

A message window is displayed inquiring as to whether you would like add another lock user.

69. For this example click on No.

III. Display Lock Serial Number

The Lock Serial Number can be displayed on the lock’s LCD and then recorded using the
following procedure.

Note: If CLS appears on the display when powering the lock , it indicates that
the lock was not closed successfully on the previous operation. Simply
continue to turn the dial to the left until EP1 appears.

CW = ClockWise; CCW = CounterClockWise

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW)  until  EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #2      Sn- xxxxxx
Press #2. The lock will display Sn- (Serial number) followed by the six-digit serial number,
displaying two digits at a time.

3. Sn- xxxxxx      Record Serial Number
Record the Serial Number. You will need this number when you activate the lock.

Note: This display can be canceled by pressing the asterisk (*) key or the
pound (#) key, or it will automatically be canceled when the lock powers
down.

IV. Activate Lock at PC

Required Items:  SA Key, Lock Customer Number, Lock Serial Number
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1. Select the Locks menu.

2. Select “Activate a Lock” from the “Locks” menu.

The New Lock ID window is displayed.

3. Enter a lock name for the new lock. Use Lock #1 for this example.
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4. Click on Next>> to proceed.

The New Lock Serial Number window is displayed.

5. Enter the serial number of the lock that was obtained by performing a #2 command at the
lock.

6. Click on Next>> to proceed.

The New Lock Location window is displayed.
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All  existing locations will be displayed beneath the input field. You may select from the list or
click on Add to add a new location.

7. For this example, click on Add to add a new location for the lock.

Since there is currently only one Region defined, you will not be prompted to select a Region ID
(i.e., Customer Number).

The New Location ID window is displayed.

8. Enter the ID for the new location.

9. Click on the OK button to proceed.

The New Lock Location  window is displayed once again showing the new location that was just
added.
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10. Select the new location. For this example select “CR2 Location #1”.

11. Click on the Next>> button to proceed.

The Lock Description window is displayed.

12. Enter a description of the lock if you wish. This is an optional input field.
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13.   Click on Next>> to proceed.

The Lock Open Information window is displayed.

14. Click on Next>> to proceed.

The Users Authorized to Open Lock window will be automatically opened to authorize the users
who will be able to open the lock.
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The supervisors who are assigned to the same Region as the lock will automatically be autho-
rized to open the lock. You will see them listed under Authorized Users. For this example we will
also authorize Local User 1.

15. Click on Local User 1 in the Users Not Authorized list.

16. Click on the Authorize button.
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Local User 1 will now appear in the Authorized Users list.

17.   Press the Accept button.

The Lock Operation Done? window is displayed. The lock that has just been activated will be
shown in the list.
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18.   For this example click on the Finished  button.

At this point the lock activation information is written to the key. If you do not have an SA Key
in the reader at this time, an SA key reminder message will be displayed.

19.   Place an SA Key in the key reader.

20.   Click on OK to proceed.

An informational window is displayed indicating that the lock SA key is now ready to be taken to
the lock(s) to be activated.

21. Click on OK to end this process.

V. Display Lock Time and Date

Check the current date and time in the lock to determine what, if anything, needs to be changed.
The date and time can be displayed at the lock whenever desired with the following procedure:

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW)  until  EP1 appears on the display.

2.   EP1      Press #7      dS- On/OFF      CL- HH MM SS   
      Ed- On/OFF      dA- MM DD YY or DD MM YY

Press #7. The LCD will repeatedly display dS- (daylight Savings) and On or OFF to show
the setting of the Daylight Savings Time Switch; then CL- followed by the Hour, Minute, and
Second (24 Hour Format); then Ed- (European date) followed by  On or OFF to show the
setting of the European Format Switch; then dA-, followed by the  Month, Day and Year, or
Day, Month and Year (for European format).
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Note: This display can be canceled by pressing the asterisk (*) key or the
pound (#) key, or it will automatically be canceled when the lock powers
down.

Since the time and date settings in the lock are set to local time at the factory, it may be neces-
sary to adjust those settings. Also, if you are using the GMT offset, you may need to adjust the
settings. If the date and time are already set correctly, you may skip the date and time setting
steps and proceed to Section VIII - Activate Lock at Lock.

VI. Toggle the Daylight Savings Time Switch

Required Items:  S or SS Key, Supervisor Password

The daylight savings time switch setting determines if the time in the lock will be automatically
adjusted by one hour to account for the change to/from daylight savings time. If set to ON, the
adjustment will be made. If set to OFF, no adjustment occurs.

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #8      ESP
Press #8 to select the clock setting functions. ESP (Enter Supervisor Password) will appear
on the display.

3. ESP      Enter Supervisor Password      ISI
Enter the six-digit supervisor password. ISI (Insert Supervisor Identifier) appears on the
display.

4. ISI      Insert Supervisor Personal Identifier Key      ESS
Insert the supervisor personal identifier into the key reader. ESS (Enter Submenu Selection)
appears on the display.

5. ESS      Press 2      dS- On/OFF
Press 2 to select the Daylight Savings switch setting submenu. dS- (daylight Savings time)
followed by On or OFF repeatedly appears on the display.

6. dS- On/OFF      Press # or *
Press # to exit the function without changing anything. Press * to toggle the switch to the
opposite setting. The lock Daylight Savings switch is now set as requested and the display is
blanked.

VII. Toggle the European Date Format Switch

Required Items:  S or SS Key, Supervisor Password
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The times entered and displayed by the System 2100 lock may be in either American format
(MM-DD-YY), or European format (DD-MM-YY). The format used is determined by the
setting of the European Date Format switch, On selecting the European format.

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #8      ESP
Press #8 to select the clock setting functions. ESP (Enter Supervisor Password) will appear
on the display.

3. ESP      Enter Supervisor Password      ISI
Enter the six-digit supervisor password. ISI (Insert Supervisor Identifier) appears on the
display.

4. ISI      Insert Supervisor Personal Identifier Key      ESS
Insert the supervisor identifier key into the key reader. ESS (Enter Submenu Selection)
appears on the display.

5. ESS      Press 3      Ed- On/OFF
Press 3 to select the European Date Format switch submenu. Ed- (European date) fol-
lowed by On or OFF repeatedly appears on the display.

6. Ed- On/OFF      Press # or *
Press # to exit the function without changing anything. Press * to toggle the switch to the
opposite setting. The lock European Date Format switch is now set as requested and the
display is blanked.

VIII. Set Lock Time and Date

Required Items:  S or SS Key, Supervisor Password

The System 2100 locks are shipped from the factory with the internal clocks set to “local” time
(EST or EDT).  Your system can operate in “local” time or with the GMT offset.

If using the GMT offset, the Auditcon PC program will ask you for an offset from GMT when it
is installed. It uses this offset to compensate to local time for functions performed in the PC, such
as printing Lock Audit reports, and to accomodate time windows. The time entered in the lock is
the local time plus the GMT offset. For example, assume that the local time is 2:41 p.m. (14:41 in
24 hr.format) and the GMT offset for the lock is 6. The time entered into the lock would be
20:41:00.

1. Power Lock     EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #8      ESP
Press #8 (Set Time and Date). ESP (Enter Supervisor Password) will appear on the display.
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3. ESP      Enter Supervisor Password      ISI
Key in the six-digit Supervisor Password. ISI (Insert Supervisor Identifier) will be dis-
played. (The Supervisor Password is the same password assigned at the PC system when
this Personal Identifier was programmed.)

4. ISI     Insert Supervisor Personal Identifier key      ESS
Insert the Supervisor Personal Identifier key. ESS (Enter Submenu Selection) will appear on
the display.

5. ESS      Press 1      ECL
Press 1 to select the set data/time submenu. ECL (Enter CLock time) will appear on the
display.

6. ECL      Enter clock time HH MM SS      dS- On/OFF, HH MM SS
Enter the time as HH, MM, SS. The time must be entered as 24-hour time. The lock will
repeatedly display dS (daylight Saving time switch) followed by On or OFF to indicate the
status of the Daylight Savings Time Switch and then CL followed by the time entered above
by the operator. For example: “dS” then “On” then “CL” then “13” then “30” then “10” for
a time of 1:30:10 PM and the Daylight Savings Time Switch set to On.

7. dS- On/OFF, HH MM SS      Press # or *      EdA
Press # to accept the time and stop the display or press * to cancel the time and return to the
ECL display to reenter the time. When accepted, the display will show EdA (Enter dAte.)

8. EdA      Enter date MM DD YY (American format) DD MM YY (European
format)      Ed- On/OFF       MM DD YY or DD MM YY
Enter the date as MM, DD, YY for American format or DD, MM, YY for European
format. The display will repeatedly show the setting of the European Date Format Switch
followed by the entered date for verification in the same sequence. For example; “Ed”; then
“OFF”; then “dA”; then “10”; then “09”; then “96”; for a date of Oct. 9, 1996.

9. Ed- On/OFF       MM DD YY or DD MM YY      Press # or *      EOP
Enter a # to accept, if the data is correct,  or a * to reject and return to the EdA prompt to
reenter the date. If accepted, the display will show EOP (End of OPeration) and the time
and date are set.

Note: If the LCD goes blank during this process, the lock has powered down
and the process must be repeated. It is a good idea to turn the dial every
few seconds while performing longer operations.

IX. Activate Lock at Lock

Required Items:  S or SS Key, SA Key, Supervisor Password, Lock Serial Number

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.
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2. EP1      Press #6      ESn
Press #6. The lock will display ESn (Enter Serial number).

3. ESn      Enter Lock Serial Number      ESP
Key in the lock’s six-digit serial number. ESP (Enter Supervisor Password) will appear on
the display.

4. ESP     Enter Supervisor password, 123456      ISI
Key in the six-digit Supervisor Password, 123456. This is the same password that was
entered when the supervisor was added to the PC system with the Auditcon Software. ISI
(Insert Supervisor Identifier) will appear on the display.

5. ISI      Insert Supervisor Personal Identifier Key      ISA
Insert the Supervisor Personal Identifier into the key reader. ISA (Insert Supervisor Audit
Key) will appear on the display.

6. ISA      Insert and Hold SA Key in Key Reader     InI
Insert the Supervisor Audit Key into the key reader. This will add the user’s IDs that were
programmed into the key to the lock’s User Table. The lock will display InI (InItializing)
with a flashing bar over the “n” while the information on the key is being processed.

7. InI     EOP
EOP (End of OPeration) is displayed when the activation is complete.

Caution: Make sure that you hold the ‘SA’ key to the reader on the lock until EOP
is displayed!

X. Change PINs

Required Items:  Personal Identifier Key, Current PIN

When new users (Supervisors, Couriers, Users) are added to a lock, they are automatically
assigned the default PIN of 5025. The user cannot open the lock with the default PIN. The PIN
must be changed for each user before the lock is put into normal service. Even after a lock is in
service, a user’s PIN should be changed frequently to assure continued security. The PINs must
be changed using the following procedure.

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1  appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #5      ECP
Press #5 to select the Change PIN function. The lock will display ECP (Enter Current
PIN).

3. ECP      Press 5025      IP1
Enter the current default PIN of 5025. IP1 (Insert Personal Identifier 1) will appear on the
display.
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4. IPI     Insert Personal Identifier Key      EP1
Insert the Personal Identifier Key for the Corporate Supervisor into the key reader. EP1
(Enter PIN 1) will appear on the display.

5. EP1      Press 0000      Id- 0000
Enter 0000 for the Corporate Supervisor’s PIN. Id- is displayed followed by 0000, dis-
played two digits at a time. This will display three times.

6. Id- 0000      Press # or *      CPn
If the displayed PIN is correct, press “#” to accept it. If accepted, the lock will display CPn
(Confirm Pin). If the PIN displayed is not the PIN desired, press * and the lock will return
to the EP1 prompt to allow a new PIN to be entered.

7. CPn      Press 0000     IP1
The user must now key in the same four-digit PIN (0000) that was just entered to confirm
it. The lock will then display IP1.

8. IP1      Insert Personal Identifier Key      EOP
Insert the Personal Identifier Key  into the key reader again. If the PIN was correct for this
Personal Identifier, the lock will display EOP (End of OPeration) to indicate the completion
of the PIN change operation. The new PIN has now been set for this user.

9. Repeat steps 1-7 using the Local Supervisors key in place of the Corporate Supervisor’s
key. Replace the value of 0000 with 1111 for the PIN in steps 4, 5 and 6.

XI. Open Lock with New PINs

Required Items:  Personal Identifier Key, PIN

Note: For all Open Functions of the lock, five bad attempts will cause a three
to four minute lockout. An audit record will also be generated. If an
attempt is made to open the lock before the lockout time has expired,
LCO will display and the lockout time will reset to the original three to
four minute time period.

1. Power Lock     EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 (Enter PIN 1) appears on the display.

Note: The dial must be placed in the “Home” position before entering the PIN
and turning the dial in order to open the lock. The “Home” position is
recognized as the dial position where the lip of the dial covers the red
bar.

2. EP1      Position Dial to Home      0000      IP1
Position the dial to the “Home” position and enter the current PIN of the Corporate Super-
visor (0000). IP1 (Insert Personal Identifier 1) will appear on the display.
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3. IP1      Insert Personal Identifier Key       OPr
Insert the Personal Identifier into the key reader. OPr (OPen right) will appear on the
display. Turn the dial to the right (clockwise) to open the lock. It may be necessary to turn
the dial up to a full turn before the bolt is retracted.

4. OPr      Retract Bolt
Turn the dial to the right (CW)  to retract the bolt. The lock is now open.

Close the lock as described in the following section (XI. Close the Lock). Then repeat both the
open and close processes for the Local Supervisor,  using 1111 for the PIN in step 2 of the open
procedure.

XII. Close Lock

1.   Dial Left       CLS
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until the bolt is extended and CLS (CLoSed Lock) appears
on the display. The lock is now closed and an audit record has been written to reflect this
activity.

Caution: The dial must be turned to the left until CLS is displayed to ensure a
valid closing of the lock.

XIII. Shelve Lock at PC

Required Items:  SA Key, Lock Serial Number

From the “Locks” menu:

1. Select the “Locks” menu.

2. Select the “Shelve a Lock”  from the “Locks” menu.

The SA Key reminder message is displayed.

3. Insert an SA key into the key reader.

4. Click on the OK button to proceed.
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The Shelve Locks window is displayed.

5. Select the serial number of the lock to be shelved.

6. Click on the Shelve>> button.

7. Click on the Finished button to proceed.

XIV. Shelve Lock at Lock

Required Items:  S or SS Key, SA Key, Supervisor Password

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #6      ESP
Press #6. The lock will display ESP (Enter Supervisor Password).

3. ESP      Press 123456      ISI
Enter the six-digit Supervisor Password (123456). ISI (Insert Supervisor Identifier) dis-
plays.

4. ISI      Insert Supervisor Personal Identifier Key      ISA
Insert the Supervisor Personal Identifier into the key reader. ISA (Insert Supervisor Audit
Key) will appear on the display.

5. ISA      Insert SA key      SHL
Insert the Supervisor Audit key into the key reader.  SHL (SHeLving)  will appear on the
display.
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6. SHL      EOP
The lock will display SHL (SHeLving) briefly and then EOP (End of OPeration).The
shelving operation is complete. The lock will now open with the default Factory PIN of
5025.

You have now completed the Sample Setup for PC Initialized Mode. This is just a brief example
of how to setup and operate a lock  in this mode. Please refer back to the Setting Up in PC
Initalized Mode section for Set Up Activities when setting up your own system.
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Auditcon System 2100 Software

Software Conventions

The Auditcon program is operated through several windows. It conforms to Windows conven-
tions so Windows users should have no trouble using it. Enough detail is included in this manual
so that non-experienced users can follow the required procedures.

Note: The screens shown in this manual were captured under Windows 98. If
you are operating under a different version of Windows, the screens may
vary slightly in appearance.

Starting the Auditcon PC Program:

1. Select the Start icon from the Windows task bar.

2. Select the Programs menu item.

4. Select the Auditcon for Windows menu item.

5. Select the Auditcon for Windows icon.

The Auditcon for Windows startup window is displayed.
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From here you can access options to logon to the system, change the configuration for the serial
connection to the key reader, set the system path for your Auditcon files, rebuild your data and
index files, or you can access user Help for the Auditcon for Windows PC System or for Win-
dows itself. You can also review information about your Auditcon for Windows installation by
selecting About Auditcon from the Help menu.

Note: The procedures described in the remainder of this chapter are arranged
in Auditcon software menu order (not in the logical order that you would
perform these procedures to setup your system). Refer to the “Initial
User Setup” section at the end of Chapter 2 - “Getting Started” for a list
of the setup procedures arranged in logical order.

File Menu (Before Logon)

The following options are available before logon to the Auditcon system.

Logon to the Auditcon PC program:

1. Make sure there is a Logon User “A” Key in the key reader.
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Note: There should only be one Logon User Key placed in the key reader at a
time. If there are two Logon User Keys in the reader, the correct key may
not be recognized, depending upon its placement in the reader.

2. From the File Menu select Logon.

The Enter Logon Password window is displayed.

3. Enter the Logon Password for the Logon User Key that is currently in the reader. This
password will be represented on the screen by “******” for security purposes.

4. Click on the OK button to proceed.

The logon greeting window is displayed.

5. Click on the OK button to proceed.
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Key Reader Comm Port

This option is used to change the address of the serial port where the key reader is installed in
case it has to be moved. To change the serial port address:

1. Select File-Key Reader Comm Port.

The Change Serial Port Address window is displayed.

2. Select the Serial Port address where the key reader is installed.

3. Click on the OK button.

File Setup

This option enables you to specify the location of the files used by the Auditcon PC System.  To
specify the location of the files:

1. Select File - File Setup.

 The File Location window is displayed.
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1. For File Location, specify the drive and directory where the Auditcon system files are
located.

2. Click on the OK button.

Rebuild Data and Index Files

Note: You should back up your files before using this option.

This option enables you to re-index the system or data files used by the Auditcon PC Program.
Indexing of files keeps all files properly interrelated in the database. If unexpected or unusual
data problems begin to appear or if the system has been interrupted abnormally, this option can
be used at any time to ensure that indexes are not corrupted. If records have been deleted, this
option will reduce the size of the files by the number of deleted records. This option will correct
any potential problems with the indexes and will verify the number of locks assigned to each
user. To rebuild the data and index files:

1. Select File - Rebuild Data and Index Files.

The following window is displayed.

2. Click on the Yes button.

Exit

This option exits the Auditcon PC software program. To exit the Auditcon program:

1. Select File - Exit.

Help Menu (Before Logon)

The following options are available from the Help Menu  before logon to the Auditcon system.
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Index

The Index option displays the main Auditcon for Windows Help window. From this window, you
may obtain help on the Auditcon functions by clicking on the name of the function. The detailed
help screen for the selected function is displayed. If the Help data is longer than one screen, use
the scroll bars to move through the data. The taskbar commands at the top of the screen may be
used to move through the help screen for the different functions.

Note: This option operates in the same manner as that of the standard Win-
dows Help option. Refer to the “Help” section in your Windows docu-
mentation manual for detailed information.
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Using Help

The Using Help option presents the Windows Help window. From here you can search on
Windows related functions such as Print, Copy. etc.

About Auditcon

The About Auditcon option displays data about the Auditcon System 2100 Software Program
Installation. Most importantly, it displays the version level of the currently installed software.
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Click on the OK button to return to the main window.

File Menu (After Logon)

The following options are available only while a user is logged onto the Auditcon Network.

Logoff

This option will log the user off of the Auditcon System 2100 Software  will return to the Auditcon
Server window. To logoff of the Auditcon System 2100.

1. Select File - Logoff.

The system returns to the Auditcon startup window.

Report on User Key

This option allows you to display a report on a User Key.

1. Select File - Report on User Key.

The report on the user key is displayed.
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2. To print the report, select File - Print. The Print window is displayed.

3. Select the appropriate print options and click on the OK button.

4. You also have the option of saving the report data in a file on your disk drive. Click on the
File - Save As button and the Save As window will be displayed.
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5. Specify the drive, directory and filename where you want the data filed and click on the OK
button to save.

 6. Click on the close button or select File - Close to close the report window.

Report on Audit SA Key

This option allows you to display a report on a Supervisor Audit Key. This will only report on a
key that was used for an Audit Download from a lock and can not be used for a verification
report of any other function.

1. Select File - Report on Audit SA Key.

The SA key reminder message will be displayed if there is not an SA key in the reader.

2. Make sure the SA key with the Audit data is in the key reader.

3. Click on the OK button to erase the window and display the audit data.
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You may print or save this report the same as the previous report.

4. Click on the close button or select File - Close to close the report window.

Report on User Table SA Key

This option is used to generate a report from an SA key that has been used to download the User
Table from a lock.

1. Select File - Report on User Table SA Key.

The SA key reminder message is displayed if there is not an SA key in the reader.

2. Make sure the SA key with the Audit data is in the key reader.

3. Click on the OK button to display the user table data.

You may print or save this report the same as the previous report.

3. Click on the close button or select File - Close to close the report window.
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List Lock User File

This option generates a listing of all information contained in the Auditcon PC System Lock User
file. This information includes all valid user IDs in the system, user descriptions, supp IDs, the
type of user (this report will report on all users on the system:  users, couriers, local supervisors
and corporate supervisors) and the key serial. The key serial is the permanent non-program-
mable ID that is stored in the key. The remaining information is data that is entered during the
setup and adding of users to the system. The user’s nickname is included to make it easier to
correlate the user ID to a person. The date listed indicates when the user was added to the
Auditcon PC system.

1. Select File - List User ID File.

The List Lock Users window is displayed.

This window allows you to specify the users to be included in the report.

2. For Location, select the location of the lock users to be included in the report. Select any
location or leave the field as “All”  to select all locations.

3. For Region, select the region from which lock users are to be listed.  Select any region or
leave the field as “All” to select all regions.

4. For List By Type, select the type of lock user to be included in the report.

5. Select List Locks Accessible By User if you want the report to include a list of the locks
each user is allows to open. This information can be useful when you need to remove a user
from all the locks in the system.
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6. Click on the OK button to generate the report.

The list of the users will be displayed in the format shown in the following window. As with the
previous reports, you may print or file the report.

7. Click on the close button or select File - Close to close the report window.

List Logon User File

This option generates a listing of all information contained in the Auditcon Network system logon
user file. This information includes all valid user IDs in the system, user descriptions, the type of
user, and the key serial. The key serial is the permanent non-programmable ID that is stored in
the key. The logon users listed varies according to the level of access of the current user. To
create a list of the logon user file:

1. Select File - List Logon User File.

The list of logon users is displayed as shown in the following.
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2. Click on the Close button or select File - Close to close the report window.

List Lock File

This option will list all locks (both active and shelved locks) in the Auditcon PC System lock file.
The data listed for each active lock includes the lock ID, serial number, the operating mode (i.e.,
Single or Dual user mode) the date the lock was activated, the time delay set for the lock, and the
time window set for the lock. The data listed for each shelved lock includes the lock ID, serial
number, and the shelve date. To create a list of the lock file:

1. Select File - List Lock File.

The List Locks window is displayed.
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2. For Location, select the location of the locks to be included in the report. Select any location
or leave the field as “All”  to select all locations.

3. For Region, select the region from which locks are to be listed. Select any region or leave
the field as “All” to select all regions.

4. Select List Any Active Locks if you want the report to include active locks.

5. Select List Any Shelved Locks if you want the report to include shelved locks.

6. Click on the OK button to generate the report.

The list of Auditcon locks is displayed as shown. You may print or file the report as described in
the previous section.
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2.

Click on the Close button or select File - Close to close the report window.

List Activity Log

This option generates a report of all Auditcon Network system activity from the on-line activity
log. The activity log tends to become very large in six and therefore you can specify a search to
obtain only those audits you want. To create a list of the activity log:

1. Select File - List Activity Log.

The List Activity Log window is displayed.
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2. For From Day, Month, Year specify the beginning day, month and year of the audit data
that you want to include in the report.

3. For To Day, Month, Year specify the ending day, month and year of the audit data that you
want to include in the report.

4. For Logon User, select the logon user for which audit data is to be included or leave as
“All” to select data for all logon  users.

5. For User Affected, select the logon user or the lock user for which audit data affecting the
users is to be included or leave as “All” to select data affecting all  users. These would be
audits of  users being added, edited, or deleted.

6. For Lock ID, select the lock ID for which audit data is to be included or leave as “All” to
select data for all  locks.

7. For Lock Serial Number, select the lock serial number for which audit data is to be in-
cluded or leave as “All” to select data for all  locks.

8. For Event, select the type of activity for which audit data is to be included or leave as “All”
to select data for all  events.

9. For Location, select the location at which the activity occurred for audit data that is to be
included or leave as “All” to select data for all  locations.

10. Region, select the region in which the activity occurred for audit data that is to be included
or leave as “All” to select data for all  regions.
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11. When audit selections are complete, click on the OK button to generate the report.

The activity log is displayed as shown in the following sample window. If the report is longer than
one screen, as it usually will be, use the scroll bars to move up and down through the report.

12. Click on the Close button or select File - Close to close the report window.

List Archived Activity Log

Since all activities on the Auditcon PC System are recorded, the activity log can grow quickly. In
order to maintain the permanent record required without requiring excessive resources from the
PC, provisions are made to archive the activity log. The “List Archived Activity Log” option is
provided  to enable you to list any activity logs that have been archived.

1. Select File - List Archived Activity Log.

The Open window is displayed.
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2. Select the drive, directory and filename for the archived activity log to be displayed.

3. Click on the Open button.

The List Activity Log window is displayed. Refer to the previous “List Activity Log” section for
a definition of the fields displayed on this window.

4. For each field, select the audits to be included in the report.

5. Click on the OK button.

The activity report will be displayed in the same format as that of the activity file report that was
previously run.

6. Click on the close button or select File - Close to close the report window.

Open

This option can be used to open an existing document in a new window. Multiple documents can
be opened simultaneously. You can create new documents with any of the File menu report
options.

Close

This option can be used to close all windows containing the active document. The system recom-
mends that you save changes to your document prior to closing it. If you close a document
without saving it, all changes made since it was last saved will be lost. Before closing an untitled
document, the system displays the Save As window and recommends that you name and save
the document.
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Save

Use this option to save the active document to its current name and directory. When you save a
document for the first time, the system displays the Save As window to enable you to name your
document. If you want to change the name and directory of an existing document before you
save it, select the Save As option.

Save As

Use this option to save and name the active document. The system displays the Save As window
to enable you to name your document. To save a document with its existing name and directory,
use the Save option.

Page Setup

This option allows you to specify setup definition and preferences for your page. When this
option is selected, a page setup window is displayed. You can define your  paper orientation (i.e.,
portrait or landscape), page size, etc.

Print Preview

Use this option to display the active document as it would appear when printed. When this option
is selected, a print preview window is displayed and one or two pages of the document will be
displayed in its printed format. The print preview toolbar offers you options to view either one or
two pages at a time, move back and forth through document pages, zoom in and out of pages,
and initiate a print job.

Print

Use this option to print a document. When this option is selected, a Print window is displayed.
You can then specify the range of pages to be printed, the number of copies, the destination
printer, and additional printer options.

Recent Files

Use the numbers and filenames listed at the bottom of the File menu to open the last four
documents you closed.  Choose the number that corresponds with the document you want to
open.

Exit

This option exits the Auditcon PC software program. To exit the Auditcon program:

1. Select File - Exit.
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Edit

This option allows you to cut data from a document, copy data to the clipboard, and paste data
from the clipboard into a document. From the main window:

1. Select Edit.

Cut

Deletes data from the document and moves it to the clipboard.

Copy

Copies data from the document to the clipboard.

Paste

Pastes data from the clipboard into the document.

Locks

The Locks menu is used to access menus where you can activate and shelve locks, add and
delete users for a lock and to delete locks that have been shelved. From the main window:

1. Select Locks.

Activate a Lock

This option is used to activate a new lock or to reactivate a lock that has been stored or shelved.
To activate a lock, you will have to know the serial number of the lock and your customer
number. The users that are to be given access to the lock must have been defined to the Auditcon
system and at least two supervisors initialized. If you don’t know the serial number of the lock to
be activated, it may be obtained from the lock.

To activate a lock:

1. Make sure that an SA key is inserted in the key reader.

2. Select Locks - Activate a Lock.

The New Lock ID window is displayed.
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3. Enter a name for the lock (maximum of 20 characters).

4. Click on the Next>> button.

The New Lock Serial window is displayed.

5. Enter the six-digit serial number for the lock. If you do not enter the correct amount of digits
for the serial number, you will receive an error message.
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6. Click on the Next>> button.

The New Lock Location window is displayed.

All  existing locations will be displayed beneath the input field. You may select from the list or
click on Add to add a new location.

Note: If there is only one Region with only one location defined, you will not be
prompted to select a location.

7. Select the location.

8. Click on the Next>> button.

The Lock Description window is displayed.
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9. Optionally, enter up to four lines (20-character maximum for each line) of text to describe
the lock.

10. Click on the Next>> button.

The Lock Open Information window is displayed.
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11. For Time Delay to Open, enter the number of minutes (05-99) you want to delay the lock
opening after you have successfully entered your PIN and inserted your PI key to open the
lock.

Note: To disable time delay, enter “00” for the above step.

12. For Open Window, enter the number of minutes for the delayed opening window (i.e., the
number of minutes in which the lock will open after the delay period has expired).

13. Select one of the following modes in which you want the lock to operate:

• Single Mode - A single PIN and a single PI key is required to open the lock. This is the
default mode.

• Dual Mode - Two user PINs and PI keys will be required to open the lock.

14. Click on the Next>> button.

The Users Authorized to Open Lock window is displayed. This window enables you to indicate
which users will be authorized to open the lock. All Corporate Supervisors are automatically
selected to be authorized. At least two supervisors must be authorized to open the lock.  A
maximum of 60 users can be authorized to open a single lock.

15. Select the User(s) to be authorized to open the lock.

16. Click on the Authorize>> button or double-click on the User to be authorized.

17. Repeat steps 12 and 13 for each User to be authorized to open the lock.

18. Click on the Accept button when all selections are complete.
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The Lock Operation Done window is displayed.

19. To activate more locks, click on the Not Done button. You will be returned to the New Lock
ID  window to begin to activate another lock. If you are finished activating locks, click on the
Finished button.

20. Insert an SA key in the key reader (for use at the lock) and click on the OK button.

The following confirmation message is displayed to indicate that the lock was successfully acti-
vated.

21. Click on the OK button to return to the main window.
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Add Users to a Lock

This option is used to define the set of users who will have access to a lock. This process  is
automatically included in the Activate Locks process when a lock is being activated, but can
also be selected from the Locks menu when it is necessary to add users to an active lock.  The
users must have already been added to the Auditcon PC system using the Users - Add Lock
Users to Auditcon option. The User’s IDs will be written into an SA key which will then be used
to activate the lock. To add users to a lock:

1. Make sure there is an SA key in the key reader.

2. Select Locks - Add Users to a Lock.

The Select Lock to Add Users window is displayed.

3. Select the lock to which users are to be added.

4. Click on the Next>> button.

The Users Authorized to Open Lock window is displayed. This window enables you to indicate
which users will be authorized to open the lock. All corporate supervisors are automatically
selected to be authorized. At least two supervisors must also be authorized to open the lock. A
maximum of 60 users can be authorized to open a single lock.
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Note: Only those lock users who are eligible to be assigned to the lock and
who have not already been assigned to the lock will be displayed for
selection under Users Not Authorized. Lock Users previously authorized
for the lock will not be shown under Authorized Users.

5. Select the User to be authorized to open the lock.

6. Click on the Authorize>> button or double-click on the User to be authorized.

7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 for each User to be authorized to open the lock.

8. Click on the Accept button when all selections are complete.

The Lock Operation Done window is displayed.
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9. To add more users, click on the Not Done button. You will be returned to the Select Lock to
Add Users window to begin to add another user. If you are finished adding users, click on
the Finished button.

10. After you have clicked on the Finished button, insert an SA key in the key reader (for use at
the lock) and click on the OK button.

The following confirmation message is displayed to indicate that the data for the added users
was written to the SA key.

The programmed SA key can now be taken to the lock to add the users to the lock.

Delete Users from a Lock

Part of maintaining the security of the Auditcon system is deleting users from a lock when they
no longer need access to that lock. This option is used to remove a user’s ID from a locks
authorization list. It does not remove users from the Auditcon PC System or from other locks
where they are authorized.
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To delete  user(s) from a lock:

1. Make sure an SA key is in the key reader.

2. Select Locks - Delete Users from a Lock.

The Select Lock to Delete Users From window is displayed.

3. Select the lock from which users are to be deleted.

4. Click on the Next>> button.

The Delete Users From Lock window is displayed.
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This window lists the users who can be removed from the lock.

Note: Only those lock users who are currently assigned to the lock will be
displayed for selection under Authorized Users..

At least one user must remain on a lock operating in single mode. At least two users must remain
on a lock operating in dual mode. At least two supervisors must remain assigned to a lock.

5. Select the user to be deleted from the selected lock.
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6. Click on the <<Remove button to delete the user from this lock or double-click on the user
to be deleted.

7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 for each user to be deleted from the lock.

8. When selections are complete, click on the Accept button.

The Lock Operation Done window is displayed.

9. To delete users from more locks, click on the Not Done button. You will be returned to the
Select Lock to Delete Users From window. If you are finished deleting users, click on the
Finished button.

10. After you have clicked on the Finished button, insert an SA key in the key reader (for use
at the lock) and click on the OK button.

The following confirmation message is displayed to indicate that the data was written to the SA
key.

Take the SA key and a supervisor key to the lock to remove the deleted user(s) ID(s).
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Shelve a Lock

This option is used when it is necessary to remove a lock from service. This is normally done
when a lock is being physically removed from a safe. Since the lock may be stored for an
indefinite period, in order to avoid losing the PINs used to operate it, the PIN is automatically
changed to the factory PIN of “50-25” when shelved. Shelving information is written to an SA
key (during this process, the SA key must be the only key in the key reader). The shelving
process will destroy any existing information on the SA key, so the key should not contain any
information that you want to keep. Multiple locks can be shelved using a single SA key. To
shelve a lock:

1. Make sure an SA key is in the key reader.

2. Select Locks - Shelve a Lock.

The Shelve Locks window is displayed.

3. Select the lock to be shelved.

4. Click on the Shelve>> button.

Note: The << Remove button is used if you accidently select a lock you do not
want to shelve. Click on the << Remove button to remove the lock from
the Locks Being Shelved list. You can also double-click on the lock to
move it from one list to the other.

5. When all selections are complete, click on the Finished button.
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The shelving data is written to the SA key. The following confirmation message is displayed.

Take the SA and Supervisor keys to the lock to perform the shelving operation.

Delete a Shelved Lock

This option allows you to remove a shelved lock from the Auditcon PC system. When a lock is
shelved, it normally remains in the lock file on the assumption that it may be reactivated at some
time in the future. However, if a lock has been destroyed or transferred to another system, you
may want to permanently remove it from the Auditcon PC system. An SA key is not required to
perform this operation since the operation does not need to be performed at the lock. To perma-
nently delete a shelved lock from the Auditcon PC system:

1. Select Locks - Delete a Shelved Lock.

The Delete a Shelved Lock window is displayed. This window lists the locks which are currently
in a “Shelved” status in the Auditcon PC system.
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2. Select the lock to be deleted.

3. Click on the Delete button.

4. Repeat steps 2-3 as necessary.

5. Click on the Close button when all deletions are complete.

Edit Locks

This option allows you to activate a new lock, shelve a lock, or edit existing lock information.

1. Select Locks - Edit Locks.

The Edit Lock window is displayed.

The following options are available from this window:
• Add - Allows you to activate a lock. This process is identical to the “Activate a

Lock” process. Refer to the “Locks - Activate a Lock” section for detailed information.
• Shelve - Allows you to shelve a lock. This process is identical to the “Shelve a Lock”

process. Refer to the “Locks - Shelve a Lock” section for detailed information.
• Edit - Allows you to view existing lock information for a selected lock (i.e., the lock ID,

description, serial number, time delay to open, open window, mode assigned location and
region, activation date, and authorized users list). This option also allows you to edit the lock
description. Instructions for performing this process are included in the following section.

• Create Report - The Create Report button creates a text report of the currently selected
lock.  This is the same as the report created by the List Lock File command, except only the
selected lock is listed.
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Edit Lock Information

This option allows you to view existing lock information for a selected lock (i.e., the lock ID,
description, serial number, time delay to open, open window, mode assigned location and region,
activation date, and authorized users list). This option is primarily for viewing purposes only. The
only information that can be edited is the lock description. To view lock information and/or edit
the lock description from the Edit Lock window:
1. Select the lock for which information is to be viewed and click on the Edit button.

The Edit Lock Information window is displayed.

2. View the necessary lock information.

3. To edit the Description, enter a description (maximum of 20 characters) for the lock.

4. To edit the Location, click on the arrow to select an existing Location or type in a new
Location for the lock.

5. Click on the OK button.
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You are returned to the Edit Lock window.

6. Click on the Close button.

Change Lock Name

This option allows you to change the name of a lock currently defined in the Auditcon PC system

1. Select Locks - Change Lock Name.

The Change Lock Name  window is displayed.

2. Select the lock whose name you want to change from the Active Lock Names list.

The current lock name will appear in the New Lock Name input field.

3. Type in the new lock name.

4. Click on Change to change the lock name.

The new lock name will appear in the Active Lock Names list.

5. Click on the Close button when all changes have been completed.
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Replace Lock

This option allows you to replace an activated lock with another lock. Two SA keys are gener-
ated in the process. One is used to shelve the old lock that is being replaced. The second SA key
is used to activate the new replacement lock.

1. Select Locks - Replace Lock.

The Replace Lock  window is displayed.

2. Select the lock that you want to replace from the Active Lock Names list.

The region, location, and serial number for the lock will be displayed.

3. Type in the serial number of the replacement lock.

4. Click on Replace.

An informational message window is displayed indicating that an SA key must be placed in the
reader for the shelving of the old lock.
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5. Insert an SA key into the reader and click on the OK button.

A second informational message window is displayed indicating that the first SA key shoudl be
removed from the reader and another  SA key must be placed in the reader for the activation od
the new lock.

The changed serial number will be displayed on the Replace Lock screen.

5. Click on the Close button when all lock replacements have been completed.

Lock Users

The options available from this menu allow you to add or delete Lock Users from the Auditcon
PC system and change user open windows. Adding or deleting a user through this option is not
the same as adding or deleting users from a lock. Adding or deleting a user from a lock only
affects that lock. Adding a user to the system means that the user can be added to the authori-
zation list for any lock in that system. Likewise, deleting a user from the system means that the
user can not be added to any lock authorization list but it will not delete the user from existing
authorization lists. To delete a user from the Auditcon PC system, you must first remove them
from the authorization list for all locks to which they had access. Use the  “Delete User from a
Lock” option to remove the user from the lock’s authorization list.

From the main window:

1. Select Lock Users.

Add Users to Auditcon

This option allows you to add  users to the Auditcon PC system and initialize a key for the user.
To add a user to the Auditcon PC system:

1. Make sure the key for the type of user being added is in the key reader.

2. Select Users - Add Users to Auditcon.

The New Lock Users ID window is displayed.
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3. Enter the new lock user’s ID (maximum of 20 characters). A Lock User ID must be unique
within Lock Users but it may be the same as an existing Logon User ID.

Note: A list of existing logon users is shown beneath the input field for the lock
user. You may select one if you wish to give the same ID to a lock user.

4. Click on OK to proceed.

Note: If the Lock User Name entered is a duplicate of another Lock User, you
will be notified with a message window. Click on OK to return to the
previous screen and enter a different name.

The Lock User Type window is displayed.
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5. Select the User type for the lock user and click on OK to proceed. The screen indicates the
type of key that is needed for each user type.

The New Users Description window is displayed.

If a corporate supervisor is being added to the system, the following window is displayed.

5. If you need to enter the serial number of the key, click on the Yes button. The following
window is displayed. If you do not need to enter the serial number of the key, click on the No
button. The Change User Open Windows window is displayed.
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6. Enter the key serial number (must be 12 digits) for the corporate supervisor you are adding
and click on the OK button.

The Change User Open Windows window is displayed.

There must be a key in the key reader that matches the type of user being added. The field
definitions are listed in the following. Use the Tab key to move from field to field and enter the
requested information.

• User ID - This is the unique ID that identifies a user in the system. It can be a maximum of
20 characters and can be any combination of letters and numbers. Note that the User IDs
are case sensitive; “John” is not the same ID as “john”.
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• User ID (four-digit) - This is a four-digit sequential number assigned by the Auditcon
Network program as each User, Subordinate User or Courier is added to the system. This
number is unique to that user within that user’s region and is used to identify the user at the
lock. A region can have a maximum of 9999 lock users.

• User Type -  The type of user being added. If Local or Corporate supervisor is being added,
the Supervisor Lock-out Capability option is displayed. Select this option if necessary.

• Description - The description or nickname for the user (maximum of 20 characters). This
field is optional and can be used as needed.

• Number of Locks - The number of locks to which the user has access. This number must
be zero in order for the user to be deleted.

• Corporate User Key ID - The key serial number for a corporate supervisor which is used
to add the supervisor to an independent Auditcon system.

• Location - The ID for the user’s assigned location (maximum of 20 characters). Supervi-
sors do not have an assigned location.

• Region - The ID for the user’s assigned region (maximum of 20 characters). Corporate
supervisors do not have an assigned region.

• Supervisor Lock Out Capability - If selected, this field authorizes a supervisor to disable
a lock from being opened for a period of 1 to 255 hours.

• Window Opening Information - The next group of input fields is used to define a time slot,
or a series of time slots, during which the user is authorized to operate Auditcon locks. Each
user is assigned times that they are authorized to operate the locks. There can be different
times for different days of the week or multiple windows on particular days. Up to five
sequences of days and times can be entered for each user. If it becomes necessary to
change the time slots for a user, select “Locks - Change User ID and Open Windows.”

The following three input fields are used to define the users access windows.

• Days Authorized for Each Time - This defines which days of the week the user is autho-
rized to open locks. This period can range from one to seven days. To select a particular day,
place the mouse pointer on the box for that day and click.

• Start - This is the time the authorization time slot starts. The time can be entered in a twelve
hour, am/pm, format, such as “02:30 p”, or in military format, such as “14:30”.

• Duration - This field is the length of the authorization time slot in hours and minutes.

7. Click on the OK button to process the entered information. If a Supervisor is not being
added, proceed to the text following step 11.

If a Supervisor is being added, the New Supervisor Lock Key Password window is displayed.
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8. Enter the six-digit supervisor password for the lock key.

9. Click on the OK button.

A  verify password window is displayed.

10.  Enter the six-digit password for the supervisor again for verification.

Warning: It is imperative that you do not forget this password!

11. Click on the OK button.

The data for the user is written to the lock user key and a confirmation message is displayed.

The key is given to the user and is required to operate a lock. Before a user can operate a lock,
the user ID must be added to the lock’s authorization list using the “Add User to a Lock” option
or during lock activation.

12. Click on the OK button to return to the main window.
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Delete Users from Auditcon

This option removes a user from the Auditcon PC system so that it will be impossible to add the
user to another lock’s authorization list. The user’s PI should be inserted in the key reader and
should be the only key in the reader other than the logon key. If the key is unavailable, the user
can still be deleted from the Auditcon PC system but must be removed from all lock authoriza-
tion lists first. The user will still be able to operate all locks for which the user was authorized
until the “Locks - Delete User from a Lock” option is used to remove the user from the lock’s
authorization table and the lock is updated. To delete a user from the Auditcon PC system:

1. Make sure the PI for the user to be deleted and the logon key are inserted in the key reader.

2. Select Users - Delete Users from Auditcon.

The Delete a Lock User from Auditcon window is displayed.

This window will display a list of those users that are no longer assigned to any locks.

3. Select the user to be deleted from the displayed list.

4. Click on the Delete button to delete the user.

The following confirmation message is displayed.
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5. Click on the Yes button.

If the user’s key is available, the user is removed from the Auditcon PC System and the system
informs you that the key is erased.

6. Click on the OK button to return to the main window.

If the user’s key is not available, the following message is displayed.

7. Place the key in the key reader and select Yes to erase the key or select No to delete
without erasing the key.

Change User ID and Open Windows

This option is used to change the User ID and/or the time windows when a user may access a
lock. The User Key must be in the key reader. To change a User ID and/or the open windows:

1. Make sure the User key is in the key reader.

2. Select Users - Change User ID and Open Windows.

The Change User Open Windows window is displayed for the inserted user key.
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3. Make any changes necessary to the displayed data for that user key. For a detailed descrip-
tion of the fields included on this window, refer to the “Users - Add Users to Auditcon”
section.

4. When all modifications are complete, click on the OK button.

5. If the user key is for a supervisor or corporate supervisor, you will be prompted to specify
the six-digit supervisor password for the lock key. Specify this password and click on the
OK button.

6. Verify the new supervisor lock key password and click on the OK button.

The User Open Windows will be changed and stored for the lock user key and the following
confirmation message is displayed.

7. Click on the OK button.
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Change Local/Corporate Supervisor Lock Key Password

This option allows you to change the lock key password for a local user or for a corporate
supervisor. To change the lock key password:

1. Make sure a supervisor’s lock key is in the key reader.

2. Select Users - Change Local/Corporate Supervisor Lock Key Password.

The New Supervisor Lock Key Password window is displayed.

3. Enter the six-digit supervisor password for the lock key.

4. Click on the OK button.

The Verify New Supervisor Lock Key Password window is displayed.

5. Enter the new six-digit supervisor password again for verification.

The new supervisor’s lock key password is written to the key and the following confirmation
message is displayed.
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6. Click on the OK button to return to the main window.

Edit Lock User

The following options are available from this window:

• Add - Allows you to add a new lock user. This process is identical to the “Add Lock User”
process. Refer to the “Lock Users - Add Lock User” section for detailed information.

• Delete - Allows you to delete a lock user. This process is identical to the “Delete Lock
User” process. Refer to the “Lock Users - Delete Lock User” section for detailed informa-
tion.

• Edit - Allows you to view existing information for a selected lock user (i.e., the user type,
region, open windows, etc.) This option also allows you to edit the description and the loca-
tion of the lock user. Instructions for performing this process are included in the following
section.

• Create Report - The Create Report button creates a text report of the currently selected
lock.  This is the same as the report created by the List Lock File command, except only the
selected lock is listed.

Edit Lock User Information

This option allows you to view existing information for a selected logon user (i.e., This option is
primarily for viewing purposes only). The only information that can be edited is the logon user
description. To view logon user information and/or edit the logon user description:

1. Select Lock Users - Edit Lock User.

The Edit Lock User window is displayed.
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2. Click on the Edit button.

The Change User Open Windows window is displayed.

3. View the necessary lock user information.
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4. To edit the Description, enter a description (20 character maximum) for the lock user.

5. To choose a new location for the lock user, click on the arrow and select the new location.

5. Click on the OK button.

You are returned to the Edit Lock User  window.

6. Click on the Close button.

Update (Reformat) Lock User Key

This option is used to update or “reformat” a Lock User Key. This option should be used when
a Lock User Key has become corrupted. To update (reformat)  a Lock User Key:

1. Make sure the User key is in the key reader.

2. Select Lock Users - Update (Reformat) Lock User Key

A prompt window is displayed indicating that any audits on the key will be erased. The message
asks if you want to continue.

3. Click on OK to reformat the key.

The lock user’s key is reformatted and the following confirmation message is displayed.

4. Click on the OK button to return to the main window.
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SA Keys Menu

The next option on the main window is “SA-Keys.” The SA key is unique in that it is not
programmed for a particular user but is used, generally by Supervisors, to transfer data between
the Auditcon program and the locks. It is programmed by the Auditcon program to perform any
one of the various functions that it is used for and can only be used for that function until
reprogrammed. From the main window:

1. Select SA-Keys.

Initialize an SA Key to Get Audits

This option is used to initialize a Supervisor Audit key so it can be taken to a lock and used to
obtain an audit download from a lock’s memory. The key is then returned to this system so the
data can be retrieved from the key. To initialize the SA key to obtain audits:

Note: It is assumed that the logon key is present in the key reader while the
Auditcon program is running.

1. Make sure there is an SA key in the key reader.

2. Select File - Initialize an SA Key to Get Audits.

The SA key is  initialized for the lock audit download and the following confirmation message is
displayed.

3. Click on the OK button to proceed.

Take the SA key to the lock to retrieve the audit data. Return the SA key to report the audit data.

Initialize an SA Key to Get Users

Note: It is assumed that the logon key is present in the key reader while the
Auditcon program is running.

This option is used to initialize an SA key so that it can be used to download the User Table from
a lock.
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1. Make sure there is an SA key in the key reader.

2. Select File - Initialize an SA Key to Get Users.

The SA key is initialized for the user table download and the following confirmation message is
displayed.

3. Click on the OK button to proceed.

Take the SA key to the lock to retrieve the user table data. Return the SA key to report the data.

Delete an SA Key

This option is used to delete a Supervisor Audit key after it has been initialized for an audit data
download. Once deleted, it will have to be initialized by the Initialize a Supervisor Audit Key
option before it can be used for an audit download. To delete an SA key:

1. Make sure the SA key is in the key reader.

2. Select SA-Keys - Delete an SA Key.

The SA key is deleted and the following confirmation message is displayed.

3. Click on the OK button to close the window.
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Logon Users

This option is used to change a logon password or to add, delete, and edit data for a logon user.
From the main window:

1. Select Logon Users.

Change Logon Password

This option is used to change the logon key password when adding a new logon user. To change
the logon key password:

1. Make sure the logon key is inserted in the key reader.

2. Select Login Users - Change Logon Password.

The New Logon Key Password window is displayed.

3. Enter the new password (maximum of 12 characters; minimum of 6 characters).

4. Click on the OK button.

The Verify New Logon Key Password window is displayed.
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5. Enter the new password again for verification.

6. Click on the OK button.

The new password is written to the logon key and the following confirmation message is dis-
played.

7. Click on the OK button to return to the main window.

Warning: Make sure you remember the password! If the password is forgotten,
it will be impossible to determine what it was. The next time a password
is requested, the new password must be used.

Add Logon User

This option allows you to add a new logon user by specifying  the ID for a new logon user. The
User ID can be used to make a matching logon key.

Note: The maximum number of logon users for your Auditcon system can be
determined by accessing the About Auditcon window after you have
logged on to the Auditcon system. Refer to the section on Help Menu
(After Logon).

To add a logon user to the Auditcon Network system:

1. Make sure the logon key for the user is in the key reader.

2. Select Logon Users - Add Logon User.
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The New Logon User ID window is displayed.

This window lists those lock users who do not have a logon key.

3. Enter the new logon user’s ID (maximum of 20 characters).

4. Click on the OK button.

The New User’s Description window is displayed.

5. Enter a description for the new logon user (maximum of 20 characters).

6. Click on the OK button.

The New Logon Key Password window is displayed.
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7. Enter the new password for the logon user (maximum of 20 characters or numbers).

8. Click on the OK button.

The Verify New Logon Key Password window is displayed.

9. Enter the new password again for verification.

10. Click on the OK button.

11. Place the new logon ‘A’ key in the key reader if it is not already inserted and click on the
OK button.

The following confirmation message is displayed.

12. Click on the OK button to return to the main window.
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13. Click on the Yes button to add another Logon User or No to return to the main window.

Delete Logon User

This option allows you to delete a new logon user from the Auditcon Network system. To delete
a logon user:

1. Make sure the logon key for the user is in the key reader.

2. Select Logon Users - Delete Logon User.

The Delete a Logon User From Auditcon window is displayed.

This window lists current logon users.

3. Select the logon user to be deleted.

4. Click on the Delete button.

The selected logon user is deleted and the logon user’s ID will be removed from the list.

5. Click on the Close button to return to the main window.
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Edit Logon User

The following options are available from this window:

• Add - Allows you to add a new logon user. This process is identical to the “Add Logon
User” process. Refer to the “Logon Users - Add Logon User” section for detailed informa-
tion. The maximum number of logon users for your Auditcon system can be determined by
accessing the About Auditcon screen. Refer to the section on Help Menu (After Logon).

• Delete - Allows you to delete a logon user. This process is identical to the “Delete Logon
User” process. Refer to the “Logon Users - Delete Logon User” section for detailed infor-
mation.

• Edit - Allows you to view existing information for a selected logon user (i.e., the logon User
ID, description, assigned location and region, and level of access). This option also allows
you to edit the description of the logon user. Instructions for performing this process are
included in the following section.

Edit Logon User Information

This option allows you to view existing information for a selected logon user (i.e., This option is
primarily for viewing purposes only). The only information that can be edited is the logon user
description. To view logon user information and/or edit the logon user description:

1. Select Logon Users - Edit Logon User.

The Edit Logon User window is displayed.

2. Click on the Edit button.

The Edit Logon User Information window is displayed.
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3. View the necessary logon user information.

4. To edit the Description, enter a description (20 character maximum) for the logon user.

5. Click on the OK button.

You are returned to the Edit Logon User  window.

6. Click on the Close button.

Utilities

The options available from this menu vare used to manage, archive and retrieve system data.
From the main window:

1. Select Utilities.

Archive the Activity Log

This option removes old system activity records and archives them to a backup file. To archive
the activity log:

1. Select Utilities - Archive the Activity Log.

The following window is displayed.

2. Specify the drive, directory and filename for the backup file.

3. Click on the Save button.

The activity log file will be saved to the location and filename you specified.
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Set Period to Archive From Activity Log

This option enables you to specify the date of the audit records that are to be archived. Any
audits in the activity log that are older than the date specified will be archived.  Any audits in the
activity log that are newer than the date specified will be retained in the current activity log. To
set the period to archive from:

1. Select Utilities - Set Period to Archive From Activity Log.

The Set Period to Archive Activity Log window is displayed.

2. Counting back from the current date, specify the number of days for which you want to
retain audits in the current activity log. Any audits that are older than the date specified will
be removed from the current activity log and will be archived to another file for storage
when the activity log is archived. Any audits newer than the date specified will be retained
in the current activity log.

3. Click on the OK button.

Edit Locations and Times

This option allows you to set current, add new, edit data for (including GMT offset specifica-
tions), and delete locations. To edit a location:

1. Select Utilities - Edit Locations and Times.

The Edit Locations List window is displayed.
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The window lists all currently defined locations.

The options available from this window are described in the following:

Set Current Location

To set the current location for this particular installation:

1. Select the desired location from the list of locations and click on the Set button.

The  installation will be assigned to the selected location.

Add Location

To add a new location:

1. Select the Add button.

The New Location ID window is displayed.
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2. Enter the ID for the new location (maximum of 20 characters).

3. Click on the OK button.

Delete Location

To delete a listed location:

1. Select the location to be deleted and click on the Delete button.

The following window is displayed.

2. Click on the Yes button to confirm the deletion.

The selected location is deleted from the system files and the ID for that location will be re-
moved from the list of locations.

Edit Location

This option allows you to edit the description for a location as well as the GMT settings for the
location. To edit data for a location:

1. Click on the Edit button.

The Edit Location window is displayed.
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2. Optionally, edit the Description for the location (maximum of 20 characters).

3. At this time you must decide if you want your system to operate in GMT time or in “local”
time. If you have locks in several time zones, you may want to set lock times to GMT and set
a GMT offset in the PC application.  When a lock user has access to locks within several
time zones, but works a consistent schedule with respect to GMT, the user’s open windows
can be restricted to that schedule by using GMT in the locks.

Another advantage to enabling GMT offset is that it allows you to synchronize report times
from locks in various time zones. Because GMT configured locks record audit records in
GMT, the offset at the PC would adjust locks from various time zones to the PC’s local time.
This would reduce the possibility for confusion when locks are spread over several time
zones.

If GMT offset is disabled, locks are configured with their local times. Many European coun-
tries prefer to operate with the GMT offset while in the United States “local” time is usually
preferred.

If you decide to use GMT offset in your system, for GMT Offset enter the local time offset
from Greenwich Mean Time. This value will be used to align the system, locks and Smart
Keys in relation to time changes and time zones. Use the following chart to help determine
the appropriate value to use for your time zone. You should ensure that this value, along with
the internal date and time on your PC, is correct at installation time.
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If you do not want to use GMT offset in your system, select the Disable GMT Offset
check box.

4. If it is currently Daylight Savings Time, select the Is Daylight Savings Time check box.

5. Click on the OK button.

The system returns to the Edit Locations List window.

Edit Regions

This option allows you to add new, edit region data, and delete regions. To edit a region:

1. Select Utilities - Edit Regions.

The Edit Regions window is displayed.

   United States Time Zone Offsets

Time Zone   Standard Time Daylight Savings Time
Offset Offset

Eastern 5 hours 4 hours
Central 6 hours 5 hours
Mountain 7 hours 6 hours
Pacific 8 hours 7 hours
Alaska 10 hours 9 hours
Hawaii 10 hours 10 hours
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The options available from this window are described in the following.

Add Region

To add a new region:

1. Select the Add button.

The New Region ID window is displayed.

2. Enter the ID for the new region (maximum of 20 characters).

3. Click on the OK button.

The Region Customer Number window is displayed.

4. Enter the six-digit customer number for the region. This number must range from 000001 to
999999.

5. Click on the OK button.

Once added, the new region is displayed in the list of regions.
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Delete Region

To delete a listed region:

1. Select the region to be deleted and click on the Delete button.

The following window is displayed.

2. Click on the Yes button to confirm the deletion.

The selected region is deleted from the system files and the ID for that region are removed from
the list of locations.

Edit Region

This option allows you to edit the description for a region. To edit this description:

1. Click on the Edit button.

The Edit Region window is displayed.

2. Optionally, modify the Description for the region (maximum of 20 characters).

3. Click on the OK button.
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Import Auditcon for Windows Files ...

This option should only be selected when you are upgrading your Auditcon software from a
version previous to 3.0 to version 3.01.01 or above. See the Getting Started section of the
manual.

Help Menu (After Logon)

The following options are available from the Help Menu  after logon to the Auditcon system.

Index

The Index option displays the main Auditcon for Windows Help window. From this window, you
may obtain help on the Auditcon functions by clicking on the name of the function. The detailed
help screen for the selected function is displayed. If the Help data is longer than one screen, use
the scroll bars to move through the data. The taskbar commands at the top of the screen may be
used to move through the help screen for the different functions.

Note: This option operates in the same manner as that of the standard Win-
dows Help option. Refer to the “Help” section in your Windows docu-
mentation manual for detailed information.
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Using Help

The Using Help option presents the Windows Help window. From here you can search on
Windows related functions such as Print, Copy. etc.
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About Auditcon

The About Auditcon option displays data about the Auditcon for Windows program.

The current version level of the software is displayed in the About Auditcon window. You will
also see the number of Logon Users that are licensed for your software installation and the
number of Logon Users that you currently have defined to the system. Click on the OK button
to close the window.
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PC Initialized Mode Lock Operations

Lock Keypad Commands for PC Initialized Mode

Below is a list of the Keypad Commands for the Auditcon 2100 Series of locks that are
available for use while operating in PC Initialized Mode.

 ## - Displays the total number of openings for the lock

 #0 - Submenu 0 - Allows a Lock Audit Table Download to an SA Key

- Submenu 1 - Allows a Lock User Table Download to an SA Key

 #2 - Displays the Serial Number of the lock

 #4 - Submenu 1 - Adds a User to a Lock via a Personal Identifier Key

- Submenu 2 - Deletes a User from a Lock via a Personal Identifier Key

- Submenu 3 - Deletes a User from a Lock via the Auxiliary ID

 #5 - Used to Set or Change PINs

 #6 - Used to Activate Lock (from Shelve Mode), Add/Delete Users and Shelve Lock

 #7 - Display Time and Date

 #8 - Submenu 1 - Allows a Supervisor to Change the Time and Date

- Submenu 2 - Allows a Supervisor to Display/Change the Daylight Savings Time Switch

- Submenu 3 - Allows a Supervisor to Display/Change the European Date Format Switch

 #9 - Allows a Supervisor to Disable Lock Operation

 # - Accepts Displayed Data, Stops Display

 * - Cancels Entry or Stops Display
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Lock Operations for PC Initialized Mode

Thi s section covers the actual operations that occur at the lock.

Display Lock Serial Number

The Lock Serial Number can be displayed on the lock’s LCD and then recorded using the
following procedure:

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW)  until  EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #2      Sn- xxxxxx
Press #2. The lock will display Sn- (Serial number) followed by the six-digit serial
number,   displaying two digits at a time.

3. Sn- xxxxxx      Record Serial Number
Record the Serial Number. You will need this number when you activate the lock.

Note: This display can be canceled by pressing the asterisk (*) key or the
pound (#) key, or it will automatically be canceled when the lock
powers down.

Display Lock Time and Date

Check the current date and time in the lock to determine what, if anything, needs to be
changed. The date and time can be displayed at the lock whenever desired with the follow-
ing procedure:

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW)  until  EP1 appears on the display.

2.   EP1      Press #7      dS- On/OFF      CL- HH MM SS   
      Ed- On/OFF      dA- MM DD YY or DD MM YY

Press #7. The LCD will repeatedly display dS- (daylight Savings) and On or OFF to
show the setting of the Daylight Savings Time Switch; then CL- followed by the Hour,
Minute, and Second (24 Hour Format); then Ed- (European date) followed by  On or
OFF to show the setting of the European Format Switch; then dA-, followed by the
Month, Day and Year, or Day, Month and Year (for European format).

Note: This display can be canceled by pressing the asterisk (*) key or the
pound (#) key, or it will automatically be canceled when the lock
powers down.
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Toggle the Daylight Savings Time Switch

Required Items:  S or SS Key, Supervisor Password

The daylight savings time switch setting determines if the time in the lock will be adjusted by
one hour to account for the change to/from daylight savings time. If set to ON, the adjust-
ment will be made. If set to OFF, no adjustment occurs.

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #8      ESP
Press #8 to select the clock setting functions. ESP (Enter Supervisor Password) will
appear on the display.

3. ESP      Enter Supervisor Password      ISI
Enter the six-digit supervisor password. ISI (Insert Supervisor Identifier) appears on
the display.

4. ISI      Insert Supervisor Personal Identifier Key      ESS
Insert the supervisor identifier into the key reader. ESS (Enter Submenu Selection)
appears on the display.

5. ESS      Press 2      dS- On/OFF
Press 2 to select the Daylight Savings switch setting submenu. dS- (daylight Savings
time) followed by On or Off repeatedly appears on the display.

6. dS-      Press # or *
Press # to exit the function without changing anything. Press * to toggle the switch to
the opposite setting. The lock Daylight Savings switch is now set as requested and the
display is blanked.

Toggle the European Date Format Switch

Required Items:  S or SS Key, Supervisor Password

The times entered and displayed by the System 2100 lock may be in either American format
(MM-DD-YY), or European format (DD-MM-YY). The format used is determined by the
setting of the European Date Format switch, On selecting the European format.

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #8      ESP
Press #8 to select the clock setting functions. ESP (Enter Supervisor Password) will
appear on the display.
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3. ESP      Enter Supervisor Password      ISI
Enter the six-digit supervisor password. ISI (Insert Supervisor Identifier) appears on
the display.

4. ISI      Insert Supervisor Personal Identifier Key      ESS
Insert the supervisor identifier key into the key reader. ESS (Enter Submenu Selection)
appears on the display.

5. ESS      Press 3      Ed- On/OFF
Press 3 to select the European Date Format switch submenu. Ed- (European date)
followed by On or Off repeatedly appears on the display.

6. Ed-      Press # or *
Press # to exit the function without changing anything. Press * to toggle the switch to
the opposite setting. The lock European Date Format switch is now set as requested and
the display is blanked.

Set Lock Time and Date

Required Items:  S or SS Key, Supervisor Password

The System 2100 locks are shipped from the factory with the internal clocks set to “local”
time (EST or EDT).  Your system can operate in “local” time or with the GMT offset. Your
locks and your PC program must operate using the same time standards. If you have locks
in several time zones, you may want to set lock times to GMT. When a lock user has access
to locks within several time zones, but works a consistent schedule with respect to GMT, the
user’s open windows can be restricted to that schedule by using GMT in the locks. Another
advantage to enabling GMT offset is that it allows you to synchronize report times from
locks in various time zones. Because GMT configured locks record audit records in GMT,
the offset at the PC would adjust locks from various time zones to the PC’s local time. This
would reduce the possibility for confusion when locks are spread over several time zones.

If using the GMT offset, the Auditcon PC program will ask you for an offset from GMT
when it is installed. It uses this offset to compensate to local time for functions performed in
the PC, such as printing Lock Audit reports. The time entered in the lock is the local time
plus the GMT offset. For example, assume that the local time is 2:41 p.m. (14:41 in 24 hour
format) and the GMT offset for the lock is 6. The time entered into the lock would be
20:41:00.

Since the time in the lock is set to local time at the factory, it may be necessary to set the
clock in your lock. The time may also need to be set when changing the battery. Use the
following procedure to set the clock and be sure to remember to set the clock to the correct
time.

1. Power Lock     EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.
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2. EP1      Press #8      ESP
Press #8 (Set Time and Date.) ESP (Enter Supervisor Password) will appear on the
display.

3. ESP      Enter Supervisor Password      ISI
Key in the six-digit Supervisor Password. ISI (Insert Supervisor Identifier) will be dis-
played. (The Supervisor Password is the same password assigned at the PC system
when this Personal Identifier was programmed.)

4. ISI     Insert Supervisor Personal Identifier Key      ESS
Insert the Supervisor Personal Identifier key. ESS (Enter Submenu Selection) will ap-
pear on the display.

5. ESS      Press 1      ECL
Press 1 to select the set data/time submenu. ECL (Enter CLock time) will appear on
the display.

6. ECL      Enter clock time HH MM SS      dS- On/OFF, HH MM SS
Enter the time as HH, MM, SS. The time must be entered as 24-hour time. The lock will
repeatedly display dS (daylight Saving time switch) followed by On or OFF to indicate
the status of the Daylight Savings Time Switch and then CL followed by the time en-
tered above by the operator. For example: “dS” then “On” then “CL” then “13” then
“30” then “10” for a time of 1:30:10 PM and the Daylight Savings Time Switch set to
On.

7. dS- On/OFF, HH MM SS      Press # or *      EdA
Press # to accept the time and stop the display or press * to cancel the time and return
to the ECL display to reenter the time. When accepted, the display will show EdA
(Enter dAte.)

8. EdA      Enter date MM DD YY (American format) DD MM YY (European
format)      Ed- On/OFF      MM DD YY or DD MM YY
Enter the date as MM, DD, YY for American format or DD, MM, YY for European
format. The display will repeatedly show the setting of the European Date Format Switch
followed by the entered date for verification in the same sequence. For example; “Ed”;
then “OFF”; then “dA”; then “10”; then “09”; then “96”; for a date of Oct. 9, 1996.

9. Ed- On/OFF      MM DD YY or DD MM YY      Press # or *      EOP
Enter a # to accept, if the data is correct,  or a * to reject and return to the EdA prompt
to reenter the date. If accepted, the display will show EOP (End of OPeration) and the
time and date are set. If the LCD goes blank during this process, the lock has powered
down and the process must be repeated. It is a good idea to turn the dial every few
seconds while performing longer operations.

Activate Lock at Lock

Required Items:  S or SS Key, SA Key, Supervisor Password, Lock Serial Number
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After a new lock is installed or a shelved lock is reinstalled, it must be activated. This
requires a Supervisor PI, a Supervisor Password, and a Supervisor Audit Key that has been
programmed with the IDs of the users to be added to the lock’s user table.

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #6      ESn
Press #6. The lock will display ESn (Enter Serial number).

3. ESn      Enter Lock Serial Number      ESP
Key in the lock’s six digit serial number. ESP (Enter Supervisor Password) will appear
on the display.

4. ESP      Enter Supervisor Password      ISI
Key in the six-digit Supervisor Password. This is the same password that was entered
when the supervisor was added to the PC system with the Auditcon Software. ISI
(Insert Supervisor Identifier) will appear on the display.

5. ISI      Insert Supervisor Personal Identifier Key      ISA
Insert the Supervisor Personal Identifier Key into the key reader. ISA (Insert Supervi-
sor Audit Key) will appear on the display.

6. ISA      Insert and Hold SA Key in Key Reader     InI
Insert the Supervisor Audit Key into the key reader. This will add the user’s IDs that
were programmed into the key to the lock’s User Table. The lock will display InI
(InItializing) with a flashing bar over the “n” while the information on the key is being
processed.

7. InI     EOP
EOP (End of OPeration) is displayed when the activation is complete. Make sure
that you hold the ‘SA’ key to the reader on the lock until EOP is displayed!

Change PIN

Required Items:  Personal Identifier Key, Current PIN

When new users are added to a lock, they are automatically assigned the factory PIN, 5025.
This should be changed for each user before the lock is put into normal service. Even after
a lock is in service, the user’s PINs should be changed frequently to assure continued
security. The PINs are changed by the following procedure.

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #5      ECP
Press #5 to select the Change PIN function. The lock will display ECP (Enter Current
PIN).
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3. ECP      Enter Current PIN      IP1
Enter the current PIN. This value will be the default PIN of 5025 if the PIN has never
been changed before. IP1 (Insert Personal Identifier 1) will appear on the display.

4.   IP1      Insert  Personal Identifier Key      EP1
Insert the Personal Identifier into the key reader. EP1 (Enter PIN 1) will appear on the
display.

5. EP1      Enter New PIN      Id- xxxx
Enter the new four-digit  PIN. Id- is displayed followed by the new PIN, displayed two
digits at a time. This will display three times.

6. Id- xxxx      Press # or *      CPn
If the displayed PIN is correct, press “#” to accept it. If accepted, the lock will display
CPn (Confirm Pin). If the PIN displayed is not the PIN desired, press “*” and the lock
will return to the EP1 prompt to allow a new PIN to be entered.

7. CPn      Reenter New PIN      IP1
Reenter the new PIN to confirm it. The lock will then display IP1 (Insert Personal ID
1).

8. IP1      Insert Personal Identifier Key     EOP
The user must now insert the Personal Identifier into the key reader again. If the PIN
was correct for this Personal Identifier, the lock will display EOP (End of OPeration).The
new PIN has now been set for this user.

Open Lock with New PIN

Note: For all Open Functions of the lock, five bad attempts will cause a
three to four minute lockout. An audit record will also be generated.
If an attempt is made to open the lock before the lockout time has
expired, LCO will display and the lockout time will reset to the origi-
nal three to four minute time period.

Open a Single User Lock - No Delay

Required Items:  Personal Identifier Key, PIN

The following procedure is used to open the System 2100 Lock.

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW)  until EP1 (Enter PIN 1) appears on the display.

Note: The dial must be placed in the “Home” position before entering the
PIN and turning the dial in order to open the lock. The “Home”
position is recognized as the dial position where the lip of the dial
covers the red bar.
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2. EP1      Position Dial to Home      Enter PIN      IP1
Position the dial to the “Home” position and enter the user PIN. IP1 (Insert Personal
Identifier 1) will appear on the display.

3. IP1      Insert Personal Identifier key       OPr
The user must insert their Personal Identifier into the key reader. OPr (OPen right) will
appear on the display.

4. OPr      Retract Bolt
Turn the dial to the right (CW) to retract the bolt. It may be necessary to turn the dial up
to a full turn before the bolt is retracted.

Open a Single User Lock with Delay

Required Items:  Personal Identifier Key, PIN

Note: Time delay is not in effect for Corporate Supervisors and Couriers.

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial  to the left (CCW) until EP1 (Enter PIN 1) appears on the display.

Note: The dial must be placed in the “Home” position before entering the
PIN and turning the dial in order to open the lock. The “Home”
position is recognized as the dial position where the lip of the dial
covers the red bar.

2. EP1      Position Dial to Home      Enter PIN      IP1
Position the dial to the “Home” position and enter the user PIN. IP1 (Insert Personal
Identifier 1) will appear on the display.

3. IP1     Insert Personal Identifier Key      dxx
The user must insert their Personal Identifier into the key reader. d (delay) followed by
a two-digit display of the time remaining in the delay repeatedly appears on the display.
Subsequent powering of the lock will redisplay this status until the delay has expired.

4. Delay Expires      Power Lock      EU1
Once the delay time has expired, turn the dial to the left (CCW)  until EU1 (Enter User
Identifier 1) appears on the display.

Note: If the time window to open the lock has expired, EP1 (Enter PIN 1)
will appear on the display instead of EU1. Return to Step 2.

5. EU1      Position Dial to Home      Insert Personal Identifier Key      OPr
Position the dial to the “Home” position and insert the Personal Identifier key into the
key reader. OPr (OPen right) will appear on the display. If the time window to open the
lock has expired, EP1 (Enter PIN 1) appears on the display. Return to Step 1.
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6. OPr      Retract Bolt
Turn the dial to the right (CW) to retract the bolt. It may be necessary to turn the dial up
to a full turn before the bolt is retracted.

Open a Dual User Lock - No Delay

Required Items:  2 Personal Identifier Keys, 2 PINs

1. Power Lock     EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until  EP1 (Enter PIN 1) appears on the display.

Note: The dial must be placed in the “Home” position before entering the
PIN and turning the dial in order to open the lock. The “Home”
position is recognized as the dial position where the lip of the dial
covers the red bar.

2. EP1      Position Dial to Home      Enter PIN for first user     IP1
Position the dial to the “Home” position and enter the user PIN. IP1 (Insert Personal
Identifier 1) will appear on the display.

3. IP1      Insert Personal Identifier Key for first user      EP2
The user must insert their Personal Identifier into the key reader. EP2 (Enter PIN 2)
will appear on the display.

4. EP2      Enter Current PIN for second user      IP2
Key in User 2’s PIN. IP2 (Insert Personal Identifier 2) will appear on the display.

5. IP2     Insert Personal Identifier Key for second user      OPr
User 2 must now insert their Personal Identifier into the key reader. OPr (OPen right)
will appear on the display.

6. OPr      Retract Bolt
Turn the dial to the right (CW) to retract the bolt. It may be necessary to turn the dial up
to a full turn before the bolt is retracted.

Open a Dual User Lock with Delay

Required Items:  2 Personal Identifier Keys, 2 PINs

Note: Time delay is not in effect for Corporate Supervisors and Couriers.

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 (Enter PIN 1) appears on the display.

2. EP1      Position Dial to Home      Enter PIN for first user      IP1
Position the dial to the “Home” position and enter the user PIN. IP1 (Insert Personal
Identifier 1) will appear on the display.
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3. IP1      Insert Personal Identifier Key for first user      EP2
The user must insert their Personal Identifier into the key reader. EP2 (Enter PIN 2)
will appear on the display.

4. EP2     Enter PIN for second user      IP2
Key in User 2’s PIN. IP2 (Insert Personal Identifier 2) will appear on the display.

5. IP2      Insert Personal Identifier for second user     dxx
User 2 must now insert his/her Personal Identifier into the key reader. d (delay), fol-
lowed by a two-digit display of the time remaining in the delay, repeatedly appears on the
display. Subsequent powering of the lock will redisplay this status until the delay has
expired.

6. Delay Expires      Power Lock      EU?
Once the delay time has expired, turn the dial to the left (CCW)  until EU? (Enter User
Identifier ?, either User 1 or User 2) appears on the display.

Note: If the time window to open the lock has expired, EP1 (Enter PIN 1)
will appear on the display instead of EU1. Return to Step 2.

7. EU?      Position Dial to Home     Insert Personal Identifier Key      EU1/
EU2
Position the dial to the “Home” position and insert either of the Personal Identifiers used
above. If the time window to open the lock has expired, EP1 (Enter PIN 1) appears on
the display. Return to Step 1.

7. EU1/EU2      Insert Other Personal Identifier Key      OPr
EU1 or EU2 (Enter User Identifier 1 or 2, whichever was not inserted) will appear on
the display. Insert the requested Personal Identifier into the key reader. OPr (OPen
right) will appear on the display.

8. OPr      Retract Bolt
Turn the dial to the right (CW) to retract the bolt. It may be necessary to turn the dial up
to a full turn before the bolt is retracted.

Open Lock with Silent Duress Combination

The Auditcon 2100 Lock series supports a Silent Duress Alarm. This allows an external,
customer supplied alarm to be activated by an Auditcon 2100 lock when the lock is opened.

To activate the silent duress alarm during a lock opening, add 10 to the last two digits of the
PIN when it is entered as in the following examples.

Example 1:

If the PIN is 52-84, entering 52-94 will activate the silent duress alarm.
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Example 2:

If the PIN is 52-94, entering 52-04 will activate the silent duress alarm.

An open audit record, indicating the duress alarm was activated, will also be generated
whenever this operation is performed.

To activate silent duress:

1.   Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

Note: The dial must be placed in the “Home” position before entering the
PIN and turning the dial in order to open the lock. The “Home”
position is recognized as the dial position where the lip of the dial
covers the red bar.

2. EP1      Position Dial to Home      Enter PIN+10      IP1
Position the dial to the “Home” position and enter  the user PIN+10. IP1 (Insert Per-
sonal Identifier 1) will appear on the display.

3. IP1      Insert Personal Identifier key       OPr
The user must insert their Personal Identifier into the key reader. OPr (OPen right) will
appear on the display.

4. OPr      Retract Bolt
Turn the dial to the right (CW) to retract the bolt. The lock is now open.

Close Lock

To properly close an Auditcon 2100 lock and record an audit of the closing, the following
steps must be taken:

1.   Dial Left       CLS
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until the bolt is extended and CLS (CLoSed Lock)
appears on the display. The lock is now closed and an audit record has been written to
reflect this activity.

Caution: The dial must be turned to the left until CLS is displayed to ensure a
valid closing of the lock.

Add Users to Lock at Lock (via SA Key)

Required Items:  S or SS Key, SA Key, Supervisor Password
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When a lock is activated, the users entered when the Supervisor Audit Key was programmed
are added to the lock’s user table. Additional users can be added  with the following proce-
dure using an SA key.

1. Power Lock       EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1       Press #6       ESP
Press #6 on the keypad. ESP (Enter Supervisor Password) appears on the display.

3. ESP       Enter Supervisor Password       ISI
Key in the six-digit Supervisor Password. ISI (Insert Supervisor Identifier) will appear
on the display.

4. ISI       Insert Supervisor Identifier Key       ISA
Insert the Supervisor Identifier key into the key reader. ISA (Insert Supervisor Audit
key) will appear on the display.

5. ISA       Insert and Hold SA Key in Reader       Add
Insert and hold the Supervisor Audit Key into the key reader. The lock will display Add
(Add User).

6. Add       EOP
After the lock is finished reading the data from the key and updating its table, it will
display EOP (End of OPeration) indicating the end to the update operation. Make sure
to hold the SA key in the key reader until the EOP appears!

Add User to Lock at Lock (via Personal Identifier Key and Auxiliary ID)

Required Items:  S or SS Key, Personal Identifier Key, Supervisor Password,
 Auxiliary ID

A supervisor may add a user to a lock using the individual’ s Personal Identifier Key and the
4-digit Auxiliary User ID that is assigned to the lock user by the Auditcon PC software. No
SA key  is needed.

Note: When adding a user from the lock in this manner, the user will not be
listed as an active user for the lock in the software database. You
should add this user to the lock in the software database to keep the
software and the locks user table synchronized.

 1. Power Lock       EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1       Press #4       ESP
Press #4 to select the user addition/deletion functions menu. ESP (Enter Supervisor
Password) appears on the display.
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3. ESP       Enter Supervisor Password       ISI
Enter the six-digit supervisor password. ISI (Insert Supervisor Identifier) appears on
the display.

4. ISI       Insert Supervisor Personal Identifier Key       ESS
Insert the Supervisor Identifier key into the key reader. ESS (Enter Submenu Selection)
appears on the display.

5. ESS       Press 1      IPI
Press 1 to select the add user via Personal Identifier Key function. IPI (Insert Personal
Identifier) appears on the display.

6. IPI       Insert Personal Identifier Key       EAI
Insert the Personal Identifier Key of the user to be added into the key reader. EAI
(Enter Auxiliary ID) appears on the display.

7. EAI       Enter Auxiliary ID      Id- xxxx
Enter the four-digit Auxiliary ID for the user as it is defined in the PC System. (The ID
cannot be “0000”.) For verification purposes, Id- will appear on the display followed by
the four-digit ID that was just entered. The four-digit ID is displayed two digits at a time.

8. Id xxxx-       Press # or *        CAI
Press # to accept the ID or * to reject and reenter the user’s four-digit ID. If accepted,
CAI (Confirm Auxiliary ID) will be displayed.

9. CAI       Reenter Auxiliary ID       EOP
Reenter the four-digit auxiliary ID entered in Step 7. EOP (End of OPeration) appears
on the display. The user has been added to the lock and may use the Smart Key for lock
access functions.

Delete Users from Lock at Lock (via SA Key)

Required Items:  S or SS Key, SA Key, Supervisor Password

When a lock is activated, the users entered when the Supervisor Audit Key was programmed
are added to the lock’s user table. Existing users can be deleted with the following procedure
using an SA key.

1. Power Lock       EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1       Press #6       ESP
Press #6 on the keypad. ESP (Enter Supervisor Password) appears on the display.

3. ESP       Enter Supervisor Password       ISI
Key in the six-digit Supervisor Password. ISI (Insert Supervisor Identifier) will appear
on the display.
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4. ISI       Insert Supervisor Personal Identifier Key       ISA
Insert the Supervisor Personal Identifier Key into the key reader. ISA (Insert Supervi-
sor Audit key) will appear on the display.

5. ISA       Insert and Hold SA Key in Reader       dEL
Insert the Supervisor Audit Key into the key reader. The lock will display dEL (dELete
User).

6. dEL      OPr
After the lock is finished reading the data from the key and updating its table, it will
display EOP (End of OPeration) indicating the end to the update operation. Make sure
to hold the SA key in the key reader until EOP appears!

Delete User from Lock at Lock (via Personal Identifier Key)

Required Items:  S or SS Key, Personal Identifier Key, Supervisor Password

A supervisor may delete a user from a lock using the individual’s user key. No SA key is
needed.

Note: When deleting a user from the lock in this manner, the user will still
be listed as an active user for the lock in the software database. You
should remove this user from the lock in the software database to
keep the software and the locks user table in sync.

1. Power Lock       EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1       Press #4       ESP
Press #4 to select the user addition/deletion functions menu. ESP (Enter Supervisor
Password) appears on the display.

3. ESP       Enter Supervisor Password       ISI
Enter the six-digit supervisor password. ISI (Insert Supervisor Identifier) appears on
the display.

4. ISI       Insert Supervisor Personal Identifier Key       ESS
Insert the Supervisor Identifier key into the key reader. ESS (Enter Submenu Selection)
appears on the display.

5. ESS       Press 2       IPI
Press 2 to select the delete user via Personal Identifier Key function. IPI (Insert Per-
sonal Identifier) appears on the display.

6. IPI       Insert Personal Identifier Key      EOP
Insert the Personal Identifier Key of the user to be deleted into the key reader. EOP
(End of OPeration) appears on the display. The user has been deleted from the lock.
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Delete User from Lock  (via Auxiliary ID)

Required Items:  S or SS Key, Supervisor Password, Auxiliary ID

A user may also be deleted from a lock by using the 4-digit Auxiliary User ID that is
assigned to the lock user by the Auditcon PC software. No lock user key or SA key is
required.

Note: When deleting a user from the lock without the user key, you must
know the User’s Auxiliary ID number. The Auxiliary ID number for
the user can be found by listing the “List User ID File” function in
the Reports menu. When deleting a user from the lock in this manner,
the user will still be listed as an active user for the lock in the soft-
ware database. You should remove this user from the lock in the
software database to keep the software and the locks user table in
sync.

1. Power Lock       EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1       Press #4       ESP
Press #4 to select the user addition/deletion functions menu. ESP (Enter Supervisor
Password) appears on the display.

3. ESP       Enter Supervisor Password       ISI
Enter the six-digit supervisor password. ISI (Insert Supervisor Identifier) appears on
the display.

4. ISI       Insert Supervisor Personal Identifier Key       ESS
Insert the Supervisor Identifier key into the key reader. ESS (Enter Submenu Selection)
appears on the display.

5. ESS       Press 3       EAI
Press 3 to select the delete user via Auxiliary ID function. EAI (Enter Auxiliary ID)
appears on the display.

6. EAI       Enter Auxiliary ID      Id- xxxx
Enter the four-digit Auxiliary ID for the user as it is defined in the PC System. For
verification purposes, Id- will appear on the display followed by the four-digit ID that
was just entered. The four-digit ID is displayed two digits at a time.

7. Id- xxxx       Press # or *        CAI
Press # if the ID is correct or * to reenter it. If accepted, CAI (Confirm Auxiliary ID)
appears on the display.

8. CAI       Reenter Auxiliary ID      EOP
Reenter the auxiliary ID entered in Step 6. If correct, EOP (End of OPeration) appears
on the display. The user has been deleted from the lock.
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Retrieve a User Table Download from the Lock

Required Items:  S or SS Key, Initialized SA Key, Supervisor Password

The User Table in a lock may be downloaded to a properly initialized SA key which must
then be taken to the Auditcon PC System for reporting.

1. Power Lock       EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1       Press #0       ESS
Press #0 to select the downloading functions menu. ESS (Enter Submenu Selection)
appears on the display.

3. ESS       Press 1       ESP
Press 1 to select the user table download function. ESP (Enter Supervisor Password)
appears on the display.

4. ESP       Enter Supervisor Password       ISI
Enter the six-digit Supervisor Password. ISI (Insert Supervisor Identifier) appears on
the display.

5. ISI       Insert Supervisor Personal Identifier Key       ISA
Insert the Supervisor Personal Identifier Key into the key reader. ISA (Insert Supervi-
sor Audit key) appears on the display.

6. ISA       Insert and Hold SA Key in Reader       USr
Insert the SA key into the key reader. USr (USer Table) will appear on the display while
the table is being downloaded.

7. USr       OPr
Hold the key in the reader until EOP (End of OPeration) appears on the display. The
lock user table has been downloaded to the SA key.

Retrieve Audit Download from Lock

Required Items:  S or SS Key, SA Key, Supervisor Password

The audit trail data the lock keeps should be periodically read from the lock and taken to the
Auditcon PC for reporting and saving. This operation requires a properly initialized Supervi-
sor Audit Key. Lock audit information may be retrieved from the lock by any of the super-
visor IDs. The maximum number of audit records maintained in the lock is 443. When this
limit is reached, the lock begins to write over the older records.  To obtain audit records from
the lock:

1. Power Lock       EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.
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2. EP1       Press #0       ESS
Press #0 to select the downloading functions menu. ESS (Enter Submenu Selection)
appears on the display.

3. ESS       Press 0       ISA
Press 0 to select the audit data download function. ISA (Insert Supervisor Audit Key)
will appear on the display.

4. ISA       Insert and Hold SA Key in Reader       Aud
Insert the Supervisor Audit Key into the key reader and hold it there. Aud (Audit) will
appear on the display while the audit data is being downloaded.

5. Aud      EOP
Hold the key in the key reader and turn the dial  three or four times every fifteen
seconds until EOP (End OPeration) appears on the display indicating that the audit data
dump is complete. (This data transfer can take up to about 40 seconds.) The key now
needs to be taken to the Auditcon PC System to retrieve the data from the key.

Shelve Lock at Lock

Required Items:  S or SS Key, SA Key, Supervisor Password

Shelving a lock is returning it to factory mode. The lock will open with the factory PIN of
5025. The lock is NOT secure when shelved. It requires a Supervisor Personal Identifier
key and password and a Supervisor Audit Key programmed for the shelving operation.
Shelving a lock does not erase the locks audit information.

1.   Power Lock       EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1       Press #6       ESP
Press #6. The lock will display ESP (Enter Supervisor Password).

3. ESP       Enter Supervisor Password       ISI
Key in the six-digit Supervisor Password. ISI (Insert Supervisor Identifier Key)  will
appear on the display.

4. ISI       Insert Supervisor Personal Identifier key      ISA
Insert the Supervisor Personal Identifier into the key reader. ISA (Insert Supervisor
Audit Key) will appear on the display.

5. ISA       Insert and Hold Supervisor Audit Key in Reader      SHL
Insert and hold the Supervisor Audit Key in the key reader. SHL (SHeLving) will
briefly appear on the display.

6. SHL       EOP
Hold the key in the reader until EOP (End of OPeration) appears on the display. The
shelving operation is now complete. The lock should open with the factory PIN of 5025.
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7. EOP      Open Lock in Shelved Mode
Test the lock by opening it with the Shelved Mode Factory PIN of 5025 to ensure that
the lock is shelved. If not, repeat steps 1-6.

Temporarily Disable Operation of PC Initialized Lock

Required Items:  S or SS Key, Supervisor Password

The lock may be disabled for a period of time by a Local or Corporate Supervisor, if previ-
ously given that authority when added to the software.

1. Power Lock       EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1       Press #9       ESP
Press #9 to select the disable lock menu. ESP (Enter Supervisor Password)  appears on
the display.

3. ESP       Enter Supervisor Password       ISI
Enter the six-digit supervisor password. ISI (Insert Supervisor Identifier)  appears on
the display.

4. ISI       Insert Supervisor Personal Identifier Key       ELH
Insert the Supervisor Personal Identifier Key.  ELH (Enter Lockout Hours)  appears
on the display.

5. ELH       Enter Lockout Hours       CLH
Enter a three-digit value in the range of 001 to 255 for the number of hours during which
the lock will be non-operational. CLH (Confirm Lockout Hours)  appears on the dis-
play.

6. CLH      Reenter Lockout Hours       EOP
Reenter the value entered in Step 5 above. EOP (End of OPeration) appears on the
display. The lock is now disabled for the number of hours requested.

Note: If the lock is powered during this period, it will display LCO (LoCk
Out) on the display followed by the number of hours and minutes
remaining in the lockout.

Display Audit Count

The Audit Count display at the lock gives you a four digit number of the total number of
times the lock has been opened. This number is permanently stored in the lock and is not
cleared when the lock is shelved. To display the total number of openings for the lock:
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1. Power lock       EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1       Press ##      Au-xxxx
Press ##. Au-  followed by a four-digit number, displayed two digits at a time.

3. Au-xxxx      Press *
Press * to stop the display.
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   CHAPTER 3

STAND ALONE MODE

Stand Alone Mode Features Overview

The System 2100 lock can be configured from Shelved Mode to act as a Stand Alone lock
capable of being initialized and operated without the use of the Auditcon PC program or Smart
Keys. In the Stand Alone Mode, the lock is capable of supporting up to five supervisors for lock
control functions and up to 60 users for functions relating to lock access. Stand Alone access
and operation is based on the use of one-digit supervisor identifiers in the range of 0 through 4,
six-digit supervisor passwords, two-digit user identifiers in the range of 00 through 99, and six-
digit user PINs.

During Stand Alone initialization, the lock can be set to single combination access or dual combi-
nation access. Single access means that the lock can be opened by a single user. Dual combina-
tion access requires that two users be present and two PINs be entered  before the lock will
operate. Each of these modes of operation have the option for a time delay function. This
requires a time delay between the moment a user enters his PIN at the lock’s keypad and the
moment the lock will actually open. This delay feature is selected as a parameter in the lock
activation sequence.

Getting Started

The System 2100 locks are shipped from the factory in “Shelved Mode”, with a Factory PIN of
5025. This allows the lock to function on a standard combination until activated and does not
require a Smart Key. Once a lock has been activated, “shelving” a lock is equivalent to deacti-
vating the lock. It returns the lock to a state where it opens once again with the Factory PIN of
5025.

Open Lock in Shelved Mode

Note: If CLS appears on the display when powering the lock , it indicates that
the lock was not closed successfully on the previous operation. Simply
continue to turn the dial to the left until EP1 appears.

CW = ClockWise; CCW = CounterClockWise

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 (Enter PIN 1) appears on the display.
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2. EP1      Enter Factory PIN      Opr
If you are operating a 2100V lock, you must first position the dial so that the lip
of the dial covers the red bar.  Enter the Factory PIN of 5025. OPr (OPen right)
appears on the display.

3. OPr      Retract Bolt
Turn the dial to the right (CW) to retract the bolt. The lock is now open.

Close Lock in Shelved Mode

To properly close an Auditcon 2100 Lock and record an audit of the closing, the following steps
must be taken:

CW = ClockWise; CCW = CounterClockWise

1.   Dial Left       CLS
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until the bolt is extended and CLS (CLoSed Lock)
appears on the display. The lock is now closed and an audit record has been written to
reflect this activity.

Caution: The dial must be turned to the left until CLS is displayed to ensure a
valid closing of the lock.

Whenever the lock is in Shelved Mode, Supervisor ID 0 has a password of 000000 and is the
only supervisor who has the authority to activate and initialize the lock. Once the lock has been
activated in Stand Alone mode, Supervisor ID 0 should change the Supervisor ID 0 password
and has the responsibility to activate other supervisors in the lock.

Note: It is STRONGLY recommended that supervisor ID 0 activate all the other
supervisor IDs so that a failure to recall the password for supervisor ID
0 will not result in the lack of ability to shelve the lock.

To activate a supervisor, a specific Supervisor ID (1-4) and a password must be assigned.
Supervisors should then change their respective assigned supervisor passwords to a new pass-
word for security purposes.

On occasion as part of its normal operation, the System 2100 lock will display information on the
lock’s LCD in a circular fashion. The information will consist of an identifier followed by as
many digits of data as are required, displayed two digits at a time. This information falls into three
categories:
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1. Data which was entered at the lock keypad by a user and which is being displayed for
verification, such as a user’s new PIN or a date/time entry for setting the clock. In this case,
the “#” key is used to indicate that the data is correct and that the lock should proceed to its
next operation. The “*” key is used to indicate that the data is incorrect and that the lock
should allow the data to be reentered.

2. Data which constitutes an internal lock parameter and which is being displayed for informa-
tional purposes only, such as the lock’s serial number or the count of lock openings. In this
case, verification of the data is not required and both the “#” and the “*” keys instruct the
lock to terminate the display and proceed to its next operation.

3. Data which indicates an error condition such as an improperly formatted Personal Identifier
or an attempt to open a lock outside an acceptable time window. Error data is always
preceded by a “lightning bolt” indicator as the first character of the data.  In this case, both
the “#” key and the “*” key terminate the display and continue with the next operation.

The following chart shows the activities that can be performed by each personnel classification.

Activity Supervisor Supervisor User
    ID 0     ID 1-4

Activate Stand Alone Mode ✔
Change Date and Time ✔ ✔
Toggle Daylight Savings ✔ ✔
Toggle European Date Format ✔ ✔
Change Sup. ID 0 Password ✔
Activate Sup. ID 1-4 ✔
Deactivate Sup. ID 1-4 ✔
Change Sup. Password 1-4 ✔
Add/Delete Users ✔ ✔
Change User PIN ✔
Open Lock ✔
Retrieve Audit Dump ✔ ✔ ✔
Retrieve User Table Dump ✔ ✔
Disable Lock ✔ ✔
Shelve Lock ✔ ✔
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Stand Alone Mode Set Up Activities:

1. Activate the lock in Stand Alone Mode

2. Change the supervisor ID 0 password

3. Set the lock date and time

4. Activate new supervisors

5. Add users to the lock

6. Change the users’ PIN numbers

7. Open/close the lock
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Lock Keypad Commands for Stand Alone Mode

Below is a list of the System 2100 lock keypad commands that are available while operating in
Stand Alone Mode.

 ## - Displays the total number of openings for the lock

 #0 - Submenu 0 - Allows a Lock Audit Table Download to an SA Key

- Submenu 1 - Allows a Lock User Table Download to an SA Key

 #2 - Displays the Serial Number of the lock

 #3 - Stand Alone Mode Only

- Submenu 0 - Allows Supervisor Activation (by Supervisor ID 0 Only) and Password Change

- Submenu 1 - Activate Stand Alone from Shelved Mode

- Submenu 2 - Allows Supervisor to Shelve the Lock

- Submenu 3 - Allows Supervisor to Add Users to the Lock

- Submenu 4 - Allows Supervisor to Delete Users from the Lock

- Submenu 5 - Allows Supervisor ID 0 to Deactivate Supervisors

 #5 - Used to Set or Change PINs

 #7 - Display Time and Date

 #8 - Submenu 1 - Allows a Supervisor to Change the Time and Date

- Submenu 2 - Allows a Supervisor to Display/Change the Daylight Savings Time Switch

- Submenu 3 - Allows a Supervisor to Display/Change the European Date Format Switch

 #9 - Allows a Supervisor to Disable Lock Operation

 # - Accepts Displayed Data, Stops Display

 * - Cancels Entry or Stops Display
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Sample Setup

The following provides a general example that simulates lock setup and operation for the lock. If
you would like to set up your lock in this manner, you can follow the steps outlined in this
example. However, for security purposes, you should define your own values for User
IDs and PIN’s rather than those values included in this example. For detailed information
on lock setup activities and lock operations, refer to the appropriate sections in this book.

Note: If CLS appears on the display when powering the lock , it indicates that
the lock was not closed successfully on the previous operation. Simply
continue to turn the dial to the left until EP1 appears.

CW = Clockwise; CCW = CounterClockWise

I. Display and Record Lock Serial Number

The Lock Serial Number can be displayed on the lock’s LCD and then recorded using the
following procedure:

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #2      Sn- xxxxxx
Press #2.  The lock will display Sn- (Serial number) followed by the six-digit serial
number, displaying two digits at a time.

3. Sn- xxxxxx      Record Serial Number
Record the Serial Number. You will need this number when you activate the lock.

Note: This display can be canceled by pressing the asterisk (*) key or the
pound (#) key, or it will automatically be canceled when the lock powers
down.

II. Activate Lock

Required Items:  Supervisor ID 0 Password, Lock Serial Number

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #3      ESI
Press #3.  ESI (Enter Supervisor Identifier) displays.
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3. ES1      Press 0      ESP
Press 0 for Supervisor ID 0. ESP (Enter Supervisor Password) displays.

4. ESP      Press 000000      ESS
Press 000000 for Supervisor ID 0 password. ESS (Enter Submenu Selection) displays.

5. ESS      Press 1      ESn
Press 1 to select the lock stand alone initialization submenu. ESn (Enter Serial number)
displays.

6. ESn      Enter Lock Serial Number      ESd
Enter the lock’s six-digit serial number. ESd (Enter Single or dual combination access)
displays.

7. ESd      Press 1      ELd
Press 1 for Single User Access. Eld (Enter Lock delay) displays.

8. ELd      Press 00     InI
Press 00 for no time delay.  InI (InItializing) displays.

9. InI      EOP
Lock is initializing. EOP (End of OPeration) displays.

III. Display Lock Time and Date

Check the current date and time in the lock to determine what, if anything, needs to be changed.
The date and time can be displayed at the lock whenever desired with the following procedure:

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #7      dS- On/OFF      CL- HH MM SS   
Ed- On/OFF      dA- MM DD YY or DD MM YY
Press #7. The LCD will repeatedly display dS- (daylight Savings) and On or OFF to
show the setting of the Daylight Savings Time Switch; then CL- followed by the Hour,
Minute, and Second (24 Hour Format); then Ed- (European date) followed by  On or
OFF to show the setting of the European Format Switch; then dA-, followed by the
Month, Day and Year, or Day, Month and Year (for European format).

Note: This display can be canceled by pressing the asterisk (*) key or the
pound (#) key, or it will automatically be canceled when the lock powers
down.
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If the date and time are already set correctly, you may skip the date and time setting steps and
proceed to VII. Change Supervisor ID 0 Password.

IV. Toggle the Daylight Savings Time Switch

Required Items:  Supervisor Password

The Daylight Savings Time switch setting determines if the time in the lock will be adjusted by
one hour to account for the change to/from Daylight Savings Time. If set to ON, the adjustment
will be made. If set to OFF, no adjustment occurs.

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #8      ESI
Press #8 to select the clock setting functions menu. ESI (Enter Supervisor Identifier)
appears on the display.

3. EP1      Press 0      ESP
Press 0 for Supervisor ID 0. ESP (Enter Supervisor Password) appears on the display.

4. ESP      Press 000000      ESS
Press 000000 for Supervisor ID 0 password. ESS (Enter Submenu Selection) appears
on the display.

5. EP1      Press 2      dS- On/OFF
Press 2 to select the Daylight Savings Time Switch submenu. dS- (daylight Savings)
followed by On or OFF will repeatedly appear on the display indicating the current
setting.

6. dS-      Press # or *
Press # to exit the function without changing anything. Press * to toggle the setting of
the switch and adjust the lock time by one hour to reflect the new Daylight Savings Time
switch setting. The display will be blanked and the Daylight Savings Time switch will be
set as requested.

V. Toggle the European Date Format Switch

Required Items:  Supervisor Password

The times entered and displayed by the Auditcon 2100 lock may be in either American format
(i.e., MM-DD-YY) or European format (i.e., DD-MM-YY). The format used is determined by
the setting of the European Date Format switch (setting the switch to ON selects the European
format).
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1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #8      ESI
Press #8 to select the clock setting functions menu. ESI (Enter Supervisor Identifier)
appears on the display.

3. EP1      Press 0      ESP
Press 0 for Supervisor ID 0. ESP (Enter Supervisor Password) appears on the display.

4. ESP      Press 000000      ESS
Press 000000 for Supervisor ID 0 password. ESS (Enter Submenu Selection) appears
on the display.

5. EP1      Press 3      Ed- On/OFF
Press 3 to select the European Date Format switch submenu. Ed- (European date)
followed by On or OFF repeatedly appears on the display.

6. dS-      Press # or *
Press # to exit the function without changing anything. Press * to toggle the setting of
the switch. The lock European Date Format switch is now set as requested and the
display is blanked.

VI. Set Lock Time and Date

Required Items:  Supervisor Password

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #8      ESI
Press #8.  ESI (Enter Supervisor Identifier)  displays.

3. ESI      Press 0      ESP
Press  0 for Supervisor ID 0. ESP (Enter Supervisor Password)  displays.

4. ESP      Press 000000     ESS
Press 000000 for Supervisor ID 0 password. ESS (Enter Submenu Selection) displays.

5. ESS      Press 1      ECL
Press 1. ECL  (Enter CLock time)  displays.

6. ECL      Enter Current Time in HH MM SS      dS- On/OFF   
CL- HH MM SS
Enter  new time HH-MM-SS. dS- followed by On or OFF, and CL- followed by HH-
MM-SS repeats.
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7. dS- On/OFF      CL- HH MM SS      Press #      EdA or EDE
Press #. EdA (Enter dAte) or EdE (Enter date European) displays, depending on how
the date format is set .

8. EdA or EdE     Enter Date MM DD YY or DD MM YY   
Ed- On/OFF      MM DD YY or DD MM YY
Enter new date MM DD YY , or DD MM YY for European format. Ed- followed by
On or OFF, followed by MM DD YY or DD MM YY repeats.

9. Ed- On/OFF      MM DD YY or DD MM YY      Press #      EOP
Press #. EOP (End of OPeration) displays.

VII. Change Supervisor ID 0 Password

Required Items:  Current Supervisor ID 0 Password

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #3      ESI
Press #3.  ESI (Enter Supervisor Identifier)  displays.

3. ESI      Press 0      ESP
Press 0 for Supervisor ID 0.  ESP (Enter Supervisor Password)  displays.

4. ESP      Press 000000      ESS
Press 000000 for current Supervisor ID 0 password.  ESS (Enter Submenu Selection)
displays.

5. ESS      Press 0      EPS
Press 0. EPS (Enter PaSsword) displays.

6. EPS      Press 123456      SP- 123456
Press 123456 for new Supervisor ID 0 password.  SP- 123456  repeats on the display.

7. SP- 123456      Press # or *      CSP
Press # to accept the password or * to return to step six and reenter the password. If
accepted, CSP (Confirm Supervisor Password) appears on the display.

8. CSP      Press 123456      ESI
Press 123456 to confirm new Supervisor ID 0 password. ESI (Enter Supervisor Iden-
tifier)  displays.

9. ESI      Press 0      CSI
Press 0 for Supervisor ID 0. CSI (Confirm Supervisor ID) displays.
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10. CSI      Press 0      EOP
Press 0 to confirm Supervisor ID 0. EOP (End of OPeration) displays.

VIII. Activate a New Supervisor ID

Required Items:  Supervisor ID 0 Password

The following procedure is used to add a supervisor to the lock. This function can only be
performed by supervisor ID 0. The new supervisor will be activated with his password initially
set by supervisor ID 0. The new supervisor should then change his password for added security.

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #3      ESI
Press #3 to select the stand alone functions menu. ESI (Enter Supervisor Identifier)
appears on the display.

3. ESI      Press 0      ESP
Press 0 for Supervisor ID 0. ESP (Enter Supervisor Password) appears on the display.

4. ESP      Press 123456      ESS
Press 123456 for Supervisor ID 0 password. ESS (Enter Submenu Selection) appears
on the display.

5. ESS      Press 0      EPS
Press 0 to activate a new supervisor ID. EPS (Enter PaSsword) appears on the display.

6. EPS      Press 654321      SP- 654321
Press 654321 for the new password for the supervisor being added. SP- (Supervisor
Password -) appears on the display followed by the new password displayed two digits
at a time.

7. SP- 654321      Press #  or *       CSP
Press # to accept the password or * to return to step six and reenter the password. If
accepted, CSP (Confirm Supervisor Password) appears on the display.

8. CSP      Press 654321      ESI
Press 654321 to confirm the new password for the supervisor ID being added. ESI
(Enter Supervisor Identifier) appears on the display.

9. ESI      Press 1      CSI
Press 1 to add Supervisor ID 1. CSI (Confirm Supervisor ID) appears on the display.

10. CSI      Press 1      EOP
Press 1 to confirm the request to add Supervisor ID 1. EOP (End of OPeration) ap-
pears on the display.  The specified supervisor ID is now activated in the lock with the
new password.
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IX. Change a Supervisor Password

Required Items:  Current Supervisor Password

This function is performed by Supervisor IDs 1 through 4.

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #3      ESI
Press #3 to select the stand alone functions menu. ESI (Enter Supervisor Identifier)
appears on the display.

3. ESI      Press 1      ESP
Press 1 to change the password for Supervisor ID 1.  ESP (Enter Supervisor Pass-
word) appears on the display.

4. ESP      Press 654321      ESS
Press 654321 which is the current password for Supervisor ID 1. ESS (Enter Submenu
Selection) appears on the display.

5. ESS      Press 0      EPS
Press 0 to select the change password submenu. EPS (Enter PaSsword) appears on
the display.

6. EPS      Press 111111      SP- 111111
Press 111111 to be the new password for Supervisor ID 1. SP- (Supervisor  Password)
appears on the display followed by the new password, displayed two digits at a time.

7. SP- 111111     Press #  or *      CSP
Press # to accept the password or * to return to step six and reenter the password. If
accepted, CSP (Confirm Supervisor Password) appears on the display.

8. CSP      Press 111111     EOP
Press 111111 to confirm new password for Supervisor ID 1. EOP (End of OPeration)
appears on the display. The specified supervisor ID is activated in the lock with the new
password.

X. Add Users

Required Items:  Supervisor Password

1. Power Lock     EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #3      ESI
Press #3.  ESI (Enter Supervisor Identifier)  displays.
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3. ESI      Press 0      ESP
Press 0 for Supervisor 0. ESP (Enter Supervisor Password) displays.

4. ESP      Press 123456      ESS
Press 123456 for Supervisor 0 password. ESS  (Enter Submenu Selection) displays.

5. ESS      Press 3      EU1
Press 3 to select the add users submenu. EU1 (Enter User ID 1) appears on the
display.

6. EU1      Press 00      Id- 00
Press 00 for User ID 00. Id- followed by 00 displays.

7. Id- 00     Press #      CUI
Press #. CUI  (Confirm User ID) displays.

8. CUI      Press 00     Add
Press 00 to confirm add of User ID 00. Add displays.

9. Add      EU1
EU1 (Enter User ID 1) displays. Repeat Steps 6-8 and substitute 01 for 00 to add User
ID 01.

10. EUI      Press ##      EOP
Press ## to indicate that you are finished adding users. EOP (End of OPeration) dis-
plays.

XI. Change User PIN

Required Items:  Current User PIN

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #5      ECP
Press #5.  ECP (Enter Current PIN)  displays.

3. ECP      Press 502550      EU1
Press 502550 for default PIN. EU1  (Enter User ID 1) displays.

4. EU1      Press 00      EP1
Press 00 for User ID 00. EP1 (Enter PIN 1) displays.

5. EP1      Press 123456      Pn- 123456
Press 123456 for new User ID 00 PIN. Pn- followed by the 123456 repeats.
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6. Pn- 123456      Press #      CPn
Press #. CPn  (Confirm PIn)  displays.

7. CPn      Press 123456      EU1
Press 123456 to confirm new User ID 00 PIN. EU1 (Enter User ID 1) displays.

8. EU1      Press 00      EOP
Press 00. EOP (End of OPeration) displays. Repeat Steps 1 through 8 substituting 01
for 00 in Steps 4 and 8, and 654321 for 123456 in Steps 5 and 7.

XII. Open the Lock

Required Items:  User PIN

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 (Enter Pin 1) appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press 123456      EU1
If you are operating a 2100V lock, you must first position the dial so that the lip
of the dial covers the red bar.  Enter 123456 for User ID 00 password. EU1  (Enter
User ID 1) displays.

3. EU1      Press 00      OPr
Enter 00 for User ID 00. OPr  (OPen right)  displays.

4. OPr      Retract Bolt
Turn the dial to the right (CW)  to retract the bolt. The lock is now open.

Close the lock as described in the following section (XIII. Close the Lock). Then repeat both the
open and close processes for User ID 01.

XIII. Close Lock

1.   Dial Left       CLS
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until the bolt is extended and CLS (CLoSed Lock)
appears on the display. The lock is now closed and an audit record has been written to
reflect this activity.

Caution: The dial must be turned to the left until CLS is displayed to ensure a
valid closing of the lock.
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XIV. Shelve the Lock

Required Items:  Supervisor Password

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #3      ESI
Press #3.  ESI (Enter Supervisor Identifier)  displays.

3. ESI      Press 0     ESP
Press 0 for Supervisor ID 0. ESP (Enter Supervisor Password) displays.

4. ESP      Press 123456      ESS
Press 123456 for Supervisor ID 0 password. ESS (Enter Submenu Selection) displays.

5. ESS      Press 2     CSH
Press 2. CSH (Confirm SHelve) displays.

6. CSH      Press 2      SHL       EOP
Press 2. SHL (SHeLving) appears briefly and then  EOP (End of OPeration) displays.

7. EOP      Open Lock in Shelved Mode
Test the lock by opening it with the Shelved Mode Factory PIN of 5025 to ensure that
the lock is shelved. If not, repeat steps 1-6.

You have now completed the Sample Setup in Stand Alone Mode. This is just a brief example of
how to setup and operate a lock  in this mode. The following section will assist you in setting up
your own lock for full operational status.
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Setting Up in Stand Alone Mode

Note: If CLS appears on the display when powering the lock, it indicates that
the lock was not closed successfully on the previous operation. Simply
continue to turn the dial to the left until EP1 appears.

Display and Record Lock Serial Number

The Lock Serial number can be displayed on the lock’s LCD and then recorded using the follow-
ing procedure:

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #2      Sn- xxxxxx
Press #2 to select the Display Serial Number function.  The lock will display Sn- (Serial
number) and then the six-digit serial number, two digits at a time.

3. Sn- xxxxxx      Record Serial Number
Record the Serial Number. You will need this number when you activate the lock.

Note: This display can be canceled by pressing the asterisk (*) key or the
pound (#) key, or it will automatically be canceled when the lock powers
down.

Activate Stand Alone Mode from Shelved Mode

Required Items:  Supervisor ID 0 Password, Lock Serial Number

The following procedure is used to activate a shelved System 2100 Lock in Stand Alone Mode.

1. Power lock      EP1
Turn the dial until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #3      ESI
Press #3 to select the stand alone functions menu. ESI (Enter Supervisor Identifier)
appears on the display.

3. ES1      Press 0      ESP
Press 0 for Supervisor ID 0. ESP (Enter Supervisor Password) appears on the display.

4. ESP      Press 000000      ESS
Press 000000 for the Supervisor ID 0 password. ESS (Enter Submenu Selection) ap-
pears on the display.
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5. ESS      Press 1      ESn
Press 1 to select the lock stand alone initialization submenu. ESn (Enter Serial number)
appears on the display.

6. ESn      Enter Lock Serial Number      ESd
Enter the six-digit lock serial number. ESd (Enter Single or dual combination access)
appears on the display.

7. ESd      Press 1 or 2      ELd
Press 1 for Single User Access or 2 for Dual User Access. ELd (Enter Lock delay)
appears on  the display.

8. ELd      Enter Lock Opening Delay Time      ELO or InI
Press 00 if no lock delay is desired or a two-digit number from 05 to 99 for a lock
opening delay of 5 to 99 minutes. If no delay was specified, proceed to step 10. If a valid
time was entered, ELO (Enter Lock Open window) appears on the display.

9. ELO      Enter Lock Open Window      InI
Enter a two-digit number from 01 to 99 for a lock open window of 1 to 99 minutes. InI
(InItializing) appears on the display while the lock is initializing the parameters entered
in the previous steps.

10. InI      EOP
EOP (End of OPeration) appears on the display once initialization is complete. The lock
is now activated in Stand Alone mode.

Display Lock Time and Date

The date and time can be displayed at the lock whenever desired with the following procedure:

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #7      dS- On/OFF      CL- HH MM SS   
Ed- On/OFF      dA- MM DD YY or DD MM YY

Press #7. The LCD will repeatedly display dS- (daylight Savings) and On or OFF to
show the setting of the Daylight Savings Time Switch; then CL- (CLock) followed by
the Hour, Minute, and Second (24 Hour Format); then Ed- (European date) followed by
On or OFF to show the setting of the European Format Switch; then dA-, followed by
the  Month, Day and Year, or Day, Month and Year (for European format).

Note: This display can be canceled by pressing the asterisk (*) key or the
pound (#) key, or it will automatically be canceled when the lock powers
down.
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Toggle the Daylight Savings Time Switch

Required Items:  Supervisor Password

The Daylight Savings Time switch setting determines if the time in the lock will be adjusted by
one hour to account for the change to/from Daylight Savings Time. If set to ON, the adjustment
will be made. If set to OFF, no adjustment occurs.

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #8      ESI
Press #8 to select the clock setting functions menu. ESI (Enter Supervisor Identifier)
appears on the display.

3. EP1      Enter Supervisor ID      ESP
Press 0 through 4 to select which supervisor ID to verify. ESP (Enter Supervisor Pass-
word) appears on the display.

4. ESP      Enter Supervisor Password      ESS
Enter the six-digit supervisor password for the selected supervisor ID. ESS (Enter
Submenu Selection) appears on the display.

5. EP1      Press 2      dS- On/OFF
Press 2 to select the Daylight Savings Time Switch submenu. dS- (daylight Savings)
followed by On or OFF will repeatedly appear on the display indicating the current
setting.

6. dS- On/OFF      Press # or *
Press # to exit the function without changing anything. Press * to toggle the setting of
the switch and adjust the lock time by one hour to reflect the new Daylight Savings Time
switch setting. The display will be blanked and the Daylight Savings Time switch will be
set as requested.

Toggle the European Date Format Switch

Required Items:  Supervisor Password

The times entered and displayed by the Auditcon 2100 lock may be in either American format
(i.e., MM-DD-YY) or European format (i.e., DD-MM-YY). The format used is determined by
the setting of the European Date Format switch (setting the switch to ON selects the European
format).

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.
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2. EP1      Press #8      ESI
Press #8 to select the clock setting functions menu. ESI (Enter Supervisor Identifier)
appears on the display.

3. EP1      Enter Supervisor ID      ESP
Press 0 through 4 to select which supervisor ID to verify. ESP (Enter Supervisor Pass-
word) appears on the display.

4. ESP      Enter Supervisor Password      ESS
Enter the six-digit supervisor password for the selected supervisor ID. ESS (Enter
Submenu Selection) appears on the display.

5. EP1      Press 3      Ed- On/OFF
Press 3 to select the European Date Format switch submenu. Ed- (European date)
followed by On or OFF repeatedly appears on the display.

6. Ed- On/OFF      Press # or *
Press # to exit the function without changing anything. Press * to toggle the setting of
the switch. The lock European Date Format switch is now set as requested and the
display is blanked.

Set Lock Time and Date

Required Items:  Supervisor Password

The date and time in the lock may be reset by any of the supervisor IDs.

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #8      ESI
Press #8 to select the clock setting functions menu. ESI (Enter Supervisor Identifier)
appears on the display.

3. ESI      Enter Supervisor ID      ESP
Press 0 through 4 to select the supervisor ID to verify. ESP (Enter Supervisor Pass-
word) appears on the display.

4. ESP     Enter Supervisor Password      ESS
Enter the password for the supervisor ID selected. ESS (Enter Submenu Selection)
appears on the display.

5. ESS      Press 1      ECL
Press 1 to select the set data/time submenu. ECL (Enter CLock time) appears on the
display.
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6. ECL      Enter Current Time in HH MM SS      dS- On/OFF   
CL- HH MM SS
Enter the desired new time as HH-MM-SS . dS- (daylight Savings time switch) fol-
lowed by On or OFF repeatedly appears on the display indicating the setting of the
daylight savings time switch and then CL- (CLock -) followed by the time entered
above.

7. dS- On/OFF      CL- HH MM SS      Press # or *      EdA or EdE
Press # to accept the time entered or * to reject the displayed time and return to Step 6
to reenter. If accepted, EdA (Enter dAte) or EdE (Enter date European)appears on
the display, depending on how the date format is set.

8. EdA or EdE     Enter Date MM DD YY or DD MM YY      Ed- On/OFF   
dA- MM DD YY or DD MM YY
Enter the desired new date as MM-DD-YY for American format or as DD-MM-YY
for European format. Ed- (European date format switch) followed by On or OFF to
indicate the setting of the European Date Format switch and then dA- (dAte -) followed
by the date just entered appears on the display.

9. Ed- On/OFF      dA- MM DD YY or DD MM YY      Press # or *      EOP

Enter # to accept the date displayed or * to reject the data and return to Step 8 to reenter
the data. If accepted, EOP (End of OPeration) appears on the display. The new time
and date are now set in the lock.

Change Password for Supervisor ID 0

Required Items:  Current Supervisor ID 0 Password

This function can only be performed by Supervisor ID 0.

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #3      ESI
Press #3 to select the stand alone functions menu. ESI (Enter Supervisor Identifier)
appears on the display.

3. ESI      Press 0      ESP
Press 0 for supervisor ID 0. ESP (Enter Supervisor Password) appears on the display.

4. ESP      Enter Current Supervisor ID 0 Password      ESS
Enter the current six-digit Supervisor ID 0 password. ESS (Enter Submenu Selection)
appears on the display.
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5. ESS      Press 0      EPS
Press 0 to select the change Supervisor ID 0 password submenu. EPS (Enter PaSsword)
appears on the display.

6. EPS      Enter New Supervisor ID 0 Password      SP- xxxxxx
Enter the desired new six-digit password. SP- (Supervisor Password -) appears on the
display followed by the new password displayed two digits at a time.

7. SP- xxxxxx      Press #  or *       CSP
Press # to accept the password or * to return to step 6 and reenter the password. If
accepted, CSP (Confirm Supervisor Password) appears on the display.

8. CSP      Reenter New Supervisor ID 0  password      ESI
Reenter the six-digit password for Supervisor ID 0 to confirm it. ESI (Enter Supervisor
Identifier) appears on the display.

9. ESI      Press 0      CSI
Press 0 to change the password for Supervisor ID 0. CSI (Confirm Supervisor ID)
appears on the display.

10. CSI      Press 0      EOP
Press 0 to confirm Supervisor ID 0. EOP (End of OPeration) appears on the display.

Activate a New Supervisor ID

Required Items:  Supervisor ID 0 Password

The following procedure is used to add a supervisor to the lock. This function can only be
performed by Supervisor ID 0. The new supervisor will be activated with his password initially
set by supervisor ID 0. The new supervisor should then change his password for added security.

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #3      ESI
Press #3 to select the stand alone functions menu. ESI (Enter Supervisor Identifier)
appears on the display.

3. ESI      Press 0      ESP
Press 0 for Supervisor ID 0. ESP (Enter Supervisor Password) appears on the display.

4. ESP      Enter Supervisor ID 0 Password      ESS
Enter the six-digit Supervisor ID 0 password. ESS (Enter Submenu Selection) appears
on the display.
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5. ESS      Press 0      EPS
Press 0 to activate a new supervisor ID. EPS (Enter PaSsword) appears on the display.

6. EPS      Enter Password for New Supervisor ID      SP- xxxxxx
Enter the desired new six-digit password. SP- (Supervisor Password -) appears on the
display followed by the new password, displayed two digits at a time.

7. SP- xxxxxx      Press #  or *      CSP
Press # to accept the password or * to return to step 6 and reenter the password. If
accepted, CSP (Confirm Supervisor Password) appears on the display.

8. CSP      Reenter Password for New Supervisor ID      ESI
Reenter the new six-digit password entered above to verify it. ESI (Enter Supervisor
Identifier) appears on the display.

9. ESI      Select New Supervisor Id (1-4)      CSI
Select the ID number (1-4) that you would like to assign to the new Supervisor who will
have the password that was just entered. CSI (Confirm Supervisor ID) appears on the
display.

10. CSI      Reenter New Supervisor ID      EOP
Reenter the supervisor ID entered in Step 9. EOP (End of OPeration) appears on the
display.  The specified supervisor ID is now activated in the lock with the new pass-
word.

Change a Supervisor Password

Required Items:  Current Supervisor Password

This function is performed by supervisor IDs 1 through 4.

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #3      ESI
Press #3 to select the stand alone functions menu. ESI (Enter Supervisor Identifier)
appears on the display.

3. ESI      Select Supervisor ID (1-4)      ESP
Select the ID number (1-4) of the Supervisor whose password is to be changed. ESP
(Enter Supervisor Password) appears on the display.

4. ESP      Enter Current Supervisor ID Password      ESS
Enter the current six-digit supervisor password for the selected supervisor ID. ESS
(Enter Submenu Selection) appears on the display.
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5. ESS      Press 0      EPS
Press 0 to select the change password change submenu. EPS (Enter PaSsword) ap-
pears on the display.

6. EPS      Enter New Supervisor ID password      SP- xxxxxx
Enter the new six-digit password for the selected Supervisor ID. SP- (Supervisor Pass-
word -) appears on the display followed by the new password, displayed two digits at a
time.

7. SP-      Press # or *      CSP
Press # to accept the password or * to return to step six and reenter the password. If
accepted, CSP (Confirm Supervisor Password) appears on the display.

8. CSP      Reenter New Supervisor ID Password     EOP
Reenter the new six-digit password to confirm it. EOP (End of OPeration) appears on
the display. The specified supervisor ID is activated in the lock with the new password.

Add Users

Users may be added to a lock in Stand Alone mode by any of the supervisor IDs.

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #3      ESI
Press #3 to select the stand alone functions menu. ESI (Enter Supervisor Identifier)
appears on the display.

3. ESI      Enter Supervisor ID      ESP
Select the ID number (0-4) of the Supervisor whose password will be verified to add the
user. ESP (Enter Supervisor Password) appears on the display.

4. ESP      Enter Supervisor Password      ESS
Enter the current six-digit supervisor password for the selected supervisor ID. ESS
(Enter Submenu Selection) appears on the display.

5. ESS      Press 3      EU1
Press 3 to select the add users submenu. EU1 (Enter User ID 1) appears on the
display.

6. EU1      Enter New User ID ( 00-99)      Id- xx
Enter a two-digit number from 00 through 99 to select a user ID to add to the lock user
table. This is the beginning of a loop that allows multiple user IDs to be added to the lock.
To end the loop, enter #x where x is any numeric key or the # key. When #x is entered,
proceed to Step 10 below. If a user ID was entered, Id- (Identifier -) followed by the
entered user ID repeatedly appears on the display.
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7. Id- xx      Press # or *      CUI
Press # to accept the user ID or * to reject it and reenter a new user ID.If accepted,
CUI (Confirm User Identifier) appears on the display. If rejected, EU1 (Enter User  ID
1) appears on the display and the process returns to Step 6.

8. CUI      Reenter New User  ID      Add
Reenter the user ID entered in Step 6 above to verify it. Add appears on the display.

9. Add      EU1
Add (Add user) appears on the display while the user ID is added to the user table.
EU1 (Enter User  ID 1) appears on the display and the process returns to Step 6 for the
next User ID to be entered.

Note: If the user ID entered already exists in the lock user table, Err (Error)
appears briefly on the display and you will be returned to the EU1 prompt.

10. EU1      Press ##      EOP
More users can now be added to the lock. If more users are needed, repeat Steps 6-10
until all desired users are added. To return to EOP, press ## or # and any numeric key.
The lock displays EOP (End of OPeration). The lock user table now contains the newly
entered user IDs.

Change User PIN

Required Items:  Current User PIN

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #5      ECP
Press #5 to select the activate/change user PIN menu. ECP (Enter Current PIN)
appears on the display.

3. ECP      Enter Current PIN      EU1
Enter user’s current six-digit PIN. EU1 (Enter User ID 1) appears on the display.

Note: If the PIN has not previously been changed, the PIN will be the default
of 502550.

4. EU1      Enter User ID      EP1
Enter the two-digit user ID for the user whose password is to be changed. EP1 (Enter
Pin 1) appears on the display.

5. EP1      Enter New PIN      Pn-
Enter the new six-digit user PIN. Pn- (PIn -) followed by the new six-digit PIN dis-
played two digits at a time repeatedly appears on the display.
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6. Pn-      Press # or *      CPn
Press # to accept or * to reject the displayed PIN. If rejected, EP1 (Enter PIN 1)
appears on the display and you must return to Step 5 to reenter the new PIN. If ac-
cepted, CPn (Confirm PIn) appears on the display.

7. CPn      Reenter New PIN      EU1
Reenter the new PIN to verify it. EU1 (Enter User ID 1) appears on the display.

8. EUI      Reenter User ID      EOP
Reenter the user ID entered in Step 4. EOP (End of OPeration) appears on the display.
The new PIN is now active for the specified user ID.

Open Lock with New PIN

Note: For all Open Functions of the lock, five bad attempts will cause a three
to four minute lockout. An audit record will also be generated. If an
attempt is made to open the lock before the lockout time has expired,
LCO will display and the lockout time will reset to the original three to
four minute time period.

The following functions are performed only by the Users:

Open a Single User Lock - No Delay

Required Items:  User PIN

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 (Enter PIN 1) appears on the display.

2. EP1      Enter PIN      EU1
If you are operating a 2100V lock, you must first position the dial so that the lip
of the dial covers the red bar. Enter the six-digit PIN. EU1 (Enter User ID 1)
appears on the display.

3. EU1      Enter User ID      OPr
Enter the two-digit User ID. OPr (OPen right) appears on the display.

4. OPr      Retract Bolt
Turn the dial to the right (CW) to retract the bolt retracts. The lock is now open.

Open a Single User Lock with Delay

Required Items:  User PIN
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1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 (Enter PIN 1) appears on the display.

2. EP1      Position Dial to Home      Enter PIN      EU1
If you are operating a 2100V lock, you must first position the dial so that the lip
of the dial covers the red bar. Enter the six-digit PIN. EU1 (Enter User ID 1)
appears on the display.

3. EU1      Enter User ID      dxx
Enter the two-digit User ID. d (delay) followed by a two digit display of the time re-
maining in the delay repeatedly appears on the display. Subsequent powering of the lock
will redisplay this status until the delay has expired.

4. Delay Expires      Power Lock      EU1
Once the delay time has expired, turn the dial to the left (CCW)  until EU1 (Enter User
Identifier 1) appears on the display.

Note: If the time window to open the lock has expired, EP1 (Enter PIN 1) will
appear on the display instead of EU1. Return to Step 2.

5. EU1      Reenter User ID      OPr
If you are operating a 2100V lock, you must first position the dial so that the lip
of the dial covers the red bar.  Re-enter the two-digit ID entered in Step 3. OPr
(OPen right) appears on the display.

6. OPr      Retract Bolt
Turn the dial to the right (CW) to retract the bolt retracts. The lock is now open.

Open a Dual Access Lock - No Delay

Required Items:  2 User PINs

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 (Enter PIN 1) appears on the display.

2. EP1      Enter PIN      EU1
If you are operating a 2100V lock, you must first position the dial so that the lip
of the dial covers the red bar. Enter the six-digit PIN. EU1 (Enter User ID 1)
appears on the display.

3. EU1      Enter User ID for first user      EP2
Enter the two-digit User ID associated with the PIN entered in Step 2. EP2 (Enter PIN
2) appears on the display.
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4. EP2      Enter PIN for second user      EU2
Enter the second user’s six-digit PIN. EU2 (Enter User ID 2) appears on the display.

5. EU2      Enter User ID for second user      OPr
Enter the two-digit user ID associated with the PIN entered in Step 4. OPr (OPen
right) appears on the display.

6. OPr      Retract Bolt
Turn the dial to the right (CW) to retract the bolt retracts. The lock is now open.

Open a Dual Access Lock with Delay

Required Items:  2 User PINs

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 (Enter PIN 1) appears on the display.

2. EP1      Position Dial to Home      Enter PIN for first user      EU1
If you are operating a 2100V lock, you must first position the dial so that the lip
of the dial covers the red bar. Enter the six-digit PIN for the first User. EU1 (Enter
User ID 1) appears on the display.

3. EUI      Enter User ID for first user      EP2
Enter the two-digit user ID associated with the PIN entered in Step 2. EP2 (Enter PIN
2) appears on the display.

4. EP2      Enter PIN for second user      EU2
Enter the second user’s six-digit PIN. EU2 (Enter User ID 2) appears on the display.

5. EU2      Enter User ID for second user      dxx
Enter the two-digit user ID associated with the PIN entered in Step 4. d (delay) fol-
lowed by a two-digit display of the time remaining in the delay repeatedly appears on the
display. Subsequent powering of the lock will redisplay this status until the delay has
expired.

6. Delay Expires      Power Lock      EU?
Once the delay time has expired, turn the dial to the left (CCW)  until EU? (Enter User
Identifier ?, either User 1 or User 2) appears on the display.

Note: If the time window to open the lock has expired, EP1 (Enter PIN 1) will
appear on the display instead of EU1. Return to Step 2.
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7. EU?      Enter either User ID      EU1/EU2
If you are operating a 2100V lock, you must first position the dial so that the lip
of the dial covers the red bar. Re-enter either of the two digit user IDs originally
entered in Steps 3 and 5. EU1 (Enter User ID 1) or EU2 (Enter User ID 2) appears on
the display.

8. EU1/EU2      Enter User ID for other user      OPr
Enter the two-digit User ID for the user not entered in the previous step. OPr (OPen
right) appears on the display.

9. OPr      Retract Bolt
Turn the dial to the right (CW) to retract the bolt retracts. The lock is now open.

Close Lock

1.   Dial Left       CLS
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until the bolt is extended and CLS (CLoSed Lock)
appears on the display. The lock is now closed and an audit record has been written to
reflect this activity.

Caution: The dial must be turned to the left until CLS is displayed to ensure a
valid closing of the lock.

Delete Users

Required Items:  Supervisor Password

Users may be deleted from a lock by any of the supervisor IDs.

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #3      ESI
Press #3 to select the stand alone functions menu. ESI (Enter Supervisor Identifier)
appears on the display.

3. ESI      Enter Supervisor ID      ESP
Enter the ID (0-4) of the Supervisor whose password will be verified to delete the user.
ESP (Enter Supervisor Password) appears on the display.

4. ESP      Enter Supervisor Password      ESS
Enter the current six-digit supervisor password for the selected supervisor ID. ESS
(Enter Submenu Selection) appears on the display.
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5. ESS      Press 4      EUI
Press 4 to select the delete user ID submenu. EU1 (Enter User ID 1) appears on the
display.

6. EUI      Enter User ID (00-99)      Id- xx
Enter the  two-digit ID (00-99) of the User to be deleted from the lock user table. This
is the beginning of a loop that allows multiple user IDs to be deleted from the lock. To
end the loop, enter #x where x is any numeric key or the # key. When #x is entered,
proceed to Step 10 below. If a user ID was entered, Id- (Identifier -) followed by the
entered user ID repeatedly appears on the display.

7. Id- xx       Press # or *      CUI
Press # to accept the user ID or * to reject it and reenter a new user ID. If accepted,
CUI (Confirm User Identifier) appears on the display. If rejected, EU1 (Enter User ID
1) appears on the display and the process returns to Step 6.

8. CUI      Reenter User ID      dEL
Reenter the user ID entered in Step 6 to verify it. dEL  (dELete user) appears on the
display while the User ID is being deleted from the lock user table.

9. dEL      EU1
Once the deletion of the user is complete, EU1 (Enter User ID 1) appears on the
display and the process returns to Step 6 for the next User ID to be entered.

Note: If the user ID entered does not exist in the lock user table, Err (Error)
appears briefly on the display and you will be returned to the EUI prompt.

10. EU1      Press ##      EOP
To indicate that you are finished deleting users and return to EOP, press ## or # and any
numeric key. The selected user IDs have now been deleted from the lock user table.

Deactivate a Supervisor ID

Required Items:  Supervisor ID 0 Password

This function can only be performed by supervisor ID 0.

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #3      ESI
Press #3 to select the stand alone functions menu. ESI (Enter Supervisor Identifier)
appears on the display.
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3. ES1      Press 0      ESP
Press 0 to select supervisor ID 0. ESP (Enter Supervisor Password) appears on the
display.

4. ESP      Enter Supervisor ID 0 password      ESS
Enter the six-digit supervisor ID 0 password. ESS (Enter Submenu Selection) appears
on the display.

5. ESS      Press 5      ESI
Press 5 to select the deactivate supervisor ID submenu. ESI (Enter Supervisor ID)
appears on the display.

6. ESI      Enter Supervisor ID      CSI
Enter the ID (1-4) of the Supervisor to be deactivated. CSI (Confirm Supervisor ID)
appears on the display.

7. CSI      Reenter Supervisor ID      EOP
Reenter the supervisor ID entered in Step 6. EOP (End of OPeration) appears on the
display. The specified supervisor ID is now deactivated in the lock.

Retrieve User Table Download

The User Table in a lock may be downloaded to a properly initialized SA key which must then be
taken to the Auditcon PC system  for reporting. The User Table may be downloaded by any of
the supervisor IDs.

Required Items:  SA Key, Supervisor Password

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #0      ESS
Press #0 to select the downloading functions menu. ESS (Enter Submenu Selection)
appears on the display.

3. ESS      Press 1      ESI
Press 1 to select the user table download function. ESI (Enter Supervisor Identifier)
appears on the display.

4. ESI      Enter Supervisor ID      ESP
Enter the Supervisor ID number (0-4), which is required to retrieve information form the
lock. ESP (Enter Supervisor Password) appears on the display.

5. ESP      Enter Supervisor Password      ISA
Enter the six-digit Supervisor Password. ISA (Insert Supervisor Audit key) appears on
the display.
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6. ISA      Insert SA Key       USr
Insert the SA key into the key reader. USr (USer Table) will appear on the display while
the table is being downloaded.

7. USr      EOP
Hold the key in the reader until EOP (End of OPeration) appears on the display. The
lock user table has been downloaded to the SA key.

Note: A User Table download can also be retrived by using the AuditOnly
software. Please refer to the AuditOnly manual for User Table Down-
load report procedure.

Retrieve Audit Download

The audit trail data that is stored in the lock should be periodically read from the lock and taken
to the Auditcon PC system for reporting and archiving. This operation requires a properly initial-
ized Supervisor Audit Key. Lock audit information may be retrieved from the lock by any of the
supervisor IDs.

Required Items:  SA Key, Supervisor Password

1. Power lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #0      ESS
Press #0 to select the download functions menu. ESS (Enter Submenu Selection) ap-
pears on the display.

3. ESS     Press 0      ISA
Press 0 to select the audit data download function. ISA (Insert Supervisor Audit Key)
will appear on the display.

4. ISA      Insert and Hold SA Key in Key Reader      Aud
Insert the Supervisor Audit Key into the key reader and hold it there. Aud (Audit) will
appear on the display while the audit data is being downloaded.

5. Aud      EOP
Hold the key in the key reader and turn the dial three or four times every fifteen seconds
until EOP (End OPeration) appears on the display indicating that the audit data dump is
complete. (This data transfer can take up to about 40 seconds.) The key now needs to
be taken to the Auditcon PC system to retrieve the data from the key.
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Note: An Audit download can also be retrieved by using the AuditOnly soft-
ware. Refer to the AuditOnly manual for detailed information on the
Audit Download report procedure.

Temporarily Disable Operation of Lock

Required Items:  Supervisor Password

This function can be performed by any supervisor.

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #9      ESI
Press #9 to select the disable lock menu. ESI (Enter Supervisor Identifier) appears on
the display.

3. ESP      Enter Supervisor ID     ESP
Enter the ID number  (0-4) of the Supervisor whose password will be verified to disable
the lock. ESP (Enter Supervisor Password) appears on the display.

4. ESP      Enter Supervisor Password      ELH
Enter the current six-digit supervisor password for the selected supervisor ID. ELH
(Enter Lockout Hours) appears on the display.

5. ELH      Enter Lockout Hours      CLH
Enter a three-digit value in the range of  001 to 255 to indicate the number of hours
during which the lock will be non-operational. CLH (Confirm Lockout Hours) appears
on the display.

6. CLH      Reenter Lockout Hours      EOP
Reenter the value for Lockout Hours as entered in Step 5. EOP (End of OPeration)
appears on the display. The lock is now disabled for the number of hours requested.

Note: If the lock is powered during this period, it will display LCO (LoCk Out)
on the display followed by the number of hours and minutes remaining
in the lockout.
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Display Audit Count

The Audit Count display at the lock gives you a four digit number of the total number of times
the lock has been opened. This number is permanently stored in the lock and is not cleared
when the lock is shelved. To display the total number of openings for the lock:

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1       Press ##      Au-xxxx
Press ##. Au-  followed by a four-digit number, displayed two digits at a time.

3. Au-xxxx      Press *
Press * to stop the display.

Shelve a Lock

Required Items:  Supervisor Password

A lock activated in Stand Alone mode may be returned to shelved mode using this process. The
lock may then be reactivated in Stand Alone mode or PC Initialized Mode.

1. Power Lock      EP1
Turn the dial to the left (CCW) until EP1 appears on the display.

2. EP1      Press #3      ESI
Press #3 to select the stand alone functions menu. ESI (Enter Supervisor Identifier)
appears on the display.

3. ESI      Enter Supervisor ID      ESP
Enter the ID number (0-4) of the Supervisor whose password will be verified to shelve
the lock. ESP (Enter Supervisor Password) appears on the display.

4. ESP      Enter Supervisor Password      ESS
Enter the current six-digit supervisor password for the selected supervisor ID. ESS
(Enter Submenu Selection) appears on the display.

5. ESS      Press 2      CSH
Press 2 to select the shelving menu. CSH (Confirm SHelve) appears on the display.

6. CSH      Press 2      SHL      EOP
Press 2 again to confirm. SHL (SHeLving) appears on the display while the lock is
being shelved. EOP (End of OPeration) appears on the display after the lock is shelved.

7. EOP      Open Lock in Shelved Mode
Test the lock by opening it with the Shelved Mode Factory PIN of 5025 to ensure that
the lock is shelved. If not, repeat steps 1-6.
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CHAPTER 4

AUDITCON
® 2100 LOCKS

Model Types and Operating Differences

System 2100 Lock Series

The Auditcon System 2100 for Windows Software will support all 2100 Series locks.

There is a minor operating difference in the old style 2100 lock and the new vertical style
variation of the lock series, 2100V. Visually you will notice that the front housing is different
between the two types, so they are easy to differentiate. The standard recommended method for
powering either type of lock is to turn the dial to the left until EP1 appears.

The operational difference is only noticed when it is time to open the lock. On the 2100V lock,
you will notice a red bar that can be covered and uncovered by turning the dial and positioning
the lip of the dial. (This is referred to as the Home position.)  When attempting to open these
lock types, you must position the lip of the dial so that the red bar is covered before
you enter the combination(s) for opening the lock.

Note: This requirement applies not only on a standard Open of the lock but on
any operation in which the lock is opened as part of the procedure; e.g.,
Activating a lock, Shelving a lock, etc. The dial must be positioned be-
fore the combination that opens the lock is entered.
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Lock Troubleshooting

Responding to Displayed Lock Errors

The Auditcon System 2100 locks have LCD panel where error codes and indicators can be
displayed.This section will describe how to respond to the most common displayed lock error
situations that one would encounter. It is not intended to cover every possible error situation.  See
Appendix C for a Quick Reference summary of all lock error codes and indicators. Detailed
information on the most commonly encountered lock error codes and indicators, the scenarios
under which they can occur, and suggested responses to these errors can be found in this sec-
tion.

When Attempting to Open Lock

Error Code  01

1.  Lock Mode Mismatch

A lock operation was attempted for a function that is only available in another mode. Evalu-
ate the status of the lock to determine in which mode it is operating.

Error Code 05:

1.   Dual Combination Access - Same Combination and Key

When asked for a dual combination entry, the same combination and key were used for the
2nd entry as for the 1st.

Error Code 06:

1.   Wrong Key Type

The wrong key type has been presented. Make sure to use the appropriate key type for the
appropriate function. Have the Supervisor display the user key information at the PC system
to check the key serial number, user ID, customer # and company #.

Caution: Many times the error code for 0b is mistaken as a 06 error code. Exam-
ine the display closely to determine if the error code is the number 06,
where the  number 6 has a flag at the top that differentiates it from the
letter b.
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Error Code  09:

1.  User not in Lock User Table

The user was not found in the lock’s User Table. Have the Supervisor retrieve and report
on the User Table in the lock to see if the user has been added to the lock or not.

Error Code 0b:

1.  User Out of Time Window

The user is attempting to access the lock at a time that does not fall within the defined lock
access time on the key. Have the Supervisor display the the user key information at the PC
system to check the Window Opening Information, thus verifying when the user is able to
access the lock.

Caution: Many times the error code for 0b is mistaken as a 06 error code. Exam-
ine the display closely to determine if the error code is the number 06,
where the  number 6 has a flag at the top that differentiates it from the
letter b.

Lightning Bolt Only:

1.  Incorrect PIN Entered

An incorrect PIN was entered. Clear the lightning bolt display by pressing # or * and try
the PIN entry again.

Note: If the PIN is forgotten, the key must be deleted from the lock and added
to the lock again. A new PIN must then be set for the key at the lock.

When Changing PIN

Error Code 07:

1.   Different Key Presented

When changing the PIN for a user, the user’s key must be inserted into the reader at two
different times. This error indicates that a different key was presented the second time
instead of the same key being inserted both times.
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Lock Read/Write

Error Codes 0E-0F, 51-52, 60-6F :

If any error code in these series of codes is encountered, try the operation again. An error
occurred while the lock’s internal processor was trying to read data from or write data to
the lock.

If you continue to get the error indicator, contact Mas-Hamilton Customer Service for assis-
tance.

Key Read/Write

Error Codes 71-7d:

If any error code in these series of codes is encountered, try the operation again. The error
could simply be caused by improper insertion of the key into key reader. Insert key squarely
and firmly into reader.

Note: There are two contacts on the smart key.  One is on the outside ring
and one is on the flat surface of the smart key.

If you continue to get the error indicator, contact Mas-Hamilton Customer Service for assis-
tance at 1-800-950-4744.

Anytime During Operation

LCO:  (Lockout)

1.  5 Failed Lock Entry Attempts

The combination was entered incorrectly 5 times. The lock has now gone into a “lock-
out” period. Wait approximately 4 minutes and then try to access the lock again with a
valid combination and key.

2.  Temporarily Disabled Lock

A supervisor may have temporarily disabled the lock.
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rCb:  (replace Back Cover Assembly with battery problem)

This code indicates that the Back Cover Assembly needs to be replaced due to a battery
problem.  The battery, under normal conditions, should last 10 years per lithium battery
specifications. The lock will continue to  open and close without the clock feature provided
by the battery, but the Back Cover Assembly should be replaced as soon as possible
so that the time stamp on the audit records will be accurate.

The Back Cover Assembly must be removed using the procedure listed below:

Caution: To prevent ESD damage during this process, ensure that you are
grounded.

1. Ensure that the lock bolt is retracted.

Warning:If the Back Cover Assembly is removed while the bolt is extended,
the re-locker pin will have to be reset. See “Reset Re-Locker” on the
following page.

2. Remove the two Back Cover Assembly screws and the Back Cover Assembly itself.

3. Hold the new Back Cover by the edges with the generator at the bottom and the reed
switch.

4. Attach the solenoid cable to the 90O connector on the System Card.

5. Making sure that the solenoid cable is not pinched, replace the Back Cover Assembly.
Do not turn the dial until the installation is complete.

Note: If the bolt has accidentally become extended during this process, the
Re-Lock Trigger must be reset so that the Back Cover can be prop-
erly placed onthe lock. The Re-Lock Reset Tool is provided to per-
form this task and is attached to the Lock Case Assembly with a
label. See “Reset Re-Locker” on the following page.

6. Insert and tighten the Back Cover Assembly screws (2).

7. Do not close the container door. Turn the dial to the left (CCW) to extend the bolt.

8. Test the operation of the lock (using the default factory combination of 50-25) several
times before closing the container door to ensure that the lock cover assembly has been
installed correctly.

9. Reset the time in the lock.

10. Set up the lock with the appropriate user information.

11. Test the operation of the lock using the new user information, leaving the bolt retracted
after an open operation.
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12. Close the container.

13. Turn the dial to the left (CCW) to extend the bolt.

rdL:  (rotate dial Left)

This code indicates that there has been damage to the lock’s memory in the area of stored
audit records.

Warning:  When you see this indicator, do not let the lock power down.

Continously turn the dial to the left (CCW), maintaining power on the lock all the while.
During this time, the lock will attempt to recover the records that have been damaged. If the
error indicator does not go away after a  4 minute time period has expired, contact Mas-
Hamilton Customer Service for assistance at 1-800-950-4744.

Reset Re-Locker
If the bolt is extended while the Back Cover is removed, the Re-Lock Trigger
must be reset before the Back Cover Assembly can be attached to the lock case.
1. Attach the solenoid cable to the 90O connector on the System Card.
2. Carefully mount the Lock Cover Assembly onto the Lock Case.
3. With the Lock Cover Assembly placed on the Lock Case, start the Cover
screws but do not tighten.
4. Insert the Re-Lock Reset Tool (located under the label on the Lock Case)
into the Re-Lock Trigger Reset hole and wedge the Tool firmly into the hole.
5. Pull out gently on the Re-Lock Reset Tool. This action will lift the Re-
Locking Pin out of the bolt.
6. While holding the pin out of the bolt with the Reset Tool, push slightly on
the Lock Cover Assembly until it seats fully flush against the Lock Case.
7. While holding the Lock Cover Assembly tightly in place, tighten the Cover
screws.
8. Remove the Re-Lock Reset Tool.
9. Test the operation of the lock before closing the door. If the bolt will not
retract once a valid combination is entered and the dial is turned to open the
lock, the Re-Lock Trigger has not been reset and this process must be repeated.
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Responding to Mechanical Lock Errors

There may at times be operational errors that are caused by a mechanical problem. This
section identifies the most common mechanical problems that you may encounter.

Dial Blocked to the Right After “OPr”

After executing the combination and with “OPr” displayed, the System 2100 dial is blocked
to the right. When the dial is turned back to the left and “OP” goes out, the dial is free turning
and the combination can be reentered.

Possible Cause:

1.  Mechanical relocker

• The Back Cover Assembly bears against the Re-Locker plunger. That action com-
presses the Re-Locker pin spring and restrains the Re-Locker pin from protruding
into the bolt. If the Back Cover Assembly is loose, the bolt will be blocked as the dial
is turned to the right.

 The following is a list of the possible causes for the Re-Locker failure:

-   Back cover assembly mounting screws are loose.
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Parts Replacement and Repair

Removing the Back Cover Assembly

The Back Cover Assembly must be removed using the procedure listed below:

Caution: To prevent ESD damage during this process, ensure that you are
grounded.

1. Ensure that the lock bolt is retracted.

Warning:If the Back Cover Assembly is removed while the bolt is extended,
the re-locker pin will have to be reset. See “Reset Re-Locker” on the
following page.

2. Remove the two Back Cover Assembly screws and the Back Cover Assembly itself.

3. Hold the new Back Cover by the edges with the generator at the bottom and the reed
switch.

4. Attach the solenoid cable to the 90O connector on the System Card.

5. Making sure that the solenoid cable is not pinched, replace the Back Cover Assembly.
Do not turn the dial until the installation is complete.

Note: If the bolt has accidentally become extended during this process, the
Re-Lock Trigger must be reset so that the Back Cover can be prop-
erly placed onthe lock. The Re-Lock Reset Tool is provided to per-
form this task and is attached to the Lock Case Assembly with a
label. See “Reset Re-Locker” on the following page.

6. Insert and tighten the Back Cover Assembly screws (2).

7. Do not close the container door. Turn the dial to the left (CCW) to extend the bolt.

8. Test the operation of the lock (using the default factory combination of 50-25) several
times before closing the container door to ensure that the lock cover assembly has been
installed correctly.

9. Reset the time in the lock.

10. Set up the lock with the appropriate user information.

11. Test the operation of the lock using the new user information, leaving the bolt retracted
after an open operation.

12. Close the container.

13. Turn the dial to the left (CCW) to extend the bolt.
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Reset Re-Locker
If the bolt is extended while the Back Cover is removed, the Re-Lock Trigger
must be reset before the Back Cover Assembly can be attached to the lock case.
1. Attach the solenoid cable to the 90O connector on the System Card.
2. Carefully mount the Lock Cover Assembly onto the Lock Case.
3. With the Lock Cover Assembly placed on the Lock Case, start the Cover
screws but do not tighten.
4. Insert the Re-Lock Reset Tool (located under the label on the Lock Case)
into the Re-Lock Trigger Reset hole and wedge the Tool firmly into the hole.
5. Pull out gently on the Re-Lock Reset Tool. This action will lift the Re-
Locking Pin out of the bolt.
6. While holding the pin out of the bolt with the Reset Tool, push slightly on
the Lock Cover Assembly until it seats fully flush against the Lock Case.
7. While holding the Lock Cover Assembly tightly in place, tighten the Cover
screws.
8. Remove the Re-Lock Reset Tool.
9. Test the operation of the lock before closing the door. If the bolt will not
retract once a valid combination is entered and the dial is turned to open the
lock, the Re-Lock Trigger has not been reset and this process must be repeated.
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APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A

LOCK KEYPAD COMMANDS

Below is a list of the commands that can be entered at the Auditcon 2100D Lock Keypad.

 ## - Displays the total number of openings for the lock

 #0 - Submenu 0 - Allows a Lock Audit Table Download to an SA Key

- Submenu 1 - Allows a Lock User Table Download to an SA Key

 #1 - Reserved (Lock level information for use by MHG support.)

 #2 - Displays the Serial Number of the lock

 #3 - Stand Alone Mode Only

- Submenu 0 - Allows Supervisor Activation (by Supervisor ID 0 Only) and Password Change

- Submenu 1 - Activate Stand Alone from Shelved Mode

- Submenu 2 - Allows Supervisor to Shelve the Lock

- Submenu 3 - Allows Supervisor to Add Users to the Lock

- Submenu 4 - Allows Supervisor to Delete Users from the Lock

- Submenu 5 - Allows Supervisor ID 0 to Deactivate Supervisors

 #4 - PC Initialized Mode Only

- Submenu 1 - Adds a User to a Lock via a Personal Identifier Key

- Submenu 2 - Deletes a User from a Lock via a Personal Identifier Key

- Submenu 3 - Deletes a User from a Lock via the Auxiliary ID

 #5 - Used to Set or Change PINs

 #6 - Used to Activate Lock (from Shelve Mode), Add/Delete Users and Shelve Lock

 #7 - Display Time and Date

 #8 - Submenu 1 - Allows a Supervisor to Change the Time and Date

- Submenu 2 - Allows a Supervisor to Display/Change the Daylight Savings Time Switch

- Submenu 3 - Allows a Supervisor to Display/Change the European Date Format Switch

 #9 - Allows a Supervisor to Disable Lock Operation

 # - Accepts Displayed Data, Stops Display

 * - Cancels Entry or Stops Display
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APPENDIX B

LOCK DISPLAYS AND PROMPTS

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 0

*
#

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 0

*
#

Add, new user data is being
saved in lock

Audit data being transferred to
SA key

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

Confirm Auxiliary ID (Stand
Alone Mode)

Audit Count followed by num-
ber of lock openings

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 0

*
#

Clock follwed by GMT dis-
played: HH-MM-SS
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1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

Confirm Supervisor ID

Confirm Supervisor Password

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

Confirm SHelve (Stand Alone
Mode)

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 0

*
#

Confirm Pin, reenter PIN to
verify change

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

Confirm Lockout Hours for Dis-
abling Lock (Stand Alone Mode)

CLosed Lock
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1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 0

*
#

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 0

*
#

dAte, followed by date displayed:
MM-DD-YY

delete, user is being removed
from the lock’s authorization
table

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 0

*
#

delay, followed by delay time in
minutes

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

daylight Savings Time Switch
Setting

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

Enter Auxiliary ID (StandAlone
Mode)

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

Confirm User Identifier
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1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 0

*
#

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 0

*
#

Enter Current PIN

Enter dAte, enter date: MM-DD-
YY

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

European date Format Switch
Setting

Enter Lock delay mode (Stand
Alone Mode)

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

Enter date European:  DD-MM-
YY

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 0

*
#

Enter Clock, enter GMT time
data: HH-MM-SS
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1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 0

*
#

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 0

*
#

End Of Operation

Enter PIN 1, enter first user’s
PIN

Enter PIN 2, enter second user’s
PIN

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 0

*
#

Enter PaSsword

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

Enter Lockout Open window

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

Enter Lockout Hours for Dis-
abling Lock
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1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 0

*
#

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 0

*
#

Enter Serial number, enter the
serial number for the lock

Enter Supervisor Password

Enter Submenu Selection

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

Enter Supervisor Identifier

Enter Single or dual mode1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

Error1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8
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1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 0

*
#

InItialized Lock, lock has been
initialized

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

Auxiliary Id Display (Stand Alone
Mode)

Enter User ID 1 or 21 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

Hours followed by number of
hours remaining until Lockout
Expiration

Enter User ID 21 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

Enter User ID 1
1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8
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1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

LoCk Out in Effect, Lock Dis-
abled

Minutes followed by number of
minutes remaining until Lockout
Expiration

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 0

*
#

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 0

*
#

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 0

*
#

Insert Personal Identifier 2, In-
sert second user’s Personal Iden-
tifier into lock’s  key reader

Insert Supervisor Audit key into
lock’s key reader

Insert Supervisor’s Identifier into
lock’s key reader

Insert Personal Identifier 1, In-
sert first user’s Personal Identi-
fier into lock’s key reader

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 0

*
#
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rotate dial Left

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 0

*
#

OPen Right, turn Power Knob
to right (CW) to open lock

replace Back Cover Assembly
with battery problem

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

SHeLving1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

followed by the user Pin

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 0

*
#

OPen,  lock’s bolt is engaged and
ready to open
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Supervisor Password1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 0

*
#

Error (Lightening Bolt) followed
by error code

User Table being downloaded1 2 3 4 5

6 7 9 0

*
# 8

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 0

*
#

Serial number followed by lock’s
serial number displayed two dig-
its at a time.
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APPENDIX C

LOCK ERROR CODES

The following is a list of the lock error codes that can be displayed on an Auditcon 2100 Lock:

Code Description

01 Lock mode mismatch
05 Dual-mode - same user (Used same combination and key for 1st user & 2nd user)
06 Wrong key type presented
07 When changing PIN and prompted to present user key a second time, presented

different key than first time
09 User not in lock list
0b User out of time window
0E Error writing to lock clock
0F Error reading from lock clock
51 Error reading lockout record from lock memory
52 Error writing lockout record to lock memory
60 Error writing factory record (e.g., lock serial number) to lock
61 Error reading housekeeping record from lock
62 Error writing housekeeping record to lock
63 Error reading customer initialization record (e.g., customer number, company number)
64 Error writing customer initialization record
65 Error reading list of errors in lock memory
66 Error writing list of errors in lock memory
67 Error reading stand alone data
68 Error writing stand alone data
69 Error reading user records
6A Error writing user records
6b Error reading audit records
6C Error writing audit records
6d Error reading lock delay mode data
6E Error writing lock delay mode data
6F Error reading factory record (e.g., lock serial number)
71 Error reading record from SA key
72 Error writing record to SA key
74 Error writing audit record to SA key
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Code Description

75 Error reading lock data from SA key
76 Error writing lock data to SA key
79 Error reading user record from key
7A Error writing user record to key
7b Error reading key serial number
7C Error reading time windows from user key
7d Error writing user table record to key
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ACTIVATE LOCK AT PC

USING SA KEY

USE SA KEY TO

ACTIVATE LOCK

Activate Auditcon Lock

ADD USERS TO LOCK AT

PC WITH SA KEY

TAKE SA KEY TO LOCK USE SA KEY TO ADD

USERS TO LOCK

DELETE USERS FROM

LOCK AT PC WITH SA

KEY

TAKE SA KEY TO LOCK USE SA KEY TO

DELETE USERS FOM

LOCK

TAKE SA KEY TO LOCK RETRIEVE USER TABLE

FROM LOCK WITH SA

KEY

TAKE SA KEY TO PC

TO VIEW AUDIT DATA

SHELVE LOCK AT PC

WITH SA KEY

TAKE SA KEY TO LOCK USE SA KEY TO

SHELVE LOCK

Add Users to Lock

Delete Users From Lock

Retrieve User Table Information

Shelve Auditcon Lock

APPENDIX D

PC INITIALIZED SYSTEM PROCESS OVERVIEW

TAKE SA KEY TO LOCK

TAKE SA KEY TO LOCK RETRIEVE AUDIT DATA

FROM LOCK WITH SA

KEY

TAKE SA KEY TO PC

TO VIEW AUDIT DATA

Retrieve Lock Audit Information

INITIALIZE SA KEY AT

PC TO GET AUDITS

INITIALIZE SA KEY AT

PC TO GET USERS
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APPENDIX E

PC INITIALIZED SYSTEM PROCESS DETAIL
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FROM MAIN WINDOW,

SELECT LOCKS

SELECT ACTIVATE A

LOCK FROM LOCKS

MENUS

ENTER CUSTOMER

NUMBER

ENTER LOCK SERIAL

NUMER

ACTIVATE LOCK

SUPERVISOR

PLACE SA KEY IN READER

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Step 5 Step 6 Step 7 Step 8

CLICK ON FINISHED

BUTTON

THE ACTIVATION DATA IS

WRITTEN TO SA KEY

Step 13 Step 14

SELECT USERS TO BE

AUTHORIZED FOR THIS LOCK

Step 9 Step 10 Step 11 Step 12

CLICK ON THE

AUTHORIZE>> BUTTON TO

ADD USER

REPEAT STEPS 10 & 11

FOR EACH USER TO BE

ADDED

ENTER WINDOW TO

OPEN

ENTER TIME DELAY TO

OPEN

SELECT SINGLE OR DUAL

MODE

CLICK ON FINISHED

BUTTON

SA

PART I
ACTIVATE LOCK AT PC

PROCEED TO PART II
ACTIVATE LOCK AT LOCK

CLICK ON ACCEPT LOCK

BUTTON

THE USERS FOR LOCK

WINDOW IS DISPLAYED
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ACTIVATE LOCK

CORPORATE SUPERVISOR OR LOCAL SUPERVISOR

SA

* THE SUPERVISOR PASSWORD IS THE PASSWORD ASSIGNED TO A SUPERVISOR WHEN ADDED TO THE PC SYSTEM

S SSOR

PART II
ACTIVATE LOCK AT LOCK

POWER UP LOCK BY

TURNING DIAL CCW

UNTIL EP1 IS DISPLAYED.

PRESS #6 ON THE

LOCK KEYPAD.

ESn IS DISPLAYED.

ENTER LOCK’S 6 DIGIT

SERIAL NUMBER.

ESP IS DISPLAYED.

ENTER SUPERVISOR

PASSWORD.

ISI IS DISPLAYED.

INSERT AND HOLD SS OR

S KEY IN KEY READER

UNTIL ISA IS DISPLAYED.

INSERT AND HOLD SA

KEY IN KEY READER.

InI IS DISPLAYED.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Step 5 Step 6 Step 7

CONTINUE TO HOLD SA

KEY TO KEY READER

UNTIL EOP IS DISPLAYED.

REQUIRED ITEMS: SS OR S KEY, SA KEY, SUPERVISOR PASSWORD*

***** END OF PROCESS *****
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FROM MAIN WINDOW

SELECT LOCKS

SELECT SHELVE

LOCKS FROM LOCKS

MENU

SELECT THE LOCK TO BE

SHELVED

CLICK ON SHELVE>>

BUTTON

THE SHELVING DATA IS

WRITTEN TO THE SA KEY

CLICK ON FINISHED

BUTTON

SHELVE LOCK

SUPERVISOR

PLACE SA KEY IN READER

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Step 5 Step 6 Step 7

REPEAT STEPS 3 & 4 FOR

EACH LOCK TO BE

SHELVED

SA

PART I
SHELVE LOCK AT PC

PROCEED TO PART II
SHELVE LOCK AT LOCK
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SHELVE LOCK

 CORPORATE SUPERVISOR OR LOCAL SUPERVISOR

SAS SSOR

PART II
SHELVE LOCK AT LOCK

POWER UP LOCK BY

TURNING DIAL CCW UNTIL

EP1 IS DISPLAYED.

PRESS #6 ON THE

LOCK KEYPAD.

ESP IS DISPLAYED.

ENTER SUPERVISOR

PASSWORD.

ISI IS DISPLAYED.

INSERT AND HOLD SA

KEY IN KEY READER.

SHL IS DISPLAYED.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Step 5 Step 6

CONTINUE TO HOLD SA

KEY IN KEY READER UNTIL

EOP IS DISPLAYED.

* THE SUPERVISOR PASSWORD IS THE PASSWORD ASSIGNED TO A SUPERVISOR WHEN ADDED TO THE PC SYSTEM

REQUIRED ITEMS: SS OR S KEY, SA KEY, SUPERVISOR PASSWORD*

INSERT AND HOLD SS OR

S KEY UNTIL ISA IS

DISPLAYED.

***** END OF PROCESS *****
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FROM MAIN WINDOW,

SELECT LOCKS

SELECT ADD USERS TO A

LOCK FROM THE LOCKS

MENU

SELECT THE LOCK TO BE

CHANGED FROM THE LIST

CLICK ON THE OK BUTTON SELECT A USER TO BE

ADDED TO THE LOCK

ADD USERS TO LOCK

SUPERVISOR

PLACE SA KEY IN READER

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Step 5 Step 6 Step 7 Step 8

CLICK ON FINISHED

BUTTON

DATA IS WRITTEN TO THE

SA KEY

Step 9 Step 10

ENSURE THERE IS A

SUPERVISOR AUDIT KEY

IN THE KEY READER

CLICK ON FINISHED

BUTTON

REPEAT STEPS 6 & 7 FOR

EACH USER TO BE ADDED

TO LOCK

SA

CLICK ON THE

AUTHORIZE>> BUTTON

PART I
ADD USERS TO LOCK AT PC

PROCEED TO PART II
ADD USERS TO LOCK AT LOCK
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ADD USERS TO LOCK

CORPORATE SUPERVISOR OR LOCAL SUPERVISOR

SAS SSOR

PART II
ADD USERS TO LOCK AT LOCK

POWER UP LOCK BY

TURNING DIAL CCW UNTIL

EP1 IS DISPLAYED.

PRESS #6 ON THE LOCK

KEYPAD.

ESP IS DISPLAYED.

ENTER SUPERVISOR

PASSWORD.

ISI IS DISPLAYED.

INSERT AND HOLD SS

OR S KEY UNTIL

ISA IS DISPLAYED

INSERT AND HOLD SA

KEY IN KEY READER.

Add IS DISPLAYED.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Step 5 Step 6

CONTINUE TO HOLD SA

KEY IN KEY READER UNTIL

EOP IS DISPLAYED.

* THE SUPERVISOR PASSWORD IS THE PASSWORD ASSIGNED TO A SUPERVISOR WHEN ADDED TO THE PC SYSTEM

REQUIRED ITEMS: SS OR S KEY, SA KEY, SUPERVISOR PASSWORD*

***** END OF PROCESS *****
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FROM MAIN WINDOW

SELECT USERS

SELECT DELETE USERS

FROM A LOCK FROM THE

USERS MENU

ENSURE THERE IS AN SA

KEY IN THE KEY READER

SELECT THE LOCK TO BE

CHANGED

CLICK ON THE OK BUTTON SELECT A USER TO BE

DELETED FROM THE LOCK

DELETE USERS FROM LOCK

SUPERVISOR

PLACE AN SA KEY IN READER

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Step 5 Step 6 Step 7 Step 8

CLICK ON FINISHED

BUTTON.

DATA IS WRITTEN TO THE

SA KEY

Step 9 Step 10

CLICK ON FINISHED

BUTTON

REPEAT STEPS 6 & 7 FOR

EACH USER TO BE

DELETED

CLICK ON THE

REMOVE<< BUTTON TO

DELETE USER

SA

PART I
DELETE USERS FROM LOCK AT PC

PROCEED TO PART II
DELETE USERS FROM LOCK AT LOCK
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DELETE USERS FROM LOCK

 CORPORATE SUPERVISOR OR LOCAL SUPERVISOR

SAS SSOR

PART II
DELETE USERS FROM LOCK AT LOCK

POWER UP LOCK BY

TURNING DIAL CCW UNTIL

EP1 IS DISPLAYED.

PRESS #6 ON THE

LOCK KEYPAD.

ESP IS DISPLAYED.

ENTER SUPERVISOR

PASSWORD.

ISI IS DISPLAYED.

INSERT AND HOLD SS

OR S KEY UNTIL

ISA IS DISPLAYED.

INSERT AND HOLD SA

KEY IN KEY READER.

dEL IS DISPLAYED.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Step 5 Step 6

CONTINUE TO HOLD SA

KEY IN KEY READER

UNTIL EOP IS DIS-

PLAYED.

* THE SUPERVISOR PASSWORD IS THE PASSWORD ASSIGNED TO A SUPERVISOR WHEN ADDED TO THE PC SYSTEM

REQUIRED ITEMS: SS OR S KEY, SA KEY, SUPERVISOR PASSWORD*

***** END OF PROCESS *****
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FROM MAIN WINDOW

SELECT SA KEYS

SELECT INITIALIZE AN

AUDIT DOWNLOAD KEY

FROM THE SA KEYS MENU

ENSURE THERE IS AN SA

KEY IN THE KEY READER

CLICK ON THE OK BUTTON

ENTER CUSTOMER

NUMBER FOR LOCK

CLICK ON THE OK BUTTON

RETRIEVE LOCK AUDIT INFORMATION

CORPORATE SUPERVISOR, LOCAL SUPERVISOR, COURIER OR USER

PLACE SA KEY IN READER

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Step 5 Step 6

SA

PART I
INITIALIZE SA KEY AT PC

THE SA KEY IS

INITIALIZED

Step 7

PROCEED TO PART II
RETRIEVE AUDIT DATA FROM LOCK
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SA

RETRIEVE LOCK AUDIT INFORMATION

CORPORATE SUPERVISOR, LOCAL SUPERVISOR, COURIER OR USER

PART II
RETRIEVE AUDIT DATA FROM LOCK

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

REQUIRED ITEMS: SA KEY

Step 5 Step 6

POWER UP LOCK BY

TURNING DIAL CCW

UNTIL EP1 IS DISPLAYED.

PRESS #0 ON THE

LOCK KEYPAD.

ESS IS DISPLAYED.

INSERT AND HOLD SA

KEY IN KEY READER

WHILE Aud IS DISPLAYED.

CONTINUE TO HOLD SA

KEY TO KEY READER AND

TURN DIAL CCW UNTIL

EOP IS DISPLAYED.

RETURN SA KEY TO PC

TO VIEW AUDIT DATA

PRESS 0 ON THE LOCK

KEYPAD. ISA IS

DISPLAYED.

***** END OF PROCESS *****
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PROCEED TO PART II
RETRIEVE USER TABLE DOWNLOAD FROM LOCK

RETRIEVE USER TABLE INFORMATION

CORPORATE SUPERVISOR, LOCAL SUPERVISOR, COURIER OR USER

PLACE SA KEY IN READER

PART I
INITIALIZE SA KEY AT PC

FROM MAIN WINDOW

SELECT SA KEYS

SELECT INITIALIZE USER

TABLE DOWNLOAD KEY

FROM THE SA KEYS MENU

ENSURE THERE IS AN SA

KEY IN THE KEY READER

CLICK ON THE OK BUTTON

ENTER CUSTOMER

NUMBER FOR LOCK

CLICK ON THE OK BUTTON THE SA KEY IS

INITIALIZED

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Step 5 Step 6 Step 7

SA
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RETRIEVE USER TABLE INFORMATION

CORPORATE SUPERVISOR, LOCAL SUPERVISOR, COURIER OR USER

PART II
RETRIEVE USER TABLE DOWNLOAD FROM LOCK

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

REQUIRED ITEMS: SA KEY

Step 5 Step 6

SA

POWER UP LOCK BY

TURNING DIAL CCW

UNTIL EP1 IS DISPLAYED.

PRESS #0 ON THE

LOCK KEYPAD.

ESS IS DISPLAYED.

INSERT AND HOLD SA

KEY IN KEY READER

WHILE USR IS DISPLAYED.

CONTINUE TO HOLD SA

KEY TO KEY READER AND

TURN DIAL CCW UNTIL

EOP IS DISPLAYED.

RETURN SA KEY TO PC

TO VIEW USER TABLE

PRESS 1 ON THE LOCK

KEYPAD. ESP IS

DISPLAYED.

Step 7

ENTER SUPERVISOR

PASSWORD. ISA IS

DISPLAYED.

*****END OF PROCESS *****
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Audit Dump - The audit data that is retrieved from a lock. It consists of a record of the last 443
operations that occurred for that lock.

Auxiliary ID - A four digit ID automatically assigned sequentially by the Auditcon program as
users are added.

CCW  -  Counterclockwise rotation to the left. This is used in referring to the direction that the
lock dial should be turned at certain times when performing lock operations.

Customer Number - A 6 digit number used to identify an Auditcon customer or region. A
User’s customer number must match that of the lock in order for the User to be authorized
for that lock. The Customer Number has a unique one-to-one relationship with a Region ID,
which can also be thought of as a Customer ID or Customer Name.

CW  -  Clockwise rotation to the right. This is used in referring to the direction that the lock dial
should be turned at certain times when performing lock operations.

Daylight Savings Time Switch - The Daylight Savings Time switch setting determines if the
time in the lock will be automatically adjusted by one hour to account for the change to/from
Daylight Savings Time. If set ON, the adjustment will be made. If set to OFF, no adjustment
occurs.

Dual User Access - A setting in the lock activation process that causes the lock to require two
users to open the lock.

Electronic Key  -  This is an electronic chip imbedded in a fob.

Electronic Key Reader  -  This is the key reader that is attached to the PC as a peripheral
item. It is used to write and read data to and from, respectively,  the Smart Keys.

European Date Format Switch - A setting in the Auditcon 2100 locks that determines if the
date will be in American format (MM-DD-YY) or European format (DD-MM-YY). Set-
ting it ON will cause the lock to accept and display the date in European format.

Fob  -  A plastic molding into which an electronic chip can be imbedded to form a Smart Key.

GMT  -  The acronym for Greenwich Mean Time. This is the zero line for all time zones.
Each time zone is offset from the zero line by a specific number of hours. The number of
hours to be used for offset correlates to the number of time zones that you are away from
the zero line. With the induction of daylight savings time, this offset decreases by one hour.

GMT Offset - The number of hours difference between GMT and local time.

  GLOSSARY
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iButton - The trademarked Dallas Semiconductor name for the electronic keys used with the
Auditcon System.

Location - A location exists within a region. Multiple unique locations can exist within the same
region. Each location carries time settings for Daylight Savings Time recognition and GMT,
if GMT is being used in your system. The system requires that a location be  assigned to your
Auditcon PC installation, to all locks, and to all lock users.

Logon Password - A password used to control access to the Auditcon program. It may be
between 1 to 6 digits and no alpha or special characters are allowed.

PC Initialized Operation - An operating mode of the Auditcon 2100 locks that requires the use
of  the Auditcon PC System to control the access to the locks.

PowerStar Technology - The technology that allows the System 2100 lock to operate using
internally generated power. This is accomplished by having the Lock Dial connected to a
permanent magnet stepper motor. A permanent magnet stepper motor generates electrical
energy when you rotate the shaft much like the alternator in an automobile. When the
operator turns the dial of a lock they are also turning the shaft of a stepper motor thereby
generating electrical energy. This energy is then converted to DC (Direct Current) and
stored in a capacitor (called a Super Capacitor for its ability to store a relatively large amount
of energy in a small space) in the lock. This energy is then used to power the electronics and
microcomputer which control the operation of the lock.

Region ID - The Region ID is the identifier for a specific unique region.  Multiple regions can
exist for each Auditcon System 2100 installation. Since a region has a unique one-to-one
relationship with a Customer Number, the Region ID can also be thought of as a Customer
ID or Customer Name.

SA Key - A Smart Key that is initialized at the PC with information needed to activate or shelve
locks. It is also used to retrieve audit records or a user table from a lock.

Serial Port - The serial IO port where the Auditcon key reader is attached. Its address can be
1,2,3 or 4.

Shelved Mode  -  This is the default mode of an Auditcon 2100 lock when it is shipped from the
factory. It is also the mode that an Auditcon lock is put in when it is not actively being used;
i.e., “shelved from service”. The combination for a lock in shelved mode is 50-25.

Single User Access - A setting in the lock activation process that causes the lock to require
only one user to open the lock.

S Key - A Smart Key that is used by the Supervisor to access the Supervisor Menu of the
Auditcon program.

Smart Key  -  This is an electronic chip imbedded in a fob.
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Smart Key Reader  -  This is the key reader that is attached to the PC as a peripheral item. It
is used to write and read data to and from, respectively,  the Smart Keys.

SS Key - A Smart Key that is used by the Special Supervisor to access the Supervisor and
Special Supervisor menus in the Cencon program.

Stand Alone Mode - An operating mode of the Auditcon 2100 locks which does not require the
Auditcon Software or the use of Smart Keys.

Time Delay to Open - The time delay (in minutes) before a lock will open after a valid PIN has
been entered. This must be at least 5 minutes, or 0 if no time delay is in effect.

Time windows - The days and times that a user is authorized to access locks. The user’s PIN
for any specific lock will work only during this time window. Up to 5 windows may be
specified and each window contains a start time and duration. Each window may be autho-
rized for more than one day.

Two Person Integrity  ( TPI )  -  Two Person Integrity applies when a lock is activated with
Dual User Access. Two users are required for lock access.

User ID - Used to identify a user to the system. This ID may be up to 20 characters long and
may contain letters, numbers and spaces.

User Nickname - A nickname for the user. This can be up to 10 characters long and will
appear on the User ID report. It can not be used in place of the user ID and is intended for
use where the User ID may be some number that is meaningful for the user instead of a
name. In these cases the nickname gives you the chance to also assign a name to the user.

User Table - A list of users and access data stored in the System 2100 lock. It may be down-
loaded and reported at the Auditcon PC.

Window to Open - If time delay to open is specified, this is the amount of time (in minutes) after
the time delay has expired that a user has to enter a valid PIN again to open the lock.
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